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These volumes are the result of a determined and unwavering commitment to an ideal, an ideal which is fundamental to the practice of librarianship. The creation of bibliographies and the subsequent improvement of access to information have been traditional concerns of the library field. Obviously, the more accurate and complete such listings are, the more useful they will be. The goal of Dr. and Mrs. Nagar in the volumes they have thus far completed is to develop as perfect a bibliography as possible.

The project began as an attempt to systematize the bibliographic records of Indian periodicals held by American libraries. Because of the innate difficulty of tracking serial publications—difficulties caused by title changes, incorrect numbering, changes in the name of the issuing agency, etc., Dr. Nagar developed a "bio-biblio-data-recorder" (BBDR). This device is able to accommodate more than one hundred categories of bibliographic information. After it was thoroughly tested on a sample of 10,000 serial titles, the Nagars proposed to expand their efforts to encompass Indian serials held by libraries throughout the world.

Each data element contained in the TULIP record has been checked and verified to the extent possible. Hindi and Sanskrit titles have been transliterated, and all of the data exists in machine-readable form. Thus far, titles beginning with the letters A through F have been compiled and formatted using the BBDR. But what is quite amazing is that this was accomplished without grant support or external funding! These volumes are a testimony to what commitment, dedication and hard work can achieve.

I have known Dr. and Mrs. Nagar for four years. For more than 20 years, Dr. Nagar has served the University of Missouri - Columbia Libraries as South Asian and International Studies Bibliographer. He has an extraordinary grasp of the literature of India, its libraries and intellectual traditions. It has been a pleasure for me to be associated with a person of such scholarship and vision. His work and many achievements are in the very best traditions of librarianship.

Thomas W. Shaughnessy

University of Missouri
Columbia

Director of Libraries


INDIA. Ministry of Civil Supplies and Cooperation (110) -- Report (210)
search under

India. Dept. of Civil Supplies and Cooperation. Report (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Commerce. (110) -- Administrative report (210)
search under

India. Dept. of Commerce. Report (740)


INDIA. Ministry of Commerce. (110)--Demands for grants (210) search under
India. Ministry of Commerce. Vanijya Mantralaya ki anudanom ki mangem <ALC79> (740)


India. Ministry of Commerce. Development Wing (110)--Production and programmes of manufacture of machinery and equipment (210) search under India. Directorate General of Technical Development. Production and programmes of manufacture of machinery and equipment (740)
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INDIA. Ministry of Commerce and Industry (110)--Import trade control: handbook of rules and procedures (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Commerce. Import trade control: handbook of rules and procedures <ALC78> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Commerce and Industry (110)--Import trade control policy (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Commerce. Import trade control policy (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Commerce and Industry. Development Wing (110)--Report (210)
search under
India. Directorate General of Technical Development. Report (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Commerce and Industry. Directorate of Industrial Statistics (110)--Monthly statistics of the production of certain selected industries (210)
search under
India. Central Statistical Organisation. Monthly statistics of the production of selected industries of India (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Communications (110)--Report, 1948/49- <UCSD> (210)--Formerly issued by: India. Dept. of Communications. 1970/71 (355)--New Delhi (40l)--a (521)--English (531)--I. India. Dept. of Communications (730)--73-903541 (821)--UEIeIDN949a (828)--ALC76 (852)--UCSD (853)--PL480: 1961/62-1971/72- (910)

INDIA. Ministry of Community Development (110)--Report (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Community Development and Cooperation. Report (740)
BOUQUET I

INDIA. Ministry of Community Development and Cooperation (110)—
Proceedings of the meeting of the Central Council of Local Self
Government (210)

search under

India. Central Council of Local Self Government. Proceedings of
the meeting <AL> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Community Development and Cooperation (110)—
Report, 1958/59—(210)—Formerly issued by: I. Community
Projects Administration <1951/52>-1952/53. II. Ministry of
Community Development, 1953-1957/58 (352)—<New Delhi?> (401)—
Ministry of Community Development and Cooperation, Dept. of
Community Development (402)—25cm. (5011)—a (521)—English
(531)—1. Community development — India (720)—I. India. Dept.
of Community Development. II. India. Community Projects
Administration. III. India. Ministry of Community Development
(730)—HN683.5.A283 (811)—309.2 (812)—61-27175 (821)—
0445-6378 (825)—HN61952a (828)—NST (852)—NUC UCSD UCSKa
(853)

INDIA. Ministry of Community Development and Cooperation. Dept. of
Cooperation (110)

search under

India. Dept. of Cooperation <AL> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Defence. (110)—Armed forces personnel and
civilians in defence establishments; (210)—book on service
conditions (212)—Published by: Ministry of Defence, Govt. of
India (305)—New Delhi (401)—22cm. (5011)—Vols. for 1970-71
covered as monographs ephemera (512)—a (521)—English (531)—
Vols. for 1974 reported as not published (540)—1. India — Armed
forces — Personnel management — Periodicals. 2. India — Armed
forces — Pay, allowances, etc. — Periodicals. 3. Pensions,
Military — India — Periodicals. 4. India. Ministry of Defence —
Officials and employees — Salaries, allowances, etc. —
Periodicals (720)—UB325.14152 (811)—355.6'1'0954 (812)—
73-903720; 81-644199 <OC> (821)—1713690 (826)—UBEID99ua
(828)—ALC76 (852)—CNLC NUC OC (853)—PL480: 1970-—(910)

INDIA. Ministry of Defence. (110)—Brief statement of activities
of the Ministry (210)

search under

India. Ministry of Defence. Report (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Defence. (110)—Report, 1958/59—(210)—
Formerly: Brief statement of activities of the Ministry.
1948/49—1957/58 <UCSD> (250)—New Delhi (401)—25cm. (5011)—
illus. (5012)—a (521)—English (531)—Report year ends Mar. 31
(620)—1. India — Armed forces — Yearbooks <OC> (720)—India.
Ministry of Defence. Brief statement of activities of the
Ministry (740)—UA841.A34 (811)—SA66-4054 (821)—1606166
(826)—UAEID949a (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC UCSD UCSB (853)—PL480:
1561/62—(910)
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INDIA. Ministry of Defence. Research and Development Organisation (110)—R & D digest, 1960?- (210)—Formerly issued by: Scientific Information Bureau, Defence Science Laboratory (352)—Delhi (401)—v. 7 equals 1967 <UCSM> (462)—Metcalf House, Delhi 110 006 <NST> (480)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—b (521)—English (531)—Index accompanies each volume <OC> (651)—Basic and applied research in defence-related scientific disciplines (680)—l. Research — India — Periodicals (720)— R & D digest (740)—Q180.15A34 (811)—500 (812)—SA68-14783 (821)—0483-7320 (825)—1587065 (826)—Q1eIDD961b (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST NUC OC UCSM (853)—PL480: v.3(2)– ;Apr. 1963–June 1974; Subscription discontinued (910)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)—Adhyapakom ke liye rashtriya puraskara (210)
search under

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)—Citations: national awards for teachers (210)
search under

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)—Directory of institutions for higher education (210)
search under
Directory of institutions for higher education <AL> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)—Education in centrally administered institutions in India. v.1—1946/47—<UCSD> (210)—Formerly issued by: The Bureau of Education (352)—Delhi (401)—Manager of Publications (402)—25cm. (5011)—India. Ministry of Education. Publication (510)—a (521)—English (531)—l. Education — India — Directories (720)—L961.14143 (811)—370' .954 (812)—76-644598 (821)—2711526 (826)—L9eIDD947a (828)—OC (852)—UCSD (853)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)—Education in India (210)
ssearch under
Education in India <AL> (740)


INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--Education in the states of the Indian Union (53-31265) (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Education. Education in the states; a statistical survey (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--Education in universities in India; a statistical survey (210)
search under
Education in universities in India; a statistical survey <AL> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--The Education quarterly (210)
search under
The Education quarterly <BUCOP IOL> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--Educational statistics, Indian states (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Education. Education in the states of the Indian Union; a statistical survey (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)
search under
India. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. II. India. Ministry of Education and Youth Services (750)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--Indian museums review (210)
search under
Indian museums review (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--Interstate seminar on rural higher education (210)
search under
Interstate Seminar on Rural Higher Education <UCSPHH> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--Libraries in India, 1951- (210)--Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--India. Ministry of Education. Publication no. 123 (510)--u (521)--English (531)--l. Libraries - India (720)--Z845.I4A33 (811)--54-34164 (821)--6655241 (826)--Z8eID951u (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--Living in India (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Education and Scientific Research. Living in
INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--National awards for teachers (SA66-3798) (210)
search under

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--National physical efficiency drive (210)
search under
National physical efficiency drive <AL> (740)


INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--Provisional statistics of education in universities in India (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. Provisional statistics of education in universities in India (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--Report (210)
search under
India. Dept. of Education. Annual report (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--Report on educational development (SA65-3548) (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. Report on educational developments in India (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education. (110)--Siksha Mantralaya ki anudanom ki mangem (SA68-11102) (210)
search under

INDIA. Ministry of Education. Central Hindi Directorate (110)
search under
India. Central Hindi Directorate <AL> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. (110) -- Citations: national awards for teachers (210)

search under


INDIA. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. (110) -- Educational statistics at a glance (210)

search under


INDIA. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. (110) -- Demands for grants (210)

search under

India. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. Siksha aura Samaja Kalyana Mantralaya ki anudanom ki mangem <AL> (740)


INDIA. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. (110) -- Expenditure on education as shown in annual budgets of states & union territories (210)

search under

India. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. Expenditure on education as shown in central and state annual budgets (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. (110) -- Expenditure on education as shown in central and state annual budgets, 1972/73- (210) -- Published by: The Ministry (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- 31cm. (5011) -- India. Ministry of Education and

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. (110)--National awards for teachers (210) search under


INDIA. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. (110)--Prasastiyan: adhyapakom ke liye rashtriya puraskara (210) search under


INDIA. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. (110)--Rapport des developpements de l'education en Inde (210)

search under

India. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. Report on educational developments in India <AL> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. (110)--Report (210)

search under

India. Dept. of Education. Annual report (740)


INDIA. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. (110)--Review of education in India (210)

search under
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INDIA. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. (110) search under
1. India. Ministry of Education. II. India. Ministry of Education and Youth Services (750)


INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)—Demands for grants (210)
search under

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)--Directory of institutions for higher education (210)
search under
Directory of institutions for higher education (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)--Educational statistics: district-wise (210)
search under

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)--Expenditure on education as shown in annual budgets of states & union territories (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. Expenditure on education as shown in central and state annual budgets (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)--National awards for teachers (210)
search under

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)--Pay scales of school teachers in India (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. Pay scales of school teachers in India <AL> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)--Provisional statistics of education in the states (74-909330) (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. Provisional statistics of education in the states (740)
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INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)--Report (72-929591) (210)
search under
India. Dept. of Education. Annual report (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)--Selected educational statistics (79-910928) (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. Selected educational statistics (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)--Selected information on school education in India (76-911190) (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. Selected information on school education in India (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)--Siksha aura Yuvaka Karya Mantralaya ki anudanom ki mangem; Demands for grants (77-903808) (210)
search under

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)--Educational statistics at a glance (210)
search under

INDIA. Ministry of Education and Youth Services. (110)
search under
I. India. Ministry of Education. II. India. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare (750)

INDIA. Ministry of Energy. (110)--Provisional coal statistics; production, distribution, consumption and stock, 1970- (210)--Published by: Coal Controller, Ministry of Energy, Dept. of Coal (305)--Formerly issued by: Ministry of Steel and Mines (352)--Calcutta (401)--m (521)--English (531)--Index published separately (651)--I. India. Dept. of Coal. II. India. Ministry of Steel and Mines (730)--Coal statistics, production, distribution, consumption and stock (740)--X6-913352 (822)--9385965 (826)--UElBC9uum (828)--ALC76- (852)--OC (853)--PL480: Apr.-Dec. 1975 (910)

INDIA. Ministry of Energy. (110)--Demands for grants of Ministry of Energy (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Energy. Urja Mantralaya ki anudanom ki mangem (740)
INDIA. Ministry of Energy. (110)--Urja Mantralaya ki anudanom ki mangem. Demands for grants of Ministry of Energy, 1975/76- 
(210)--New Delhi (401)--Govt. of India, Ministry of Energy 
(402)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Continues in 
part: India. Ministry of Irrigation and Power. Sincai aura 
Bijali Mantralaya ki anudanom ki mangem. -1974/75 (601)--1. 
India. Ministry of Energy - Appropriations and expenditures. 2. 
Power resources - India - Finance - Periodicals (720)--India. 
Ministry of Energy. Demands for grants of Ministry of Energy 
(740)--India. Ministry of Irrigation and Power. Sincai aura 
Bijali Mantralaya ki anudanom ki mangem (750)--HD9502.14153 
(811)--353'.54'00823 (812)--75-904745 (821)--3775669 (826)-- 
HDehIDN976a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480: 1975/76- 
(910)

INDIA. Ministry of External Affairs (110)--Demands for grants 
(210) 
search under 
India. Ministry of External Affairs. Videsa Mantralaya ki 
anudanom ki mangem <AL> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of External Affairs. (110)--Report, 1947/48- 
<UCSD> (210)--New Delhi (401)--Manager, Govt. of India Press 
(403)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. India - Foreign 
relations (720)--JX912.A32 (811)--54-40732 (821)--0536-9266 
(825)--1642731 (826)--JXIDN948a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCD 
UCSM (853)--PL480: 1961/62-; Report for 1963/64 not available 
(910)

INDIA. Ministry of External Affairs. (110)--Videsa Mantralaya ki 
anudanom ki mangem. Demands for grants of Ministry of External 
Affairs (210)--New Delhi (401)--General Manager, Govt. of India 
Press (403)--Minto Road, New Delhi (480)--29cm. (5011)--a 
(521)--English, Hindi (534)--1. India. Ministry of External 
Affairs - Appropriations and expenditures (720)--India. Ministry 
of External Affairs. Demands for grants (740)--JQ250.148156 
(811)--74-929630 (821)--2421871 (826)--JQehIDN9uuua (828)--ALC76 
(852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1966/67- (910)

INDIA. Ministry of External Affairs. External Publicity Division 
(110)--Foreign affairs record. v.1-- Jan. 1955- (210)-- 
Faridabad (401)--Delhi <OC> (451)--29cm. (5011)--m (521) 
English (531)--1. India - Foreign relations - Periodicals <OC> 
(720)--DS448.A25 (811)--327.54 (812)--59-2785 (821)--0536-9258 
(825)--1604654 (826)--DSDeID955m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCD UMC 
(853)--PL480: v.9(2), Feb. 1963- (910)

INDIA. Ministry of Finance. (110)--Annual financial statement 
(budget), the Government of Nagaland (210) 
search under 
India. Ministry of Finance. Varshika vittiya vivarana (bajata), 
Nagalainda Sarakara (740)
INDIA. Ministry of Finance. (110)--Annual financial statement of the Government of Gujarat; budget (210)

search under

India. Ministry of Finance. Gujarata Sarakara ka varshika vittiya vivarana; bajata (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Finance. (110)--Anudanom ki mangom ka saramsa.
Summary of demands for grants of the Ministry of Finance (210)--New Delhi (401)--Manager, Govt. of India Press (403)--29cm.
(501l)--Some volumes issued in revised editions (508)--a (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--
HJehoID9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1966/67-- (910)

INDIA. Ministry of Finance. (110)--Budget--Government of India, Ministry of Finance, 1920/21?-- (210)--Formerly issued by:
Finance Dept. of India <CNLC> (352)--Delhi (401)--Vitta
Mantralaya (402)--25cm. (501l)--Vols. for issued in 2 pts.
(502)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Budget - India. 2. Railroads -
India - Finance (720)--I. India. Finance Dept. (730)--HJ65.B155
(811)--336 (812)--54-40931 (821)--0536-9290 (825)--1589703
(826)--HJeID922a (828)--ALC7 (852)--NLC NST OC UMC (853)--
PL480: 1962/63-1973/74 (910)

INDIA. Ministry of Finance. (110)--Budget; speech of Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Finance (210)

search under

India. Ministry of Finance. Budget; speech of Finance Minister
(740)

INDIA. Ministry of Finance. (110)--Budget; (210)--speech of
Finance Minister, 1953/54-- <NST> (212)--Subtitle varies: Speech
of Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance (252)--Delhi
(401)--25cm. (501l)--Issued in 2 parts, A & B <NST> (502)--a
(521)--English (531)--1. Budget - India (720)--India. Ministry
of Finance. Budget, speech of Deputy Prime Minister and Minister
of Finance (740)--HJ65.B35 (811)--SA67-3537 (821)--5584401
(826)--HJeIDD05a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NLC OC (853)--PL480:
1954/65-- ; Vol. for 1965/66 not available (910)

INDIA. Ministry of Finance. (110)--Explanatory memorandum on the
budget of the Central Government, <1946/47>-- (210)--Prepared by:
The Budget Division, 1975/76-- <OC> (303)--New Delhi (401)--
Manager of Publications (402)--24cm. (501l)--a (521)--English
(531)--Includes supplements (631)--1. Budget - India (720)--
56-46431 (821)--0536-9320 (825)--1780920 (826)--HJeID947a
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSPHH (853)--PL480: 1962/63-- ; some
volumes not available (910)

INDIA. Ministry of Finance. (110)--Explanatory memorandum on the
budget of the Government of Nagaland, 1976/77-- (210)--New Delhi
(401)--Manager, Govt. of India Press (403)--30cm. (501l)--a
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INDIA. Ministry of Finance. (110)--Explanatory memorandum on the budget of the Government of the Union Territory of Pondicherry (210)--New Delhi (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Budget – India – Pondicherry (Union Terr.) (720)--Pondicherry (Union Terr.). Budget memorandum (740)--HJ66.P5816 (811)--354.54'8600722 (812)--78-642599 (821)--4099390 (826)--HJeIDN9uaa (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1964/65- (910)--AL has listed under: Pondicherry, India (Union Ter.). Budget memorandum? (SA66-4222) (991)

INDIA. Ministry of Finance. (110)--Finance bill (210)
search under India. Ministry of Finance. National budget (740)


INDIA. Ministry of Finance. (110)--Report--Government of India, Ministry of Finance and Dept. of Revenue & Banking, 1948/49--<UCSD holdings> (210)--New Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--
BOUQUET I

INDIA. Ministry of Finance. (110)--Summary of demands for grants (210)

search under

India. Ministry of Finance. Anudanom ki mangom ka saramsä (740)


INDIA. Ministry of Finance. Budget Division (110)--Budget at a glance (210)

search under

India. Ministry of Finance. Budget Division. Bajata eka vihangama drshti (740)
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INDIA. Ministry of Finance. Economic Division (110) -- An economic classification of the Central Government budget (210) search under


INDIA. Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Community Development, and Cooperation (110) -- Anudanom ki mangem; Demands for grants (210) search under
India. Ministry of Agriculture. Krshi Mantralaya ki anudanom ki mangem (740)


INDIA. Ministry of Food and Agriculture. (110) -- Indian journal of fisheries. v.1- ; May 1954- (210) -- Formerly issued by: Dept. of Revenue and Agriculture (352) -- New Delhi (401) -- f (521) -- English (531) -- l. Fisheries - Periodicals. 2. Ichthyology - Periodicals (720) -- I. India. Dept. of Revenue and Agriculture (730) -- UUEIDN954f (828) -- BUCOP (852) -- NUC (853)

INDIA. Ministry of Food and Agriculture. Directorate of Economics and Statistics (110) -- Studies in agricultural economics (210) search under
Studies in agricultural economics <IOL NST> (740)

-636-
INDIA. Ministry of Foreign Trade. (110)--Awards for outstanding export performance (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Commerce. Awards for outstanding export performance (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Foreign Trade. (110)--Demands for grants (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Commerce. Vanijya Mantralaya ki anudanom ki mangem <ALC79> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Foreign Trade. (110)--Export trade control; handbook of policy and procedure (70-922343) (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Commerce. Export trade control; handbook of policy and procedure (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Foreign Trade. (110)--Import trade control; handbook of rules and procedure (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Commerce. Handbook of import-export procedures (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Foreign Trade. (110)--Import trade control policy (73-900767) (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Commerce. Import trade control policy <ALC78> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Foreign Trade. (110)--Report (210)
search under
India. Dept. of Foreign Trade. Report (74-900130) (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Foreign Trade and Supply. (110)--Demands for grants (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Commerce. Vanijya Mantralaya ki anudanom ki mangem <ALC79> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Foreign Trade and Supply. (110)--1. Export trade control; handbook of policy and procedure. 2. Handbook of export trade control (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Commerce. Export trade control; handbook of policy and procedure (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Foreign Trade and Supply. (110)--Import trade control; handbook of rules and procedure (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Commerce. Import trade control: handbook of rules and procedure <ALC78> (740)
INDIA. Ministry of Health. (110)--Report (210) search under
India. Ministry of Health and Family Planning. Report (740)


INDIA. Ministry of Health. (110)--Report on the working of the Contributory Health Service Scheme (210) search under
India. Ministry of Health. Report on the working of the Central Government Health Scheme (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Health. (110) search under
India. Ministry of Health and Family Planning (750)

INDIA. Ministry of Health and Family Planning. (110)--Demands for grants (210) search under
India. Ministry of Health and Family Planning. Svasthya aura Parivara Niyojana Mantralaya ki anudanom ki mangem <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Health and Family Planning. (110)--Family welfare planning yearbook (210) search under
India. Dept. of Family Planning. Family welfare planning yearbook (740)

INDIA. Ministry of Health and Family Planning. (110)--Performance budget, Ministry of Health and Family Planning (210)--Formerly issued by: Dept. of Health <UCSD> (352)--New Delhi (401)--The Ministry, Govt. of India (402)--28cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. India. Ministry of Health and Family Planning - Appropriations and expenditures - Periodicals. 2. Public health - India - Periodicals. 3. Birth control - India - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Dept. of Health (730)--RA311.M55 (811)--354'.54'06841 (812)--75-908973 (821)--3524534 (826)--RAeIDN9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1975/76- (910)
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Report of the Secretary-General, 1967/70- (210)--Published by:
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by: I. Ministry of Education and Youth Services, 1967/70. II.
<OC> (355)--New Delhi (401)--22-28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--
ports. (5013)--some reports issued combined (503)--India.
Ministry of Education and Youth Services. Publication (510)--a
(521)--English (531)--1. United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organisation - India (720)--I. India. Ministry of
Education. II. India. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare
(730)--India. National Commission for Cooperation with UNESCO.
Secretary General's report (740)--AS4.U825146 (811)--341.7'67
(812)--SA66-6004 (821)--0536-9894 (825)--1643375 (826)--
ASE1DN970a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSMP UMC (853)--PL480:
1960/63-72/74 (910)

INDIA. National Commission for Cooperation with UNESCO (110)--
Secretary-general's report (210)
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India. National Commission for Cooperation with UNESCO. Report
of the Secretary-general (740)

INDIA. National Commission for Cooperation with UNESCO (110)--
World in the classroom (210)
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World in the classroom <AL> (740)

INDIA. National Committee on Science and Technology (110)--
Research & development statistics (210)--Cover title: Research
and development statistics (2304)--New Delhi (401)--The
Committee (402)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1.
Research - India - Statistics - Collected works. 2. Research,
Industrial - India - Statistics - Collected works (720)--
Q188.I5I45 (811)--76-913404 (821)--Q1e1DN9uua (828)--UMC (852)--
ALC73 OC (853)--PL480: 1973/74- (910)

INDIA. National Committee on Science and Technology (110)--
Consumer industries report (210)

search under

India. National Committee on Science and Technology. Sectorial
science and technology plan for consumer industries (740)

INDIA. National Committee on Science and Technology (110)--
Sectorial science and technology plan for consumer industries
(210)--Half title: Consumer industries report (2309)--Published
by: The Author (305)--New Delhi (401)--30cm. (5011)--u (521)--
English (531)--1. Research, Industrial - India (720)--India.
National Committee on Science and Technology. Consumer
industries report (740)--T177.I4I5 (811)--338.4'7'60954 (812)--
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search under
Numismatic Society of India. Journal (740)

INDIA. Office of the Chief Adviser, Factories (110)--Annual report (210)
search under

INDIA. Office of the Chief Controller of Imports and Exports (110)--Import trade control; handbook of rules and procedures (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Commerce. Import trade control: Handbook of rules and procedures (740)

INDIA. Office of the Chief Controller of Imports and Exports (110)--Weekly bulletin of industrial licences, import licences and export licences. v.29-41; 1966-1972/73 <UCSD holdings> (210)--Weekly bulletin of import and export trade control. v.1-29; 1952-66 <UCSD holdings> (250)--New Delhi (401)--w (521)--English (531)--UUEIDN952w (828)--CNLC (852)--UCSD (853)

INDIA. Office of the Chief Labour Commissioner (110)--Annual report on the working of Fair Wage Clause and Central Public Works Department contractors' labour regulations (210)--New Delhi (401)--43cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Employer-employee relations in government - India. 2. India. Central Public Works Dept. 3. Wages - Construction workers - India (720)--HD8013.145C4 (811)--SA68-6748 (821)--HDeIDN9uuu
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INDIA. Office of the Commissioner for Linguistic Minorities

(110)—Report (210)

search under

India. Commissioner for Linguistic Minorities. Report (740)

INDIA. Office of the Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (110)—Report. <N 1>— ; 1951— (210)—Formerly issued by: Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India <IOL> (352)—New Delhi (401)—Manager, Govt. of India Press <OC> (403)—24cm. (5011)—Reports for issued in 2 pts. (502)—Some reports issued combined (503)—Available on microfilm from LC Photoduplication Service (5041)—a (521)—English (531)—Vols. for 1951-1964/65—numbered also 1st/14th— <OC> (573)—1. India—Scheduled tribes. 2. Caste—India (720)—I. India. Ministry of Home Affairs (730)—India. Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. Report (740)—DS422.S3A3 (811)—56-46171 (821)—0536-7131 (825)—2127186 (826)—DE6IDN951a (828)—ALC76 (852)—QC UCSD UCSWB UMC (853)—PL480: th-21st:

1959/60-1971/72-1972/73 (comb. issue) (910)

INDIA. Office of the Comptroller and Auditor-General (110)

search under

India. Comptroller and Auditor-General (740)

INDIA. Office of the Controller of Patents and Designs (110)

search under

India. Patent Office (750)
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search under
India. Development Commissioner. Small Scale Industries (740)

INDIA. Office of the Director General of Observatories (110)--Rashtriya panchang (210)
search under
India. Meteorological Dept. Rashtriya panchang <AL> (740)


INDIA. Office of the Economic Adviser (110)--Monthly survey of business conditions in India. v.1-19(6); Sept./Dec. 1933-June 1951 (210)--Sponsor varies: India. Dept. of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics <UCSBW> (306)--Delhi <etc.> (401)--Manager of Publications <etc.> (402)--m (521)--English (531)--Absorbed by: Journal of industry and trade wef. Aug. 1951 (604)--I. India. Dept. of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics (730)--Journal of industry and trade (750)--HC431.A27 (811)--HEC157933m (828)--UCSD (852)--NUC UCST UCSWB (853)
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INDIA. Office of the Economic Adviser (110) -- Statistical abstracts; India (210)

search under

India. Central Statistical Organization. Statistical abstracts; India, new ser. (740)


INDIA. Office of the Registrar General (110) -- Indian demographic bulletin (210)

search under

Indian demographic bulletin <UCD> (740)
INDIA. Office of the Registrar General (110)--Newsletter (210)

search under
India. Office of the Registrar General. The Registrar General's newsletter (740)


search under
India. Vital Statistics Division (740)

INDIA. Office of the Registrar of Newspapers (110)--Annual report of the Registrar of Newspapers for India (210)

search under
India. Office of the Registrar of Newspapers. Press in India (740)

INDIA. Office of the Registrar of Newspapers (110)--Bharata ke samacarapatram ke Rajistrara ka varshika prativedana (210)--Organ of Sucana va Prasara Mantralaya, Bharata Sarakara (307)--Nai Dilli (401)--24cm. (501l)--Illus. (502)--Vols. for issued in <2> pts. (502)--a (521)--Hindi; issued also in English as pt.1 of its Report <OC> (534)--1. Indic newspapers - Bibliography. 2. Indic periodicals - Bibliography (720)--Z6958.I4A23 (811)--SA64-1869 (821)--0537-0051 (825)--2666651 (826)--Z6ehIDN959ua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480:5th-13th; 1961-69; Subscription discontinued (910)

INDIA. Office of the Registrar of Newspapers (110)--Press in India; (210)--Report. 1st- ; 1956- (212)--Formerly: Annual report of the Registrar of Newspapers for India. 1956 <NST> (250)--Formerly issued by: The Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (352)--New Delhi (401)--24cm. (501l)--Issued in 2 pts., 1960- (502)--a (521)--English (531)--No issue for 1959; included in 1960 issue (540)--Reports for 1956-70 include catalogues of newspapers published in each state and union territory <OC>; First report covers the period July 1-Dec. 31,
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INDIA. Office of the Textile Commissioner (110)--Handbook of textile control orders (210)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--Reported ceased (470)--i (521)--English (531)--74-900769 (721)--UUEIDD9uui (828)--ALC79 (852)--PL480: 1963. 1965 (910)

INDIA. Office of the Textile Commissioner (110)--Indian textile industry (210)
search under
Indian textile bulletin (740)

INDIA. Organisation and Methods Division (110)
search under
India. Cabinet Secretariat. Organisation and Methods Division (740)


INDIA. Parliament (110)--Committees and other bodies on which Parliament is represented wholly or partially (210)
search under
India. Parliament. House of the People. Secretariat. Committees and other bodies on which Lok Sabha is represented wholly or partially (740)

India. Constituent Assembly (Legislative). Debates; official report (750)--J500.K24 (811)--52-33869 (821)--J5eIDD950i (828)--UCSM (852)--NUC UCSPHH (853)


search under

India. Legislative Council. Proceedings, new series (740)

India. Parliament. Council of States (110)--Council of State debates; official report (210)

search under


India. Parliament. Council of States (110)--List of members showing permanent and Delhi addresses and telephone numbers (210)--Published by: Rajya Sabha Secretariat (305)--Vols for issued by the Council under its vernacular name: Rajya Sabha <OC> (352)--New Delhi (401)--19cm. (5011)--a (irregular) (521)--English (531)--1. India. Parliament. Council of States - Directories (720)--JQ261.A4A3 (811)--SA66-6424 (821)--0537-0132 (825)--1774614 (826)--JQeIDN9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480: May 3, 1965- (910)

India. Parliament. Council of States (110)--Parliamentary debates; (210)--official report. v.l- ; May 13, 1952- <OC> (212)--New Delhi (401)--Rajya Sabha Secretariat (402)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English or Hindi (531)--1. India - Politics and government - 1947- (720)--J500.J23 (811)--55-42537 (821)--

INDIA. Parliament. Council of States. Committee on Subordinate Legislation (110)—Report—Committee on Subordinate Legislation. 1st—1966—(210)—Published by: Rajya Sabha Secretariat (305)—New Delhi (401)—25cm. (5011)—i (521)—English (531)—1. Delegated legislation—India (720)—JF27.15 (811)—SA68-5939 (821)—0537-0159 (825)—5543737 (826)—JFIDN966i (828)—OC (852)—ALC76 (853)—PL480: 1966—(910)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)—Abstracts and index of reports and articles. v.1—5; Jan. 1958-Dec. 1962 (210)—Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)—New Delhi (401)—28cm. (5011)—m (521)—English (531)—Formed by the union of its: Monthly list of selected articles and the Parliament's Abstracting service (6012)—Incorporated into its Abstracts of reports in Jan. 1963 to form its Abstracts and index of reports and articles (6042)—1. India—Parliament—Abstracting service. 2. India—Parliament—House of the People. a. Abstracts and index of reports and articles. b. Monthly list of selected articles (750)—AI3.17 (811)—016.300 (812)—SA63-4751 (821)—0537-0175 (825)—AIEIDN958m (828)—NST (852)—NUC (853)
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SA64-2708 (821)--1640670 (826)--J5eIDN963q (828)--ALC76 (852)--
NST NUC OC UMC (853)--PL480: v.1-v.12(4); Jan./Mar. 1963-Jan.
1975 (910)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Abstracts of reports. v.1-8; July 1955-Dec. 1962 (210)--Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)--New Delhi (401)--28cm. (5011)--m, Jan.
1958- (521)--quarterly: July 1955-Dec. 1957 (525)--English
(531)--United with Its: Abstracts and index of articles in Jan.
1963 to form Its Abstracts and index of reports and articles
(6012)--1. India - Politics and government - 1947--(720)--India.
Parliament. House of the People. 1. Abstracts and index of articles. 2. Abstracts and index of reports and articles (750)--
J500.K9 (811)--328 (812)--SA63-4752 (821)--0445-670x (825)--
2719818 (826)--J5eIDN955m (828)--NST (852)--NUC OC (853)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Digest of central acts (210)
search under
India. Laws, Statutes, etc. Digest of central acts <AL> (740)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Digest of central acts and constitutional cases (210)
search under
India. Laws, Statutes, etc. Digest of central acts and constitutional cases <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--The Finance bill, as introduced in Lok Sabha (210)--New Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--
Vol. for 1966 treated as monograph <ALC76> (512)--a (521)--
English (531)--Some years include a second finance bill (620)--
l. Taxation - India - Law (720)--I. India. Laws, Statutes, etc.
(730)--KO.1.I392768 (811)--SA67-1763 (821)--5537845 (826)--
KOeIDN9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1966- (910)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Fortnightly news digest. v.1-9; Nov. 15-30, 1954-62 (210)--Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)--New Delhi (401)--Ceased in 1962/63
<PiH> (470)--28cm. (5011)--e (521)--English (531)--Newspapers
and magazines (680)--l. World politics - 1955- - Periodicals
(720)--l. Fortnightly news digest. 2. India. Lok Sabha.
Fortnightly news digest (740)--D839.I452 (811)--57-46289 (821)--
D8eIDN954e (828)--UCD (852)--MI NUC PiH (853)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Information bulletin. No.1- ; 1956- (210)--Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)--New Delhi (401)--34cm. (5011)--a (521)--
English (531)--Suspended publication with No. 27 (540)--l.
Political science - Societies, etc. (720)--JA34.I5 (811)--
SA65-8869 (821)--JAeIDN956a (828)--MI (852)--NUC (853)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--List of members of
Lok Sabha showing Delhi addresses and telephone numbers (210)--
Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)--New Delhi (401)--
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INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110) -- List of members of Lok Sabha showing permanent addresses and telephone numbers, 1966. (210) -- Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- 21 cm. (501) -- i (521) -- English (531) -- Formed by the union of its: List of members of Lok Sabha showing Delhi addresses and telephone numbers (6043) -- India. Parliament. House of the People. 1. List of members of Lok Sabha showing permanent addresses and telephone numbers (750) -- JQ263.A42 (811) -- SA67-3581 (821) -- 1774617 (826) -- QeIDN9uui (823) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480: 1964-66 (910)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110) -- List of members of Lok Sabha showing permanent addresses and telephone numbers, 1966. (210) -- Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- 19 cm. (501) -- i (521) -- English (531) -- Merged with its: List of members of Lok Sabha showing Delhi addresses and telephone numbers (6043) -- India. Parliament. House of the People. 1. List of members of Lok Sabha showing permanent and Delhi addresses and telephone numbers (750) -- JQ253.A42 (811) -- SA67-3581 (821) -- 1774617 (826) -- QeIDN9uui (823) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480: 1964-66 (910)
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INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Lok Sabha handbook for members (210)--Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)--New Delhi (401)--Vol. for 1962 treated as monograph (512)--z (qu:quential) (521)--English (531)--SA65-2314 (821)--1714803 (826)--UUEIDN9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 3rd-5th ed.; 1962-71 (910)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Loka-Sabha vada-vivada (210)--Loka-Sabha Sacivalaya (305)--Nai Dilli (401)--25cm. (501)--i (521)--Hindi; issued also in English (534)--Indexes: 3d ser., v.1-- Apr. 1962-- (651)--Debates (680)--1. India - Politics and government - 1947- (720)--I.
Title: Summarised translated version of Lok Sabha debates (730)--J500.K262 (811)--SA64-4032 (821)--J5ehIDN9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 2nd ser., v.59(1), Nov. 20, 1961-3rd ser. v.24(26), Dec. 1963 (910)


INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Monthly list of selected articles from journals and periodicals received in Parliament Library (210) search under
India. Parliament. House of the People. Monthly list of selected articles (740)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Parliamentary committees; (210)--summary of work. v.1-- 1959- <M1> (212)--Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)--New Delhi (401)--
25cm. (5011)--Issues for June 1969-May 1972 treated as monographs (512)--i (521)--English (531)--1. India. Parliament -- Committees <OC> (720)--JQ257.C6I52 (811)--328.54'07'65 (812)--72-908371 (821)--1784263 (826)--JQeIDN9591 (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC (853)--PL480: 4th Lok Sabha, June 1969-74/75 (910)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Parliamentary debates: official report (210)
search under
India. Parliament. House of the People. Lok Sabha debates (740)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Privileges digest. v.1- (210)--Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)--28cm. (5011)--f (521)--annual: 1963-66 (525)--English (531)--Summaries of privilege cases in Parliament, state legislatures in India, British House of Commons and other foreign Parliaments <ALC76> (680)--1. Legislative bodies - India - Privileges and immunities. 2. Legislative bodies - Privileges and immunities (720)--JQ257.A3 (811)--SA64-5491 (821)--0445-6807 (825)--2114872 (826)--JQeIDN9uuF (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.6(2), Oct. 1962- (910)


INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Samsadiya patrika (210)
search under
Samsadiya patrika (740)


INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)--Summarized translated version of Lok Sabha debates (210)
search under
India. Parliament. House of the People. Lok Sabha vada vivada; samkshipta anudita samskarana (740)
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INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)—Vishya jinake liye Bharata sarakara ke mantralya tatha vibhaga uttaradayi haim (210)

search under

India. Parliament. House of the People. Subjects for which ministries and departments of Government of India are responsible (740)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People (110)—Who's who. v.1—1952—<NST> (210)—Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)—New Delhi (401)—18-22cm. (5011)—ports. (5013)—i (521)—English (531)—Vols. for 1952—called also 1st ed.—<OC> (575)—1. India. Parliament. House of the People—Biography (720)—JQ263.A54 (811)—SA62-781 (821)—1774618 (826)—JQeIDN952i (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC UCSKa (853)—PL480: 4th Lok Sabha; 1962-71 (910)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People. Committee of Privileges (110)—Report—Committee of Privileges (210)—Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)—New Delhi (401)—25cm. (5011)—i (521)—English (531)—1. India. Parliament. House of the People—Privileges and immunities <OC> (720)—JQ263.Z5A45 (811)—SA67-3583 (821)—0537-0248 (825)—5575197 (826)—JQeIDN9uu (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC UCSPhH (853)—PL480: 3d Lok Sabha, 1st report—5th Lok Sabha, 15th report (910)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People. Committee on Government Assurances (110)—Report—Committee on Government Assurances (210)—Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)—New Delhi (401)—25cm. (5011)—i (521)—English (531)—1. India—Politics and government—1947—<OC> (720)—JQ263.A25 (811)—SA67-4202 (821)—0537-0256 (825)—5537789 (826)—JQeIDN9uui (828)—MI (852)—ALC76 OC (853)—PL480: 3rd Lok Sabha, 1st report—5th Lok Sabha, 11th report; 1963-1974/75 (910)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People. Committee on Petitions (110)—Report—Committee on Petitions. No.1—(210)—Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)—New Delhi (401)—26cm. (5011)—i (521)—English (531)—1. India—Politics and government—1947—<OC> (720)—J500.K84 (811)—SA65-4746 (821)—0445-6815 (825)—5537801 (826)—J5eIDN9uui (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC UCSM (853)—PL480: 3d Lok Sabha, 1st report—5th Lok Sabha, 28th report; 1963—(910)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People. Committee on Subordinate Legislation (110)—Report. <lst> Lok Sabha, Mar. 1954—(210)—Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat <etc.> (305)—New Delhi (401)—25cm. (5011)—i (521)—English (531)—1. Delegated legislation—India (720)—SA65-9416 (821)—UUeIDN954i (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC UCSM (853)—PL480: 2d, Dec. 1957—(910)

INDIA. Parliament. House of the People. Committee on the Welfare of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (110)—Report. 1st—;
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INDIA. Patent Office

Nov. 1969—(210)—Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)—New Delhi (401)—25cm. (5011)—i (521)—English (531)—1. India—Scheduled tribes. 2. Caste—India. 3. Economic assistance. Domestic—India (720)—HC440.P63A435 (811)—362.8 (812)—79—927032 (821)—1781892 (826)—HJeIDN969i (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC UCSM UMC (853)—PL480: 4th Lok Sabha, 1st report—5th Lok Sabha, 51st report; Nov. 1969—. Issue for 4th Lok Sabha, 2d report not available (910)


INDIA. Parliament. House of the People. Secretariat (110)—Committees and other bodies on which Lok Sabha is represented wholly or partially (210)—Published by: Lok Sabha Secretariat (305)—New Delhi (401)—Rs.00.50 (490)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—a (521)—English (531)—Continues: India. Parliament. Committees and other bodies on which Parliament is represented wholly or partially <OC> (601)—1. India. Parliament. House of the People—Committees—Directories. 2. Legislative bodies—India—Directories <OC> (720)—India. Parliament. Committees and other bodies on which Parliament is represented wholly or partially (740)—JQ251.A25 (811)—328.54'072'025 (812)—80—646553 (821)—5575166 (826)—HJeIDN9uuua (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC UMC (853)—PL480: 1968—(910)

INDIA. Parliament. Lok Sabha (110)

search under

India. Parliament. House of the People (740)


INDIA. Parliament. Rajya Sabha (110)

search under

India. Parliament. Council of States <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Patent Office (110)

search under

India. Office of the Controller of Patents and Designs (750)

INDIA. Patent Office (110)—Alphabetical index to applications for exclusive privilege in respect to inventions made under Act V of 1888. —Oct./Dec. 1904—(210)—Title varies slightly (250)—
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(470)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. Technical assistance in India -- Periodicals (720)--HC435.2.A3 (811)--79-917779 (821)--HCEIDN99ua (828)--ALC75 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 1965/66 (910)

INDIA. Planning Commission (110)--Programmes of industrial development, 1951/56- <NST> (210)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications <OC> (402)--z (quinquennial) (521)--English (531)--SA63-1930 (821)--1714713 (826)--UUeIDD956z (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: 1961/66 (910)

INDIA. Planning Commission (110)--Review of important activities (210)
search under
India. Planning Commission. A review of important activities and studies <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Planning Commission (110)--A review of important activities and studies (210)--Formerly: Review of important activities (250)--New Delhi (401)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. India - Economic policy - 1966- <OC> (720)--India. Planning Commission. Review of important activities (740)--HC435.A37 (811)--354.54'008 (812)--SA67-2051 (821)--0537-0329 (825)--1644600 (826)--HCEIDN99ua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1965/66-1974/75 (910)

INDIA. Planning Commission (110)--Yojana (210)
search under
Yojana (740)

INDIA. Planning Commission. Programme Evaluation Organisation (110)--Bench mark survey report....Community development projects. v.1- ; 1956- (210)--Delhi (401)--Govt. Press (403)--Series of P.E.O. Publications, no. 12, etc. (510)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Rural rehabilitation - India. 2. India - Economic conditions. 3. India - Economic policy (720)--DS (811)--DSeIDD9561 (828)--MI (852)--NUC (853)


and N.E.S. blocks. 2. Evaluation report on working of community projects (210)
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INDIA. Planning Commission. Programme Evaluation Organisation (110)--Publication (210)

search under


INDIA. Planning Commission. Statistics and Survey Division (110)--

Basic statistics relating to the Indian economy (210)

search under

India. Central Statistical Organisation. Basic statistics relating to the Indian economy <OC> (740)


INDIA. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (110)--History of services of the gazetted and other officers of Indian Posts and Telegraphs Dept., 1896--<CNLC holdings> (210)--Title varies slightly (250)--Delhi (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUeIDD896u (828)--UCSD (852)--CNLC (853)

INDIA. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (110)--List of Indian post offices. 1932-34> (210)--Formerly: Quarterly list of Indian post offices. 1918-1931 (250)--Delhi (401)--<a> (521)--English (531)--India. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. Quarterly list of Indian post offices (740)--UUeIDD918A? (828)--CNLC (852)

INDIA. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (110)--Post and telegraph guide (210)

search under

India. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. Post and telegraph pocket guide (740)

INDIA. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (110)--Post and telegraph pocket guide. v.1- ; 1920--<NUC> (210)--Post and telegraph guide (2301)--<New Delhi> (401)--Printed by: The Manager, Govt. of India Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--Vols. for 19 - issued in 2 parts (502)--a (521)--Formerly semiannual (525)--English (531)--Vol. for 1948 is unnumbered <NUC> (573)--Succeeds: India. Dept. of Posts and Telegraphs. Post office guide (601)--Separately paged supplements accompany most issues <NUC> (631)--1. Postal
India. Posts

INDIA. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (110)--Post office guide (210)--
Delhi (401)--Controller of Publications, etc. (402)--Calcutta
in 3 parts (502)—z (quinquennial); Pt. 3 published annually
(521)—English (531)—1. Postal service—India—Guides. 2.
Telegraph—India—Periodicals (720)—HE7213.I5 (811)—
383.0954 (812)—78-641139 (821)—3945642 (826)—HEeIDD9uuuz
(828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1971 (910)

INDIA. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (110)—Quarterly list of Indian
post offices (210)
search under
India. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. List of Indian post offices
(740)

INDIA. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (110)—Report (210)
search under
India. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. Detailed annual report (740)

INDIA. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (110)—Report. 1. Report of
the activities. 3. Report (activities)—Indian Posts and
Telegraphs Dept. (210)
search under
India. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. Varshika riporta; Annual
report (740)

INDIA. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (110)—Telegraph guide (210)—
Published by: Director General, Posts and Telegraphs (305)—New
Delhi (401)—21-30cm. (5011)—Issued in 2 Vols. (502)—i (521)—
English (531)—Some issues reported as not published (540)—1.
Telegraph—India—Directories <OC> (720)—HE8373.I5 (811)—
384.l025'54 (812)—78-643086 (821)—4202924 (826)—HEeIDD9uuui
(828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: V. 1, 1964-71; Issue for
1966 not available (910)

INDIA. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (110)—Telephone directory: Goa
sub-division (210)
search under
Telephone directory: Goa sub-division (740)

INDIA. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (110)—Varshika riporta; Annual
activities, 1963/64. 3. Report (activities)—Indian Posts and
Telegraphs (250)—Published by: Bharatiya Daka-Tara Vibhaga
(305)—New Delhi (401)—28cm. (5011)—llus. (5012)—a (521)—
English (531)—Report includes section on activities of the
following year (620)—India. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. 1.
Report. 2. Report (activities)—Indian Posts and Telegraphs
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Dept. 3. Report of the activities (740)--SA68-8903; 83-642509
<OC> (821)--9387099 (826)--HEeIDN965a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC
UCSWB (853)--PL480: 1961/62-1973/74 (910)

INDIA. Publication Branch (110)

search under
India. Government of India. Publication Branch <AL75> (740)

INDIA. Railway Board (110)--Administration report on railways in India (210)

search under
India. Railway Board. Report on Indian railways (740)

INDIA. Railway Board (110)--All India railway time-table. v.1- ; 1944- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Rs.3.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--
frequency varies (521)--English (531)--1. Railroads - India -
Time-tables (720)--HE3294.A3 (811)--385 (812)--58-51340 (821)--
0442-6088 (825)--HEeIDN9441 (828)--IPiP NST NUC (852)

INDIA. Railway Board (110)--Classified list of establishment of Indian railways and distribution return of establishment of all railways (210)

search under
India. Railway Board. Classified list of gazetted establishment of Indian railways (740)

INDIA. Railway Board (110)--Classified list of gazetted establishment of Indian railways, 1951- <UCSD> (210)--Formerly:
Classified list of establishment of Indian railways and
distribution return of establishment of all railways. 19 -1950
(250)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--25cm.
(5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Vol. for 1970 reported as not
published (540)--Vols. for 1963 have lists corrected to end of
calendar year; for 1974- lists corrected to July 1 <OC> (620)--
1. Railroads - India - Employees <OC> (720)--India. Railway
Board. Classified list of establishment of Indian railways and
distribution return of establishment of all railways (740)--
HE3291.A3743 (811)--SA67-7523 (821)--5584384 (826)--HEeIDD9uu
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSD (853)--PL480: 1962-74; Some vols.
not available (910)

INDIA. Railway Board (110)--Demands for grants for expenditure of the central government on railways (210)--Published by: Ministry of Railways, Railway Board (305)--New Delhi (401)--a (521)--
English (531)--Supplements accompany some volumes <ALC76>
(631)--1. Railroads - India - Finance - Periodicals (720)--
HE3291.A3744 (811)--54-44437 (821)--5584381 (826)--HEeIDN9uu
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1964/65- (910)

INDIA. Railway Board (110)--Explanatory memorandum of the railway budget (210)--Published by: Railway Board of India (305)--New
Delhi (401)--Manager, Govt. of India Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--
a (521)--English (531)--Supplements are separately published
(631)--1. Railroad - India - Finance (720)--HE3291.A3746 (811)--
INDIA. Railway Board

385.13 (812)--SA68-10445; 54-43271 <OC> (821)--537I557 (826)--HEEIdN9uaa (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1964/65--; Vol. for 1967/68 not available (910)

INDIA. Railway Board (110)--History of Indian railways, constructed and in progress, 1918–<IOL> (210)--Delhi (401)--ceased (470)--z (sexennial) (521)--English (531)--SA65-866 (821)--1680922 (826)--UUEID9182z (828)--ALC76 (852)--IOL OC UMC (853)--PL480: 1964 (910)

INDIA. Railway Board (110)--Indian railways; administration report (210)
search under
India. Railway Board. Report on Indian railways (740)

INDIA. Railway Board (110)--Indian railways: central facts and major problems (210)
search under
Indian railways; central facts and major problems (740)

INDIA. Railway Board (110)--Monthly railway statistics (210)
search under
India. Railway Board. Relave ke masika sankhyiikya vivarana <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Railway Board (110)--Railways in India; administration report (210)
search under
India. Railway Board. Report on Indian railways (740)


INDIA. Railway Board (110)--Report on Indian railways.
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INDIA. Railway Board. (110)--Works, machinery and rolling stock programmes of railways (210)--New Delhi (401)--Manager, Govt. of India Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--Report for 19 issued in 2 parts (502)--a (521)--English (531)--Contains 2 parts. Pt.1: Summary; Pt.2: Detailed programmes <NUC> (620)--1. Railroads – India – Equipment and supplies (720)--HE3291.A378 (811)--57-15973 (821)--5584402 (826)--HEEIDN9uaa (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCSM UCSPKH (853)--PL480: Pt.2, 1964/65- (910)

INDIA. Railway Board. Directorate of Safety (110)--Review of accidents on Indian government railways (210)--Published by: Ministry of Railways, Govt. of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Railroads – India – Accidents – Periodicals (720)--I. India. Ministry of Railways (730)--HE1783.I4A35 (811)--67-2550 (821)--HEEIDN9uaa (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1962/63-1974/75 (910)


INDIA. Railway Board. Directorate of Statistics and Economics (110)—Indian railways; report and accounts (210)

search under

India. Railway Board. Directorate of Statistics and Economics. Indian railways; annual report and accounts (740)

INDIA. Railway Dept. (110)—Administration report on railways in India (210)

search under

India. Railway Board. Report on Indian railways <AL> (740)

INDIA. Railway Inspectorate (110)—Report of the Chief Government Inspector of Railways on the working of the Railways Inspectorate (210)

search under

India. Railway Inspectorate. Report of the Commissioner of Railway Safety on the working of the Railway Inspectorate (740)


INDIA. Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan (110)—Vimarsa (210)

search under

Vimarsa <ALC76> (740)


INDIA. Records Dept. (110)—Persian correspondence (210)

search under

India. Records Dept. Calendar of Persian correspondence (740)
INDIA. Research, Designs

INDIA. Research, Designs and Standards Organization


INDIA. Roads Wing (110) -- Basic road statistics of India; supplement (210)

search under

India. Transport Research Division. Basic road statistics of India (740)

INDIA. Roads Wing (110) -- Road facts, India, 1956-- (210) -- Vols. for 1956-- issued by the Consulting Engineer (Road Development), Roads Wing (352) -- Delhi (401) -- Manager of Publications (402) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Some vols. reported as not published (540) -- 1. Roads -- India (720) -- HE365.4A3 (811) -- SA64-8339 rev (821) -- HEeIDD956a (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NUC (853) -- PL480: 1961-69 (910)

INDIA. Royal Indian Air Force (110) -- Royal Indian Air Force

journal (210)

search under

Royal Indian Air Force journal (740)

INDIA. Rubber Board (110) -- Bulletin. v.1-; Jan./Mar. 1951- <NUC>

(210) -- Formerly: Indian Rubber Board bulletin (250) -- Published by: The Board (305) -- Kottayam (401) -- P. K. Narayanan <PI175> (402) -- Kottayam-686 009, Kerala (480) -- Rs.10.00 (490) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- Some numbers issued combined (503) -- i, 1953-- (521) -- quarterly: 1951-52 (525) -- Suspended: 1972-74; Some issues reported as not published (540) -- Ed.: P. K. Narayanan (611) -- Of interest to rubber industry (680) -- 1. Rubber -- Periodicals. 2. Rubber industry and trade -- India (720) -- 1. Indian Rubber Board bulletin. 2. India. Rubber Board. Rubber Board bulletin (740) -- SB290. I46 (811) -- 59-17707 (821) -- 0537-0507 (825) -- 1752813 (826) -- SE1KeK951i (828) -- CIPE (852) -- ALC76 NUC OC PiI75 UCD (853) -- PL480: v.5, July/Sept. 1961- (910)

INDIA. Rubber Board (110) -- Indian rubber statistics. v.1-; 1958-- (210) -- Compiled by: Statistical Section of the Rubber Board, 1967-68 <OC> (301) -- Kottayam (401) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- SA64-3555 (821) -- 1752814 (826) -- UUE1KeK958a (828) -- ALC76 (852)--
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OC (853)--PL480: v.1-12; 1958-69; Vol. for 1962 not available
(910)

INDIA. Rubber Board (110)--Rubber Board bulletin (210)
search under
India. Rubber Board. Bulletin <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Salt Dept. (110)--Report (statistical portion) (210)--
Reports for not called Statistical portion <NUC> (250)--Reports
for issued by the Dept. under a variant name: Salt Organisation
<NUC> (352)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--25cm.
(5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--
l. Salt industry and trade - India (720)--HD9213.I325 (811)--
SA67-6479 rev (821)--HDeIDD9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC NUC
(853)--PL480: 1959/60-1971/72 (910)

INDIA. Samsada Vishayaka Vibhaga (110)
search under
India. Dept. of Parliamentary Affairs (740)

INDIA. Standing Commission for Scientific and Technical
Terminology (110)--Report presented by Member-Secretary at the
meeting of the Central Advisory Board <NST> (210)--Issued by:
The Central Hindi Directorate, Ministry of Education, Govt. of
India <NST> (302)--New Delhi (401)--i; a <NST> (521)--English
(531)--SA66-6479 (821)--1774622 (826)--UUEIDD9uua (828)--ALC76
(852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: 1962/64-1969/71 (910)

INDIA. Statistics and Intelligence Branch (Central Excise) (110)--
Central excise statistics; (210)--quarterly bulletin. v.1- ;
1960- (212)--New Delhi (401)--35cm. (5011)--q (521)--English
(531)--Volume numbers irregular (571)--l. Taxation of articles
of consumption - India - Statistics (720)--India. Dept. of
Revenue and Insurance. Statistics and Intelligence Branch
(Central Excise). Central excise statistics; quarterly bulletin
(740)--HJ5715.I4A3 (811)--SA66-4196 (821)--HJeIDN960q (828)--
ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: v.1(4)- ; Mar. 1961-June 1971;
Some issues not available (910)

INDIA. Statistics and Intelligence Branch (Central Excise) (110)--
Central excise tariff (210)--Vols. for issued by: Central Board
of Revenue (352)--New Delhi (401)--Manager, Govt. of India Press
for Manager of Publications <OC> (403)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--
English (531)--l. Internal revenue law - India. 2. Tariff -
India <OC> (720)--I. India. Central Board of Revenue (730)--
382.70954 (812)--SA65-1591 (821)--5804439 (826)--HJeIDN9uua
(828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1961-74; Some volumes
not available (910)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--Consolidated supreme court criminal
rulings 1950-69, 1970- (210)--Cover title: Dr. G. Prakash's
Consolidated Supreme Court criminal rulings 1950 to 1969
(2304)--Allahabad (401)--Supreme Court Criminal Rulings Office
(402)--629 University Road, Allahabad, UP (480)--Rs.36.00
INDIA. Supreme Court

A journal on the judgements pronounced by the highest court: of India, The Supreme Court" (680)--1. Criminal law--India. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. -- India (720)--I. Chauhan, D. P. S., ed. II. Prakash, Gyan, ed. III. Afzal, M., ed. (730)--77-918682 (821)--UUEIUA1970m (828)--CIPE (852)--NUC (853)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--Current tax reporter. v.1- ; Jan./July (comb. issue) 1972- (210)--Jodhpur (401)--K. Kumar <PII75> (402)--861 Chopasni Road, Sardarpura, Jodhpur, Rajasthan <CIPE> (480)--D-16 Shastri Nagar, Jodhpur-342 003, Rajasthan <NL> (483)--Rs.160.00 <NL> (490)--25cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Dharam Veer Kalia <CIPE> ; S. S. Silwal <NL> (611)--Contains tax cases decided by the Supreme Court (680)--1. Taxation - India -- Cases (720)--LAW (811)--343'.54'040264 (812)--SA72-906796 (821)--1784208 (826)--KOEIUL970m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST NUC OC PII75 UCG (853)--PL480: v.1, 1972- (910)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--Election law reports containing cases on election law decided by the Supreme Court and the high courts of India, opinions of the Election Commission and important decisions of the election tribunals (210)

search under

Election law reports containing cases on election law decided by the Supreme Court and the high courts of India, opinions of the Election Commission and important decisions of the election tribunals (740)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--Federal law journal of India (210)

search under

Supreme Court journal (740)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--Indian Supreme Court digest; annotated (210)

search under

Indian Supreme Court digest; annotated (740)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--The Supreme Court cases. v.1- ; Jan. 1, 1970- (210)--Lucknow (401)--Eastern Book Co. (402)--Eastern Book Co., 34 Lalbagh, Lucknow 226 001, UP <CIPE> (480)--25cm. (5011)--Issued in parts (502)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--e; 4 vols. in a year <CIPE> (521)--English (531)--Absorbs: India. Supreme Court. The Supreme Court cases, 1969-75 (LC no.: 76-923057) wef. 1976 (6031)--Yearly digest, 1969, 1970 & 1971 (631)--Indexes (651)--Indexed in: Ind. in leg. per. <CIPE> (654)--Reports every judgement of the Supreme Court of India, both 'reported' and 'non-reported'; case comments and legal articles <CIPE> (680)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. -- India <OC> (720)--Supreme Court cases (740)--India. Supreme Courat. Supreme Court cases (annual) (LC No.: 76-923057) (750)--LAW (811)--348 (812)--72-912895 (821)--1607799 (826)--KOEIUL970e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLRC OC (853)--PL480: Jan. 1, 1970- (910)
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INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--Supreme court cases (annual). v.1-; 1965-75 (210)--Lucknow (401)--Prakash Lal Malik for Eastern Book Co. (402)--34 Lal Bagh, Lucknow-226 001, UP (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--25cm. (501l)--a (521)--English (531)--Absorbed by: India. Supreme Court. Supreme court cases (semimonthly) wef. 1976> (604l)--Ed.: Prakash Lal Malik (611)--Law (680)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. - India (720)--India. Supreme Court. Supreme court cases (LC No.: 72-912895) (750)--Law (811)--348.54'046 (812)--76-923057 (821)--KOeIUL969a (828)--PII75 (852)--ALC76 CIPE CNLC (853)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--The Supreme Court decisions. v.1-; 1961- (210)--Cuttack (401)--P. S. V. Iyer <PII7a5> (402)--Law Times Press, Cuttack-753 002, Orissa <PII75> (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended: Dec. 1974 (540)--Ed.: J. K. Misra <PII75> (611)--Contains articles on law, central acts, ordinances, rules, notifications, etc. short notes of important and recent cases of the high courts in the Union of India and full reports of the cases decided by the Supreme Court of India (680)--74-902198 (821)--1752815 (826)--KOeI4961m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC PII75 UCST (853)--PL480: v.9, pt. 1, Jan. 1969-- (910)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--The Supreme Court digest (210) search under The Yearly Supreme Court digest <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--Supreme Court journal (210) search under Supreme Court journal <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--Supreme Court notes (210) search under Supreme Court notes <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--The Supreme Court reports; (210)--containing cases determined by the Supreme Court of India <NLC>. V.1-; 1950- (212)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--24cm. (501l)--m (521)--English (531)--Continues: India. Federal Court. Federal Court reports, 1939-Jan. 1950 (601)--Includes supplements (631)--India. Federal Court. Federal Court reports (740)--SA66-280 (821)--1752816 (826)--UEeID950m (828)--ALC76 (852)--BU COP CNLC OC UCSKa (853)--PL480: Dec. 1961-Dec. 1975 (910)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--The Supreme Court weekly reporter (210) search under The Supreme Court weekly reporter <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--Uccatama Nyayalaya ninnaya patrika. v.1-; Aprila 1968 (210)--Nai Dilli (401)--Vidhi auro Nyaya Mantralaya (Vidhi Vibhaga), Bharata Sakara (402)--25cm. (501l)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Supreme Court decisions (680)--1.
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Law reports, digests, etc. - India (720)--I. India. Ministry of Law (730)--Uccatama Nyayalaya nirnaya patrika (740)--78-906017 (821)--UUhIDN968m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCSM (853)--PL480: v.1, April 1968- (910)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--The unreported judgements; (210)--Supreme Court. v.1-- ; 1969- (212)--Jodhpur (401)--Gopichand Sachdeva <Pi75> (402)--861 Chopsani Road, Sardarpura, Jodhpur, Rajasthan <OC> (480)--Rs.35.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--e (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Dharmvir Kalia <Pi75> (611)--l. Law reports, digests, etc. - India (720)--LAW (811)--348'.54'044 (812)--72-902871 (821)--1784130 (826)--KOEIRJo969e (828)--ALC176 (852)--NUC OC Pi75 (853)--PL480: v.4, pt.1, Jan. 10, 1972- (910)

INDIA. Supreme Court (110)--Yearly Supreme Court digest (210)
search under
The Yearly Supreme Court digest (740)


INDIA. Survey of India. (110)--General report on the topographical survey of India (210)
search under
India. Survey of India. General report (740)

INDIA. Survey of India. (110)--Map catalogue (210)--Published by: Map Publication Office, Survey of India (305)--Formerly issued by the Dept. under its earlier name: Survey of India Dept. (352)--Dehra Dun (401)--38cm. (5011)--Maps (5014)--Issued in more than one part <NUC> (502)--q (521)--English (531)--1. India - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs (720)--I. India. Survey of India Dept. (730)--Z6027.139A252 (811)--72-233909 (821)--Z6e1UD9uuq (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: Apr./June 1970-July/Sept. 1975 (910)

INDIA. Survey of India. (110)--Report on the operations of the Survey of India Dept. (210)
search under
India. Survey of India. General report (740)

INDIA. Tariff Commission

Branch <OC> (352)--Dehra Dun (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--
English (531)--1. Tides - Indian Ocean. 2. Tides - Tables
(720)--India. Survey of India Dept. Geodetic Branch. Tide tables
of the Indian Ocean (740)--VK685.I5 (811)--SA64-5696 (821)--
VKeiUD9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 1963-- (910)

INDIA. Survey of India. Geodetic and Research Branch (110)--Tide
tables for Sagar, Diamond Harbour and Garden Reach (Calcutta)
(210)--Cover title: Tide tables for the River Hooghly, Signal
lights, etc. (2304)--Formerly: Tide tables for Dublat (Sagar
Island), Diamond Harbour and Kidderpore (Calcutta) (250)--
Formerly issued by: India. Survey of India Dept. Geodetic Branch
(352)--Calcutta (401)--Dehra Dun <OC> (431)--17cm. (5011)--
illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tides - India -
Hooghly River. 2. Tides - Tables. 3. Aids to navigation -
Hooghly River (720)--India. Survey of India Dept. Geodetic
Branch. Tide-tables for Dublat (Sagar Island), Diamond Harbour
and Kidderpore (Calcutta) (740)--VK701.I5 (811)--SA65-2351
(821)--2697776 (826)--VKeiIBC9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--
PL480: 1963-- (910)

INDIA. Survey of India. Geodetic and Research Branch (110)--Tide
tables for the port of Bombay (Apollo Bandar) (210)--Dehra Dun
(401)--17cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tides - India -
Bombay. 2. Tides - Tables (720)--VK699.I48 (811)--SA64-5751
(821)--0537-0612 (825)--2663392 (826)--VKeiUD9uuu (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1963-- (910)

INDIA. Survey of India Dept. Geodetic Branch (110)--Tide tables
for Dublat (Sagar Island), Diamond Harbour and Kidderpore
(Calcutta) (210)
search under
India. Survey of India. Geodetic and Research Branch. Tide
Tables for Sagar, Diamond Harbour and Garden reach (Calcutta)
(740)

INDIA. Survey of India Dept. Geodetic Branch (110)--Tide tables of
the Indian Ocean (210)
search under
India. Survey of India. Geodetic and Research Branch. Indian
tide tables (740)

INDIA. Tariff Commission (110)--Annual report--Govt. of India,
Tariff Commission. 1st-; 1952/53- <OC> (210)--Formerly issued
by: India. Tariff Board (352)--Delhi (401)--Controller of
Publications <OC> (402)--24-33cm. (5011)--a (521)--English
(531)--1. Tariff - India (720)--1. India. Tariff Board (730)--
HF2322.A34 (811)--SA63-2734 (821)--0537-0647 (825)--1774602
(826)--HFieID953a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSD UCSWB (853)--

INDIA. Tariff Commission (110)--Review of work (210)--Published
by: Directorate of Commercial Publicity (305)--New Delhi (401)--
24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Sept. 30
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INDIA. Tea Board (110)--Annual administration report for the year--Tea Board (210)--Formerly issued by: India. Central Tea Board (352)--Calcutta (401)--The Board (402)--14 Biplabbi Trailokya Maharaj Sarani (Brabourne Road), Calcutta- 700 001 (480)--26cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--a (521)--English (531)--I. India - Tea Board - Yearbooks. 2. Tea trade - India - Yearbooks (720)--India. Central Tea Board. Annual administration report (740)--HD9198.I4A23 (811)--354.540082'333 (812)--79-902672 (821)--7591871 11826)--HDe1BC9uu (828)--OC (853)

INDIA. Textiles Committee. Market Research Division (110)--Consumer purchases of textiles, 1960- (210)--Published by: Market Research Wing, Textiles Committee (305)--Bombay (401)--9 Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Bombay-400 018 (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--HD9866.I6148 (811)--381' 4567700954 (812)--76-913192 (821)--2652496 (826)--HDe1mB960m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: No.52, Jan. 1975- (910)

INDIA. Tourist Dept. (110)

search under

India. Dept. of Tourism (740)

INDIA. Transport Research Division (110)

search under

India. Ministry of Shipping and Transport. Transport Research Division (750)

INDIA. Transport Research Division (110)--Basic port statistics of India. v.1- ; 1973/74- (210)--Published by: Transport Research Division, Ministry of Shipping and Transport, Govt. of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--Rs.35.00 (490)--29-31cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: India. Directorate of Transport Research. Port transport statistics of India. 1969/70-1972/73 (601)--I. Shipping - India - Statistics - Periodicals. 2. Harbors - India - Statistics - Periodicals. 3. Shipping - India - Statistics (720)--Basic port statistics of India (740)--India. Directorate of Transport Research. Port transport statistics of India (750)--HE597.I4A3 (811)--387.1'0954 (812)--79-915066 (821)--6135338 (826)--HDe1IDN974a (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1974/75- (910)
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INDIA. Transport Research Division (110)--Bharatiya mula saraka ankar (210)
  search under
  India. Transport Research Division. Basic road statistics of
  India <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Transport Research Division (110)--Economic statistics of
  India's overseas shipping industry (210)
  search under
  Economic statistics of India's overseas shipping industry (740)

INDIA. Transport Research Division (110)--India ports and shipping
  statistics (210)
  search under
  India ports and shipping statistics <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Transport Research Division (110)--India transport
  statistics (210)
  search under
  India transport statistics (740)

INDIA. Transport Research Division (110)--Motor transport
  statistics, 1970/71- (210)--Formerly: 1. Statistical bulletin of
  state road transport undertaking in India. 1958/59-1967/68. 2.
  Review of public sector road transport industry. 1968/69-1969/70
  <UCSKa> (250)--Vols. for issued by: India. Dept. of Transport.
  Roads Wing <UCSD> (352)--New Delhi (401)--22-30cm. (5011)--
  Issued in 2 pts., 1974/75- (502)--a (521)--English (531)--None
  published for 1972/73-1973/74 (540)--1. Transportation - India -
  Statistics - Yearbooks (720)--India. Transport Research
  Division. 1. Statistical bulletin of state road transport
  undertakings in India. 2. Review of public sector road transport
  industry (740)--HE271.1524 (811)--388.3'0954 (812)--73-907021
  (821)--5377386 (826)--HEeIDN959a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSKA
  (853)--PL480: 1958/59-1971/72 (910)

INDIA. Transport Research Division (110)--Pocket-book on transport
  in India (210)
  search under
  Pocket-book on transport in India <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. Transport Research Division (110)--Review of public sector
  road transport industry (LC 70-927657) (210)
  search under
  India. Transport Research Division. Motor transport statistics
  (740)
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INDIA. Treaties, etc. (110) -- India's trade agreements (210) search under India. Treaties, etc. India's trade agreements with other countries (740)

INDIA. Treaties, etc. (110) -- India's trade agreements with other countries, 1949-- (210) -- Added title: India's trade agreements. 1963-73 (2305) -- Published by: Directorate of Exhibitions & Commercial Publicity, Ministry of Commerce, Govt. of India (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- Controller of Publications <OC> (402) -- 21-25cm. (5011) -- Issues for 1963, 1968 treated as monographs (512) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- l. India - Commercial treaties <OC> (720) -- I. India. Directorate of Exhibitions & Commercial Publicity (730) -- India. Treaties, etc. India's trade agreements (740) -- LAW (811) -- 341.7'.54'026454 (812) -- SA64-1681 (821) -- 1588770 (826) -- KOeID949u (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480: 1963-73 (910)

INDIA. Tungabhadra Board (110) -- Administration report (210) search under India. Tungabhadra Board. Resume of work; Tungabhadra project (740)


INDIA. Union Public Service Commission (110) -- Report (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- Printed by: General Manager, Govt. of India Press (403) -- 26cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Report year ends Mar. 31 (620) -- l. Civil service - India (720) -- JQ245.A37 (811) -- SA67-1046 (821) -- 0073-6236 (825) -- 1774623 (826) -- JQeIDN9uuu
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(826)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSD UCSKa (853)--PL480: 13th-24th;
1962/63-1973/74 (910)

INDIA. University Grants Commission (110)--Bulletin (210)
search under
India. University Grants Commission. UGC bulletin <ALC76> (740)

INDIA. University Grants Commission (110)--Bulletin of higher
education. v.1--Apr. 1975--(210)--New Delhi (401)--The
Commission (402)--University Grants Commission, Bahadur Shah
Zafar Marg, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--unpriced (490)--
24cm. (5011)---t (irregular) (521)--English (531)--Provides
information regarding the policies and programmes of the
Commission (680)--1. Education, Higher - India - Periodicals
(720)--Bulletin of higher education (740)--LA1153.I447 (811)--
378.54 (812)--77-912043 (821)--3367419 (826)--LaeIDN975t (828)--
ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)--PL480: V.2(1/2), Nov. 1976--
(910)

INDIA. University Grants Commission (110)--Handbook of
universities in India. No.1--1963--(210)--New Delhi (401)--
25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Universities and
colleges - India - Directories (720)--Handbook of universities
in India (740)--L961.I4A39 (811)--378.3 (812)--SA65-4529 (821)--
0537-0698 (825)--L9eIDN963a (828)--NST (852)--NUC (853)--PL480:
1963-- (910)

INDIA. University Grants Commission (110)--List of colleges under
section 2(f) of the U.G.C. Act, 1956 (210)--New Delhi (401)--a
(521)--English (531)--UUeIDN9uuu (828)--AL (852)--PL480: 1967--
(910)

INDIA. University Grants Commission (110)--Report--University
(5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31. First
Universities and colleges - India - Finance (720)--LB2342.2.I4A3
(811)--SA64-3791 (821)--0537-0701 (825)--1697143 (826)--
LBeIDN957a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480:
1960/61-1972/73 (910)

INDIA. University Grants Commission (110)--UGC bulletin. v.1(1-2);
Aug.-Oct. 1972 (210)--New Delhi (401)--ceased (470)--q (521)--
English (531)--. 1. Educational exchanges - India - Periodicals
<OC> (720)--LB2286.I5153 (811)--370.19'0954 (812)--73-901671
(821)--5538401 (826)--LBeIDN972q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--
PL480: V.1(1-2); Aug.-Oct. (910)

INDIA. University Grants Commission (110)--Universities
statistical digest (210)--Issued by Commission's Statistics
Section (302)--New Delhi (401)--Reported ceased (470)--i (521)--
English (531)--SA65-7250 (821)--UUeIDN9uui (828)--ALC76 (852)--
PL480: Sept. 1962 (910)
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INDIA. University Grants Commission (110)--University development in India; a statistical report (210)
search under
India. University Grants Commission. University development in India; basic facts and figures (740)

INDIA. University Grants Commission (110)--University development in India; basic facts and figures (210)--Prepared by:
Commission's Statistical Section (303)--New Delhi (401)--<Manager of Publications> <OC> (402)--27cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Universities and colleges - India - Statistics (720)--India. University Grants Commission.
University development in India; a statistical report (740)--L577.H58 (811)--SA64-3556 rev (821)--0537-0728 (825)--1714875
(826)--L5eIDN9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UMC (853)--PL480: 1961/62-1970/71 (910)

INDIA. Vital Statistics Division (110)--Mahapanjikara ki patrika. Registrar General's newsletter. v.1- ; Jan./Apr. 1978- (210)--
Published by: Vital Statistics Division, Office of the Registrar General, India, Ministry of Home Affairs (305)--New Delhi
(401)--West Block 1, Wing 1, 2nd Floor, R. K. Puram, New Delhi-110 022 (480)--Some numbers combined (503)--a (irregular)
Sample registration bulletin. 2. India. Office of the Registrar General. Registrar General's newsletter (750)--HA4581.V57
(811)--312'.0954 (812)--X9-915126 (822)--HAehIDN978a (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC (853)

INDIA. Vital Statistics Division (110)--Model registration; (210)--survey of cause of death, report, 1966/67- (212)--Cover
title: Report on survey of cause of death (2304)--New Delhi
(401)--28cm/ (5011)--Issues for 1966-67 issued combined <OC>
(503)--u (521)--English (531)--1. India - Statistics, Vital. 2.
survey of cause of death (740)--HA1719.A4 (811)--312'.2'0954
(812)--73-921931 (821)--1774603 (826)--HAEhIDN967u (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC (853)--PL480: No. 1-5; 1966/67-1971 (910)

INDIA. Vital Statistics Division (110)--Registrar General's news
text under
letter (210)
India. Vital Statistics Division. Mahapanjikara ki patrika (740)

INDIA. Vital Statistics Division (110)--Report on survey of cause
text under
of death (210)
India. Vital Statistics Division. Model registration; survey of
cause of death; report (740)
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INDIA. Vital Statistics Division (110)--Sample registration of births/deaths in India: rural (210)
search under
India. Vital Statistics Division. Sample registration of births/deaths in India: rural & urban (740)


INDIA. Wakf Section (110)--Review of Wakf administration (210)
search under
India. Legislative Dept. Wakf Section. Review of Wakf administration (740)


INDIA. Zoological Survey (110)--Memoirs. v.15- ; Dec. 1970- <OC> (210)--Formerly issued by: Indian Museum, Calcutta (352)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--32cm. (501l)--iillus. (5012)--1 (521)--English (531)--1. Zoological - India -
INDIA; a statistical outline, 1965- (210)--Bombay (401)--Indian Oxygen Limited (402)--29cm. (5011)--g (521)--English (531)--1. India - Statistics - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Oxygen Limited (730)--Indian Oxygen Limited. India; a statistical outline (740)--HA1724.149 (811)--70-912219 (821)--0579-7454 (825)--1752766 (826)--HAEIMTB965g (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480:3rd-4th ed.; 1970-73 (910)

INDIA; (210)--monthly magazine. v.1-23 (no. 1-130); July 1928-April 1939 (212)--Calcutta (401)--L. Taylor (402)--ceased <ULS> (470)--30cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--m (521)--English (531)--V. 21 omitted in numbering <ULS> (573)--1. Periodicals - India (720)--UUEIBC928m (828)--NLC (852)--NUC ULS (853)

INDIA; (210)--a monthly review. v.1- Aug.1944-- (212)--Calcutta (401)--Ceased (470)--25cm. (5011)--m (irregular) (521)--English (531)--Ed.:Nihar-ranjran Ray <NUC> (611)--I. Ray, Nihar-ranjran, 1903- ed. (730)--APB.1355 (811)--052 (812)--51-17479 (821)--APEIBC944m (828)--NUC (852)--UCG ULS (853)

INDIA; (210)--a national review of Indian affairs, 1946-- (212)--u (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIYU946u (828)--BUCOP (852)

INDIA; (210)--a reference annual, 1953-- <OC> (212)--Comp.:The Research and Reference Division, 1953-- <OC> (301)--Publications Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India (305)--Delhi (401)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--vols. for 1971-72 issued combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--1. India - Yearbooks (720)--I. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publications Division (730)--DS405.I64 (811)--915.4 (812)--54-2074 (821)--0073-6090 (825)--1752763 (826)--DSEIDN953a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC UCST UMC (853)--PL480:1962- (910)

INDIA; air transport statistics (210)
search under
India. Air Transport Directorate. India; air transport statistics <ALC76> (740)

INDIA; (210)--economic trends. v.1- ; 1969-- (212)--Published by: MMC School of Management (305)--Bombay (401)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. India - Economic conditions - 1947-. 2. India - Economic policy - 1906-- (720)--I. MMC School of Management (730)--HC435.2.I53 (811)--70-907671 (821)--1752764 (826)--HCIMTB969a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1969-70 (910)

INDIA; (210)--journal of politics, commerce, and industry. v.1- ; 1954-- (212)--India weekly (2307)--New Delhi (401)--M-34 Umrao Singh Bldg., Connaught Circus, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--38cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--w (irregular) (521)--English (531)--Suspended: V.11, no. 30-v.12; August 1965-Dec. 1966
(540)--AP8.I358 (811)--SA62-1035 (821)--0537-0787 (825)--
APeIDN954w (828)--NST (852)--AL NUC (853)--PL480: V.8, Jan. 7,
1962-- (910)

INDIA; (210)--pocket book of economic information, 1961- <NST>
(212)--Published by: Govt. of India, Ministry of Finance, Dept.
of Economic Affairs (305)--New Delhi (401)--12cm. (5011)--a
(521)--English (531)--1. India - Economic conditions - Yearbooks
(720)--I. India. Dept. of Economic Affairs (730)--HC431.I296
(811)--SA65-5286 (821)--0537-0795 (825)--1590389 (826)--
HGeIDN961a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UCSD UCSKa (853)--PL480:
1962-1973/74 (910)

INDIA and Pakistan wool, hosiery and fabrics (210)
search under
Directory of wool, hosiery and fabrics (740)

INDIA and the world. v.1-5(2); Jan.1932-June 1936 <NUC> (210)--
nsv.1- June 1940- (290)--Published by:International Federation
of Culture, 1940- (305)--Formerly published by: India Bureau,
1932-36 <NUC> (355)--Calcutta (401)--Ceased (470)--24.5cm.
(5011)--m (irregular) (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Kalidas Nag,
Jan.1932- <NUC> (611)--Includes section "World of books" <NLC>
(620)--1. India (720)--I. Nag, Kalidas, ed. II. India Bureau,
Calcutta. III. International Federation of Culture (730)--
DS401.I273 (811)--35-13685 rev. (821)--DSeIBC932m (828)--ULS
(852)--NLC NUC (853)

INDIA at a glance. v.1- ; 1967- (210)--Commercial Publications
Bureau (305)--New Delhi (401)--Post Box No. 3005, New Delhi
(480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1.
India - Periodicals (720)--DS401.I27427 (811)--915.4'005 (812)--
SA68-14406 (821)--1800405 (826)--DSeIDN967a (828)--ALC76 (852)--
CNLC OC UCST (853)--PL480:v.1-<?>; 1967-71 (910)

THE INDIA buyer. v.1- 1961- <NUC> (210)--Official organ of the
Purchasing Officers Association of India (307)--Calcutta (401)--
The Association (402)--Materials Management Association of
India, 8 B Short Street, Calcutta-700017 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.42.00
(490)--28cm. (5011)--illls. (5012)--tables (5015)--charts
(5016)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.:D.K. Bose <CIPE> (611)--
Special numbers <CIPE> (640)--Indexed in:Index India <CIPE>
(654)--Devoted to the promotion of the materials management
profession <CIPE> (680)--1. Purchasing - Periodicals (720)--I.
Purchasing Officers Association of India (730)--HP5437.A215
(811)--SA64-621 (821)--1604139 (826)--HFeIBC961m (828)--ALC76
(852)--CIPE MI NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.3, June 1963- ; issue for
Oct.1974 not available (910)

INDIA calling (Western edition); (210)--All India Radio (305)--New
Delhi (401)--28cm. (5011)--illls. (5012)--ports. (5013)--m
(521)--English (531)--"Overseas programme journal of All India
Radio" (680)--1. Radio broadcasting - India - Periodicals. 2.
Radio programs - India - Periodicals. 3. International
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INDIA digest. v.1- ; Mar. 1948- (210)--Ahmedabad (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIGuA948u (828)--ULS (852)

INDIA documentary. v.1-4; Mar./Apr. 1949-58 (210)--Bombay (401)--ceased (470)--u (521)--Suspended: 1950?--June 1955 (540)--UUEIMtB949u (828)--ULS (852)--BUCOP (853)

THE INDIA gazette. v.1- ; 1831- (210)--Varied subtitle: Calcutta public advertiser, 1781- (232)--Calcutta (401)--India Gazette Press (402)--48cm. (5011)--Microfilm from Micro Methods Ltd., Wakefield, Yorkshire (5041)--d (521)--English (531)--Incorporated: 1. Bengal Hurkaru and chronicle in 1836. 2. Bengal Hurkaru, 1838-43, which was named: Bengal Hurkaru and the Indian gazette, 1844-83 (6032)--Absorbed by: Indian daily news (6041)--Supplements accompany some issues (631)--(Newspaper) contained also govt. advertisements, letters, notices, civil appointments, shipping intelligence, etc. (680)--1. Calcutta public advertiser. 2. Bengal Hurkaru. 3. Bengal Hurkaru and chronicle (740)--1. INdian daily news. 2. Bengal Hurkaru and the Indian gazette (750)--10115252 (826)--UUEIBC781d (828)--NLC (852)--OC (853)

[INDIA handloom and textile directory (210)--Published by: Export India Journal Publications (305)--Madras (401)--25cm. (5011)--ports. (5013)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Textile industries and
INDIA hotel

fabrics - India - Directories (720) -- HD9866.I615 (811) -- SA64-8001 (821) -- HDe1TM9uu (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NUC (853) -- PL480: 5th ed. only (910)

INDIA hotel and restaurant guide, 1979- (210) -- Cover title: Hotel guide, India (2304) -- Formerly: All India hotel and restaurant guide, 1966- (250) -- Official publication of the Federation of Hotel and Restaurant Associations of India (307) -- <New Delhi> (401) -- The Federation (402) -- 406/75-76 Nehru Place, New Delhi-110 019 (480) -- 20cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- i (521) -- English (531) -- i. Hotels, taverns, etc. -- India - Directories. 2. Restaurants, lunch rooms, etc. -- India - Directories (720) -- I. Federation of Hotel and Restaurant Associations of India (730) -- All India hotel and restaurant guide (750) -- TX910.ISA6 (811) -- 647.9402554 (812) -- 79-915508 (821) -- TXeIDN966i (828) -- ALC80 (852) -- PL480: 1979- (910)


INDIA in world affairs. v.1- ; 1952- (210) -- Issued by: The Indian Council of World Affairs <NUC> (302) -- New Delhi (401) -- Sterling Publishers (402) -- Bombay <NUC> (431) -- Asia Pub. House <NUC> (432) -- 25cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- 0537-1449 (825) -- 10119659 (826) -- UUEIDN952u (828) -- NUC (852) -- OC (853)

INDIA International Centre, New Delhi (110) -- India International Centre quarterly. v.1- ; 1974- (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- The Centre (402) -- 40 Lodi Estate, New Delhi-110 003 (480) -- $8.00; <Rs.30.00> (490) -- 25cm. (5011) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: Mrs. Mira Sinha <CIPE> (611) -- Indexed in: GIPL Index India <CIPE> (654) -- Contributions from eminent persons, selected lectures on international and cultural subjects <CIPE> (680) -- l. India - Periodicals (720) -- DS401.I2746 (811) -- 954'.05'05 (812) -- 75-900180 (821) -- 2245565 (826) -- DSeIDN974q (828) -- NUC (852) -- CIPE OC UMC (853)


INDIA labour gazette (210)

search under
Indian labour journal (740)
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INDIA leather and leather products directory (210)—Published by: Export India Journal Publications (305)—Madras (401)—8 Peters Road, Madras-600 014 (480)—Rs.45.00 (490)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—u (521)—English (531)—1. India leather & leather products directory—Yearbooks (720)—HD9780.I62I53 (811)—338.47'68520 (812)—75-902997 (821)—0376-978X (825)—2245606 (826)—HDeITM9uuu (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC OC (853)—PL480: 1974/75 (910)

INDIA magazine (210)
search under
India magazine of her people and culture (740)

THE INDIA magazine of her people and culture. no.1—; Dec. 1980—(210)—India magazine (2301)—Bombay (401)—A. H. Advani (402)—Wadia Bldgs., 17/19 Dalal St., Fort, Bombay-400 001 (480)—Rs.60.00 (490)—28cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—m (521)—English (531)—Ed.: A. H. Advani (621)—1. India—Periodicals (720)—India magazine (740)—DS401.127466 (811)—954'.005 (812)—81-910364 (821)—7224432 (826)—DS1EM8980m (828)—NUC (852)—NST OC (853)


INDIA News and Feature Alliance (110)—INFA press year book (210)
search under
India News and Feature Alliance. INFA press and advertisers year book <ALC76> (740)

INDIA News and Feature Alliance (110)—Press and advertisers year book (210)
search under
India News and Feature Alliance. INFA press and advertisers year book <ALC76> (740)

INDIA News and Feature Alliance (110)—Press yearbook (210)
search under
India News and Feature Alliance. INFA press and advertisers year book <ALC76> (740)

INDIA past and present. v.1—; 1956—(210)—Calcutta (401)—S. Gupta (402)—u (521)—English (531)—0445-6963 (825)—10119715 (826)—UUeIBC956u (828)—OC (852)
INDIA ports and shipping statistics (210)--New Delhi (401)--
Transport Research Division, Govt. of India (402)--29cm.
(5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Continued in part by: India.
Directorate of Transport Research. Port transport statistics of
India and its Statistics of Indian shipping, ship-repairing, &
ship building industries (602)--1. Harbors -- India -- Statistics
-- Periodicals. 2. Shipping -- India -- Statistics -- Periodicals
(720)--India. Transport Research Division. India ports and
shipping statistics (740)--India. Directorate of Transport
Research. 1. Port transport statistics of India. 2. Statistics of
Indian shipping, ship repairing, and ship building industries
(750)--HE563.I5I5 (811)--70-917636 (821)--HEeIDN9uua (828)--
ALC76 (852)--NUC UCSKa (853)--PL480: 1969-70 (910)

INDIA quarterly; (210)--a journal of international affairs. v.1--
Jan. 1945- (212)--Published by: Indian Council of World Affairs
(305)--New Delhi (401)--Indian Council of World Affairs, Sapru
House, Barakhamba Road, New Delhi-110 001 <Ulrich's> (480)--
Rs.30.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--maps (5014)--q (521)--English
(531)--Ed.: M. S. Rajan <Ulrich's> (611)--Indexes (651)--Indexed
in: GILP Index India <UMC> PAIS <Ulrich's> (654)--International
affairs (680)--1. World politics -- 20th century -- Periodicals
<OC> (720)--I. Indian Council of World Affairs <OC> (730)--
D410.144 (811)--052 (812)--47-29726 (821)--0019-4220 (825)--
1752770 (826)--D4eIDN945q (828)--ALC76 (852)--BCUCOP IOL NLC OC
UCD ULS Ulrich's (853)--PL480: v.18, Jan./Mar. 1962-- (910)

THE INDIA sporting review. v.1-22; Mar. 1845-Jan. 1856 (210)--
nsv.1-4; Feb. 1856-Dec. 1859 (291)--Calcutta (401)--The Star
Press <etc.> (402)--22.5cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports.
(5013)--maps, plans (5014)--m (521)--quarterly (525)--English
(531)--Succeeds: Bengal sporting and general magazine w.ef.
Mar. 1845 (6011)--Each volume includes separately paged sections,
selections and Sporting Intelligence and the Racing Calendar
(620)--1. Sports -- Periodicals. 2. Sports -- India. 3.
Horse-racing -- India. 4. Hunting -- India (720)--Bengal sporting
and general magazine (750)--GV1.I6 (811)--12-19381 (821)--
GVeIEB845m (828)--ULS (852)--NUC (853)

INDIA tobacco directory of growers, manufacturers, packers,
re-dryers, exporters, & importers (210)--Compiled by: Export
India Journal Publications (301)--Published by: Export India
Journal Publications (305)--Madras (401)--i (521)--English
(531)--1. Tobacco manufacture and trade -- India -- Directories
<OC> (720)--I. Export India Journal Publications (730)--
HD9146.I4I53 (811)--SA68-8863 (821)--3853688 (826)--HDeITM9uui
(828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 OC (853)--PL480: 1967-68, 1974;
Subscription discontinued (910)

INDIA today. v.1--; 1951- (210)--Allahabad (401)--Technical Press
(Printers) (403)--23cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Our
honest endeavour will be to carry forward ... the scientific
analysis of the Indian problems based on the principles of
Marxism-Leninism--editorial (680)--UUeIUA1951m (828)--NLC (852)
BOUQUET I

INDIA tourist-statistics, 1957

INDIA today. v.1- ; 1963- (210)--New Delhi (401)--New Horizons Private, Ltd. (402)--Ceased (470)-- K Block, Connaught Circus, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--$2.00 (490)--28cm. (501l)--illus. (part col.) (5012)--a (52l)--English (531)--Ed.: J. Vijayatunga, 1963- (61l)--l. India (720)--I. Vijaya-Tunga, Jinadasa, 1902- ed. (730)--DS401.12768 (811)--954 (812)--SA64-3850 (821)--0537-0922 (825)--DSeIDN963a (828)--AL (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 1963- (910)

INDIA today. v.1- ; 1970- (210)--a (52l)--English (531)--Suspended with 1972 (540)--76-913231 (821)--1752818 (826)--UUEIBC970a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)

INDIA today. 1927-28 (210)--Published by: Indian Information Centre (305)--UUEIuu927u (828)--BUCOP (852)

INDIA today; (210)--the fortnightly newsmagazine. v.1- ; Dec. 1/15, 1975- (212)--New Delhi (401)--Thompson Living Media India Ltd. (402)--K Block, Connaught Circus, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--Rs.45.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--e (521)--English (531)--Issues for Dec. 15 and 31 lack volume numbering but constitute v.1, no.1-2 <UMC> (573)--Ed.: Arun Purie <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Index India <UMC> (654)--Patterned on 'Time' and 'Newsweek'; focus on India <CIPE> (680)--1. India - Periodicals (720)--DS401.12769 (811)--954'.05'05 (812)--75-908882 (821)--2675526 (826)--DSeIDN975e (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)--PL480: v.1, Dec. 1/15, 1975- (910)

INDIA today and tomorrow. v.1- ; 1968- (210)--Bombay (401)--V. J. Joseph <Pi175> (402)--3 Radhe Niwas, 26th Road, Bandra, Bombay-400 050 (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--vol. 5, no. 2/3 issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: V. J. Joseph <Pi175> (611)--Supplement accompanies v.6, no. 2 (631)--Political finance and economics (680)--76-908477 (821)--1586608 (826)--UUEI MtB968g (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC OC Pi175 (853)--PL480: v.2, Aug. 1969- (910)


INDIA tourist-statistics, 1957- (210)--Published by: Dept. of Tourism, Market Research Division (305)--New Delhi (401)--2nd Floor, Copernicus Marg, New Delhi (480)--27cm. (501l)--charts (5015)--a (52l)--English (531)--l. India. Dept. of Tourism. Market Research Division (730)--67-6623 (821)--0445-7056 (825)--2256112 (826)--UUEIDN957a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: 1969-74 (910)
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INDIA transport statistics (210)--New Delhi (401)--21 cm. (5011)--a
(521)--English (531)--Continued by: Pocket-book on transport in
India w.e.f. 3rd; 1970 (602)--1. Transportation - India -
Statistics (720)--I. India. Transport Research Division (730)--
India. Transport Research Division. India transport statistics
(740)--Pocket-book on transport in India (750)--HE271.153
(81)--72-914203 (821)--HEeIDN9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC
(853)--PL480: 2nd-3rd; 1969-70 (?) (910)

INDIA votes; (210)--a source book on Indian elections. <l> ;
1952/67- (212)--Bombay (401)--Popular Prakashan (402)--1968-
(421)--u (521)--English (531)--JQ294.I5 (811)--10119631 (826)--
JQeIMtB968u (828)--OC (852)

INDIA weather review (210)
search under
India. Meterological Dept. India weather review <ALC76> (740)

INDIAN. v.1- ; 1952- <UCD> (210)--Bombay (401)--e (521)--English
(531)--Absorbed by: Free economic review <UCD> (6041)--Free
economic review (750)--SA62-1006 (821)--UUEIMtB952e (828)--AL
(852)--PL480: v.9(19), 1962- (910)

INDIAN Academy of Applied Psychology (110)--Journal of Indian
Academy of Applied Psychology. v.1- ; 1964- (210)--Madras
(401)--L. Dhairy <Pi75> (402)--Presidency College, Chepauk,
Madras-600 005 <Pi7> (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--25 cm. (5011)--Some
numbers issued combined (503)--t (521)--English (531)--Suspension
(540)--Ed.: C. R. Paramesh (611)--Philosophy-psychology (680)--
l. Psychology, Applied - Periodicals (720)--BF636.A1145 (811)--
158'.05 (812)--SA75-907347 (821)--0019-4247 (825)--1642119
(825)--BFeIMtM64t (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC80 CNLC OC Pi75 UCK
(853)--PL480: v.6-10(2/3); Jan. 1969-73 (910)

INDIAN Academy of Art (110)--An illustrated journal of fine arts,
containing high class specimens of fine craftsmanship in
painting, sculpture, photography & other pictorial designs--of
the leading artists of India--with notes, essays, and
criticisms, 1920- (210)--Calcutta (401)--The Indian Academy of
Art Office (402)--38 cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--q
(521)--English (531)--UUEIBC920q (828)--NLC (852)--BUCOP IOL
(853)--IOL: No.1-4; 1920-21 (920)

INDIAN Academy of Philosophy (110)--The Journal of the Indian
Academy of Philosophy. v.1- ; July 1961/ Feb. 1962- (210)--
Calcutta (401)--25 cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined
(503)--f (521)--English (531)--l. Philosophy - Periodicals
(720)--Bl.155 (811)--SA65-1575 (821)--0019-4271 (825)--1605935
(826)--BleIBC962f (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC Pi7h UMC (853)--
PL480: v.1, Feb. 1962- (910)

INDIAN administrative & management review; (210)--an
inter-disciplinary quarterly journal. v.1-8(3/4); Oct./Dec.
1968-July/Dec. 1976 <ALC79> (212)--<New Delhi> (401)--Indian
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BOUQUET I

Administrative & Management Review (QC) (402) -- A-3 Pandara Road, New Delhi-110 003 <CIPE> (480) -- Rs.52.00 (490) -- 27cm. (501) -- illus. (5012) -- Features 8 sections <CIPE> (502) -- Some numbers issued combined (503) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- Succeeded by: Indian review of management & future wef. 1977 (602) -- Ed.: Padma Seth <CIPE> (611) -- Indexed in: GIPL Index India <UMC> (654) -- This Inter-disciplinary quarterly, brings together the knowledge of various disciplines to strengthen processes of public administration and business management <CIPE> (680) -- 1.


INDIAN Administrative Service Training School (110) -- Journal (210)

search under
The Administrator (740)

INDIAN Adult Education Association, Delhi (110) -- Directory of adult (social) education agencies in India. v.1- ; 1958- (210) -- Delhi (401) -- 25cm. (501) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Education - India - Directories (720) -- S257.I4152 (811) -- S2eIDD958u (828) -- CNLC (852) -- NUC (853)


INDIAN Adult Education Association, Delhi (110) -- Social education and the youth (210)

search under
Indian Adult Education Association. Report of the national seminar (740)

INDIAN advertising yearbook, 1962- <UCSD holdings> (210) -- Advertisers vade mecum, 1959 (250) -- Madras (401) -- Our India Directories and Publications (402) -- English (531) -- Advertisers vade mecum (740) -- SA62-784 (821) -- 1588228 (826) -- UUEItm962u (828) -- UCSMt (852) -- OC UCSD UCSWB (853)

THE INDIAN advocate. v.1- ; Apr./June 1961- (210) -- Published by: Bar Association of India (305) -- Journal of the Bar Association of India (307) -- New Delhi (401) -- Bar Association of India, No.
INDIAN affairs.

93 Supreme Court Building, New Delhi -110 001 <CIPE> (480)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: C. K. Daphtry <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Index India PAIS (654)--Contains articles on various aspects of law and events at the Bar <CIPE> (680)--I. Law - Periodicals - India (720)--I Bar Association of India (730)--64-1194 (821)--0019-4301 (825)--1752322 (826)--UUEIDMN961q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.2, Jan./Mar. 1962- (910)

INDIAN affairs. v.1-3(2); Oct./Nov. 1948-50 <UCD> (210)--Sponsored by: Indian National Congress. All India Congress Committee. Foreign Dept. (306)--New Delhi (401)--22cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--I. India - Politics and government - Periodicals. 2. East Indians in foreign countries <OC> (720)--I. Indian National Congress. All India Congress Committee. Foreign Dept. (730)--DS401.I283 (811)--954 (812)--52-16392 (821)--7684090 (826)--DSeIDN948m (828)--ULS (852)--BUCOP OC UCD (853)

INDIAN affairs record (210)
search under
Indian recorder & digest <AL> (740)

INDIAN agricultural, industrial and trade review. v.1- ; 1955/56- (210)--Published by: Andhra Education Society (305)--Bombay (401)--33cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--annual (irregular) (521)--English (531)--I. India - Economic conditions - Yearbooks (720)--I. Andhra Education Society (730)--HC431.I33 (811)--330.58 (812)--58-47321 (821)--HCeIMtB956a (828)--MI (852)--NUC (853)

INDIAN agricultural gazette; (210)--a monthly journal of agriculture, arts & commerce. v.1- ; Apr. 1885- (212)--Calcutta (401)--The Bangabasi Steam Machine Press (Printers) (403)--31cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC885m (828)--NLC (852)--IOL (853)

INDIAN agricultural index. v.1- ; 1969- <CIPE> (210)--Published by: G. B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology (305)--Formerly published by: Uttar Pradesh. Agricultural University. Library <OC> (355)--Pantnagar (401)--G. B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar-263 045, UP <CIPE> (480)--Free (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Index of articles in English and Hindi, published in the agricultural periodicals, received in the Library of G. B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology (680)--I. G. B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology. II. Uttar Pradesh. Agricultural University. Library (730)--72-920040 (821)--0579-4757 (825)--2250393 (826)--UUEIU969m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: v.4(1-2), Aug.-Sept. 1972 (910)

INDIAN agricultural news digest. v.1- ; July 1969- (210)--Trivandrum (401)--A-22 Rajvar, Jawahar Nagar, Trivandrum, Kerala (480)--Rs.36.00 (490)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--
Susperded: July/Aug. 1971 (540) -- Ed.: Fugmani Nair <CIPE>
(611) -- Vols. for Jan. 1970-- include Readers' supplement and have
title on cover: Indian agricultural news digest and readers' supplement (631) -- Indian agricultural news digest and readers' supplement (740) -- 79-913729 (821) -- 1771503 (826) -- UUEIKET969m (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE OC (853)

INDIAN agricultural news digest and readers' supplement (210)
search under
Indian agricultural news digest (740)

INDIAN Agricultural Research Institute, Delhi. (110) -- Annual
1966 (250) -- Published by: Indian Agricultural Research
Institute (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- 25cm. (5011) -- Illus. (5012) -- a
(521) -- English (531) -- 1. Agriculture -- India -- Periodicals. 2.
Agricultural research -- India -- Periodicals (720) -- Indian
Agricultural Research Institute, Delhi. Scientific report
(740) -- S279. E5 (811) -- 630'.954 (812) -- SA68-18857 (821) -- 7231277
(826) -- S2eIDN967a (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NUC (853) -- PL480: 1963-67
(910)

INDIAN Agricultural Research Institute, Delhi. (110) -- Research
bulletin. N.1- ; 1962-67 (210) -- nsv.1- ; 1968- <OC> (291) -- New
Delhi (401) -- Manager of Publications <OC> (402) -- 25cm. (5011) --
Some numbers treated as monographs (512) -- i (521) -- English
(531) -- 1. Agricultural research -- India. 2. Agricultural
research -- Collected works (720) -- S279.B23 (811) -- SA65-477
(821) -- 1752826 (826) -- S2eIDN9621 (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC (853) --
PL480: No.1-8 (new series); Bulletin no.6 not available (910)

INDIAN Agricultural Research Institute, Delhi. (110) -- Scientific
report (210)
search under
Indian Agricultural Research Institute. Annual scientific report
(740)

INDIAN Agricultural Research Institute, Delhi. Post-graduate
School (110) -- Journal. v.1- ; 1963- (210) -- Published by: The
Institute (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- 25cm. (5011) -- Illus. (5012) --
Some numbers issued combined (503) -- f (521) -- English (531) --
Founded in 1962 <NUC> (614) -- 1. Agriculture -- Periodicals. 2.
Agriculture -- India -- Periodicals (720) -- S17. I49 (811) --
SA68-10346 (821) -- 1752827 (826) -- S2eIDN963f (828) -- ALC76 (852) --
NUC OC (853) -- PL480: v.-8(1); Mar. 1965-June 1970 (910)

INDIAN agricultural statistics (210)
search under
India. Directorate of Economics and Statistics. Indian
agricultural statistics <ALC76> (740)

INDIAN agriculture in brief (210)
search under
India. Directorate of Economics and Statistics. Indian
agriculture in brief <ALC76> (740)

INDIAN agriculturist. v.1- ; Jan. 1957- (210)--Organ of the Agricultural Society of India (307)--Calcutta (401)--Calcutta University Press (402)--35 Ballygunge, Circular Road, Calcutta--700 019 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.40.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--semiannual: 1957-71 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: Pabitra K. Sen <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr. (654)--1. Agriculture - Periodicals. 2. Agriculture - India. 3. Agricultural research - India <OC> (720)--I. Agricultural Society of India <OC> (730)--S17.139 (811)--0019-4336 (825)--1587611 (826)--SleIBC957q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: v.12-18(4); Jan. 1968-1974 (910)

INDIAN Air Force digest (210)
search under
Indian Air Force quarterly (740)

INDIAN Air Force journal (210)
search under
Royal Indian Air Force journal (740)

INDIAN Air Force quarterly; Bharatiya Vayu Sena tragasaki, 1951- <UCD> (210)--Cover title: IAF quarterly (2304)--Published by: Directorate of Education, Air Headquarters (305)--New Delhi (401)--Air Headquarters, New Delhi (480)--q (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Succeeds: Royal Indian Air Force journal (601)--Abs: Indian Air Force digest wef. 1958 <UCD> (6031)--Ed.: O. P. Duggal (611)--Aims to bring out air force aspects and other features of particular interest to the IAF personnel (680)--1. IAF quarterly. 2. Bharatiya Vayu Sena tragasaki. 3. Indian Air Force digest (740)--Royal Indian Air Force journal (750)--77-912348 (821)--UUehIDN951q (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE UCD (853)


THE INDIAN almanac, 1976/77--(210)--Published by: Bharati Research Institute (305)--Indore (401)—151 Imali Bazar, Indore-452 004, UP (480)—25cm. (5011)—charts (5016)—diagrs. (5017)—a (521)—English (531)—l. Almanacs, English - India. 2. Calendars - India <OC> (720)—529.3 (812)—7719998 (526)—UUEIUI977a (828)—ALC78 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1976/77—(910)


INDIAN and Eastern Newspaper Society press handbook (210)
search under
Indian and Eastern Newspaper Society. I.E.N.S. Press handbook (740)

INDIAN and foreign review. v.1—; Oct. 15, 1963—(210)—Published by: Publications Division of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India (305)—New Delhi (401)—31cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—e (521)—English (531)—Vol. 3, no. 24, 1966 reported as not published (540)—Succeeds: March of India. v.1-15; 1948-63 (601)—Indexed in: GIPL <UMC> (654)—1. World politics - 1955—2. Periodicals (720)—India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (730)—March of India (750)—DB35.I453 (811)—954 <NST>; 909.826 <OC> (812)—SA64-3578 (811)—0019-4379 (825)—1752828 (826)—D8eIDN963e (828)—ALC76 (852)—IOL NST OC UCD UMC (853)

INDIAN and Pakistan yearbook and who's who (210)
search under
Times of India directory and year book including who's who (740)

THE INDIAN annual. v.1—; 1946—(210)—Bombay (401)—R. W. Pearce for Bennett, Coleman (402)—37cm. (5011)—illus. (part col.) (5012)—a (521)—English (531)—l. India - History - Yearbooks (72C)—DS401.I29 (811)—915.4 (812)—47-41163 (821)—DSeIMtB946a (826)—BUCOP (852)—NUC (853)

THE INDIAN annual register; (210)—an annual digest of public affairs of India....<NUC> recording the nation's activities each year in matters politics, economic, industrial, educational, social, etc. <IOL>, 1930-47 (212)—Formerly: a. Indian annual register, 1920-23. b. Indian quarterly register, 1924-29 (250)—Calcutta (401)—The Annual Register Office (402)—1921 (461)—18cm.; 24.5cm. <NUC> (5011)—Microfiche from Tumba, Sweden.
INDIAN Anthropological Institute

International Documentation Centre <OC> (5043)--a; semiannual <NUC> (521)--quarterly; 1924-29 (525)--Ed.: Nripendra Nath Mitra (611)--1. India - Politics and government - 1919-47 - Yearbooks (720)--I. Mitra, Nripendra Nath, ed. (730)--a. Indian annual register. b. Indian quarterly register (740)--DS401.I34 (811)--954 (812)--44-3724 (821)--10119204 (826)--DSeIBC921f (828)--IOL (852)--BUCOP NUC OC (853)

INDIAN Anthropological Institute (110)--Journal. v.1-2; 1938-40 (210)--nsv.1-; 1945- (291)--Calcutta (401)--ceased (470)--26cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--l. Anthropology - Societies (720)--GN2.I48 (811)--572.06254 (812)--50-30008 (821)--GNeIBC938u (828)--BUCOP (852)--NUC UCWB (853)

INDIAN Anthropological Society (110)--Journal of the Indian Anthropological Society. v.1-; Mar. 1966- (210)--Published by: The Society (305)--Official organ of the Indian Anthropological Society (307)--Calcutta (401)--Indian Anthropological Society, 27 Chowringhee Road, Calcutta-700 013 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--h (521)--semiannual: v.1-10(2); Mar. 1966-Oct. 1975 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: Surjit Sinha <CIPE> (611)--Index in: GPIPL; Index India; ICSSR Journals of Abstr. & reviews; Socio abstr. <CIPE> (654)--l. Anthropology - Periodicals (720)--GN1.I5 (811)--SA66-6419 (821)--0019-4387 (825)--1752830 (826)--GNeIBC966fh (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)--PL480: v.1, Mar. 1966- (910)

INDIAN anthropologist. v.1-; 1971- (210)--Published by: Indian Anthropological Association (305)--New Delhi (401)--Indian Anthropological Association, Dept. of Anthropology, University of Delhi, Delhi-110 007 <CIPE> (480)--$3.50 (490)--24cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--Vol. 1, no.2 reported as not published (540)--l. Ethnology - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Anthropological Association (730)--GN635.I4154 (811)--301.2'0954 (812)--72-900336 (821)--1752831 (826)--GNeIDN97IfA (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)

INDIAN antiquity; (210)--a journal of oriental research in archaeology, ethnology, etc. v.1-62; Jan. 1872-Dec. 1933 <OC>; v.1-66; 1872-1937 <UCD> (212)--Subtitle varies (232)--nsv.14-62 also as ser. 2 (291)--Vols. for 1925-32 published under the authority of the Council of the Royal Anthropological Institute (356)--Bombay (401)--Popular Prakashan, etc. (402)--British India Press (452)--27-29cm. (5011)--illus. (part col.) (5012)--maps (5014)--tables (5015)--m (521)--English (531)--Vols. 14-62 also called ser. 2 (575)--Succeeded by: New Indian antiquary, 1938 (602)--Epigraphia Indica and record of the Archaeological Society of India. v.3--as supplement (633)--Index: v.1-50; 1872-1921. 8 pts. in 2 vols. <OC> (651)--1. India - Antiquities - Periodicals (720)--I. Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland (730)--New Indian antiquary (750)--DS416.N39 (811)--SA64-6690 (821)--0019-4395 (825)--1752832 (826)--DSeIMtB872m (828)--ULS (852)--
BOUQUET I

<UMC> (210)--Bombay (401)--Popular Prakashan (402)--ceased
(470)--24-29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued
combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--None published for
India - Antiquities - Periodicals (720)--New Indian antiquary
(750)--DS416.N39 (811)--SA64-6690 (821)--0019-4395 (825)--
1644286 (826)--DSe1MtB964q (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 OC UCD

THE INDIAN antiquity. v.1- ; 1894- (210)--Lucknow (401)--u (521)--
English (531)--UUEIUI894u (828)--BUCCP (852)

INDIAN Archaeological Society (110)--Bulletin (210)
search under
Puratattva <ALC76> (740)

INDIAN archaeology; (210)--a review. v.1- ; 1953/54 (212)--
Subtitle varies: a review; report of the Director General of
Archaeology in India (252)--Issued by: India. Archaeological
Survey (302)--Formerly issued by: India. Dept. of Archaeology.
v.1-7; 1953/54-1959/60. Also vol. for 1967/68 (352)--New Delhi
(401)--Archaeological Survey of India, Government of India,
Civil Lines, Delhi-110 006 <CIPE> (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--Vol. for 1960/61 treated as monograph (512)--i (521)--
English (531)--Ed.: M. N. Deshpande <CIPE> (611)--Supplements:
Separate Arabic and Persian supplement in continuation of the
series: Epigraphica Indo-Moslimica <CIPE> (631)--Index published
at the end of volume covering 2 years <CIPE> (651)--Indexed in:
GIPL; Index India (654)--Articles on the archaeology of ancient
and medieval India; extensive quotations from inscriptions in
several Indian languages. (680)--1. India - Antiquities -
Collected works. 2. India - Antiquities - Periodicals (720)--I.
India. Archaeological Survey. II. India. Dept. of Archaeology
(730)--Indian archaeology; a review; report of the Director
General of Archaeology in India (740)--DS416.I42 (811)--
913.34'031954 (812)--SA73-915743 (821)--0536-7832 (825)--2592284
(826)--DSe1DN954i (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 BUCCP CIPE NUC OC
UCWB UMC (853)--PL480: 1960/61-1971/72 (910)

INDIAN archaeology; a review; report of the Director General of
Archaeology in India (210)
search under
Indian archaeology; a review (740)

THE INDIAN architect. v.1- ; 1959- <PiH> (210)--New Delhi (401)--
K. Dhar <OC> (402)--A-15 Pomposh Enclave, New Delhi-110 048
<CIPE> (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some
numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: D.
N. Dhar <OC> (611)--Contains illustrations of roads, traffic
points for engineers, artists, architects and town-planners
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INDIAN architecture. TULIP

<CIPE> (620)--Architectural and town planning projects reviewed (680)--1. Architecture - India - Periodicals. 2. Architecture - Periodicals (720)--I. Dhar, Dwarka Nath, ed. <OC> (730)--NAL.I46 (811)--SA62-285 (821)--0019-4409 (825)--1752833 (826)--NAeIDN959m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PIH UCD UCR (853)--PL480: v.4, Jan. 1962- (910)

INDIAN architecture. v.1-4(pt. 24); 1917-20 (210)--Madras (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEiTM917e (828)--IOL (852)

INDIAN archives. v.1- ; Jan. 1947- (210)--Published by: National Archives of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--The Director, National Archives of India, Janpath, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. etc. (5013)--diagrs. (5017)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--f, 1950- (521)--quarterly: v.1-3; 1947-49; irregular: 1947-1967/68 (525)--English, Hindi <CIPE> (534)--Contains technical as well as general interest of records administration, records of public and semi-public bodies, methods of preservation and repair of documents <CIPE> (620)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Aims at stimulating interest in and knowledge of the science of archives--keeping and preservation of manuscripts <CIPE> (680)--1. Archives - India - Periodicals. 2. India - History - Periodicals (720)--I. India. National Archives (730)--CD2080.I5 (811)--52-35853 (821)--0046-8975 (825)--1774628 (826)--CDeIDN947qf (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)--PL480: v.14-22(1/2); 1961/62-Jan./Dec. 1973 (910)

INDIAN arecanut, spices and cocoa journal (210)
search under
Indian cocoa, arecanut and spices journal (740)

INDIAN armed forces yearbook. v.1- ; 1955- <OC> (210)--Bombay (401)--Indian Youth <OC> (402)--Indian Armed Forces, Manekji Wadia Bldg., Mahatma Gandhi Road, Bombay-400 001 <CIPE> (480)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--a (521)--English (531)--Some volumes reported as not published (540)--1. India - Armed forces - Yearbooks (720)--UL10.I5 (811)--56-40651 (821)--0445-7710 (825)--1774629 (826)--UleIMTB955a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCSMt (853)--PL480; 1960/61-1974/75 (910)

INDIAN Association for Research in National Income and Wealth (110)--Papers on national income and allied topics (210)
search under
Papers on national income and allied topics (740)

INDIAN Association for the Study of Conservation of Cultural Property (110)--Conservation of cultural property in India. v.1- ; 1968- (210)--Published by: The Indian Association for the Study of Conservation of Cultural Property (305)--New Delhi (401)--C/O National Museum, Janpath, New Delhi-110 011 (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--l. Monuments - India - Preservation <OC> (720)--N9051.I53 (811)--915.4 (812)--74-900669 (821)--0376-7965 (825)--1797704
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INDIAN Association of Industrial Editors (110) -- Directory of house journals in India (210)
search under
Directory of house journals in India (740)

INDIAN Association of Lawyers (110) -- Journal (210)
search under
Law and progress <ALC79> (740)

INDIAN Association of Lawyers (110) -- Law and progress (210)
search under
Law and progress (740)

INDIAN Association of Music (110) -- Inmusica (210)
search under
Inmusica (740)

INDIAN Association of Occupational Health (110) -- Indian journal of industrial medicine (210)
search under
Indian journal of industrial medicine (740)

INDIAN Association of Special Libraries and Information Centres. (110) -- Bulletin (210)
search under
Indian Association of Special Libraries and Information Centres. IASLIC bulletin <ALC76> (740)
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INDIAN banking today and tomorrow. v.1- ; Dec. 1976- (210)--New Delhi (401)--S. R. Suneja (402)--$20.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--illlus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--A monthly economic journal of the bankers, for the bankers, by the bankers (680)--1. Banks and banking - India - Periodicals (720)--HG1505.I44 (811)--332.1'0954 (812)--78-914039 (821)--4280235 (826)--HGeIDN976m (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1976- (910)

THE INDIAN Baptist; (210)--a monthly periodical conducted in the interest of the Baptist body in the East. v.1-5; 1882-86 (212)--Calcutta (401)--m (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC882m (828)--IOL (852)--ULS (853)--IOL: v.1-5; 1882-86 (912)
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Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--
Suspended: V.5(1/4), 1974 (540)--1. Social science research --
India - Abstracts - Periodicals (720)--I. Behavioural Sciences
Centre (730)--IBSA: Indian behavioural sciences abstracts
(740)--H62.5.I515 (811)--75-911887 (821)--0018-8727 (825)--
1639973 (826)--H6eIDD970q (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC PiH UCD (853)--

(401)--Vivek Trust (402)--G-11 Hauz Khas Market, New Delhi-110
016 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--e (521)--English
(531)--Ed.: Amrik Singh (611)--Indexed in: Index India <UMC>
(654)--News and reviews (680)--1. India - Book reviews -
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(720)--DS407.I519 (811)--028.1 (812)--76-911304 (821)--2610447
(826)--DSeIDN976e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)

INDIAN book industry. v.1- ; Oct. 1969--(210)--Delhi (401)--
Sterling Publishers (402)--Safdarjung Development Area, New
Delhi-110 016 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.50.00 (490)--28cm. (490)--illlus.
(5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English
(531)--Ed.: Om Prakash Gai (611)--Indexed in: Index India <UMC>
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industries and trade - India - Periodicals. 2. Books - Review -
Periodicals. 3. India - Bibliography - Periodicals (720)--IBI
(740)--Z457.I48 (811)--338.47'655'00954 (812)--77-909059 (821)--
0019-4433 (825)--1774630 (826)--Z4eIDD969m (828)--ALC76 (852)--
CIPE OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480: v.1, Oct. 1969--(910)

INDIAN book reporter. v.1-6; 1964-70 <UCD> (210)--Gurgaon (401)--
Prabhu Book Service (402)--Ceased (470)--$20.00 (490)--25cm.
(5011)--q; m <OC> (521)--English (531)--1. India - Imprints -
Periodicals (720)--23201.1636 (811)--015'.54 (812)--SA68-10205
(821)--2245874 (826)--Z3eIHG964q (828)--NST (852)--ALC76 NUC OC

INDIAN book review index, 1975/76--(210)--Gurgaon (401)--Indian
Documentation Service (402)--1976 (461)--Gurgaon-122 001,
Haryana (480)--1975/76: Rs.80.00; $16.00 U.S. (490)--28cm.
(5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Incorporates review entries of
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or abroad, or written by foreign authors on India and published
in <OC> (680)--1. Books - Reviews - Indexes. 2. Books -
Reviews - India - Indexes (720)--I. Indian Documentation Service
(730)--Z1035.AI164 (811)--028.1'0954 (812)--79-915202 (821)--
5467502 (826)--Z1eIHG976a (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:
1975/76--(910)

INDIAN books. v.1- ; Jan. 1968--(210)--January issue is a
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INDIAN coconut journal (Cochin). v.8- ; May 1977- (210)-- Formerly: Coconut bulletin. new series. v.1-7; May 1970-Apr. 1977 (250)--Issued by: Directorate of Coconut Development (302)--Published by: Nariyal Vikas Nideshalaya (Directorate of Coconut Development), Dept. of Agriculture, Govt. of India (305)--Cochin (401)--Regional Office, Coconut Development, Dept. of Agriculture, M. G. Road, P. B. No. 27, Cochin-682 001, Kerala (480)--Rs.36.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Coconut - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Directorate of Coconut Development. II. Nariyala Vikasa Nideshalaya (730)--Coconut bulletin. new series (740)--Coconut bulletin (750)--SB401.C6C55 (811)--82-21859 (821)--4752970 (826)--SBeIKeCo947m (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC78 CIPE OC PiI75 UCD (853)--PL480: v.16(3), June 1962- /55 (910)

THE INDIAN coconut journal (Ernakulam). v.1-18(1); 1947-64 <UCD> (210)--Issued by: Indian Central Coconut Committee (302)--Ernakulam (401)--Ernakulam-682 011, Kerala (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m; q <OC> (521)--English (531)--1. Coconut - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Central Coconut Committee (730)--SB401.C6I512 (811)--58-47691 (821)--5225791 (826)--SBeIKeE947q (828)--BU COP (852)--OC UCD (853)

INDIAN Coffee Board, Bangalore (110)
search under
India. Coffee Board <UCSka> (740)

INDIAN Coffee Cess Committee, Bangalore (110)
search under
India. Coffee Board. Report (740)

INDIAN coffee statistics (210)
search under
India. Directorate of Economics and Statistics. Coffee in India (740)

INDIAN Colonial Society (110)--Indian emigrant (210)
search under
Indian emigrant <ULS> (740)

INDIAN Commerce Association (110)--Indian journal of commerce (210)
search under
Indian journal of commerce (740)

INDIAN Committee for Cultural Freedom, Bombay (110)--Quest (210)
search under
Quest <PiH> (740)


INDIAN concrete journal. v.1- ; 1927- (210)--Published by: Cement Marketing Company of India <BUCOP> (305)--Published by: Concrete Association of India <CIPE> (353)--Bombay (401)--Cement House,
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121 Maharshi Karve Road, Bombay-400 020 <CIPE> (480)--m (521)--English (531)--Separately paged supplements accompany some volumes <OC> (631)--The ... Indian Road Congress. Journal is supplement <BU COP >? (633)--Indexed in: Engineering index monthly; Chem. abstr. <CIPE> (654)--Articles on cement, concrete, manufacturing and technology <CIPE> (680)--I. Cement Marketing Company of India. II. Concrete Association of India (730)--43-49887 (821)--0019-4565 (825)--1752843 (826)--UUEImTB927m (828)--ALC76 (852)--BU COP CIPE OC UCG ULS (853)--PL480: v.36, Jan. 1962- (910)

INDIAN Conference of Social Work, Delhi (110)--Studies in social work (210)
search under
Studies in social work (740)

INDIAN Conference on Research in National Income (110)--Papers on national income and allied topics (210)
search under
Papers on national income and allied topics (740)

INDIAN consumer cooperator. v.1- ; Jan. 1974- (210)--Published by: National Cooperative Consumers' Federation <OC> (305)--New Delhi (401)--25 Ring Road, Lajpat Nagar--IV, New Delhi-110 024 <OC> (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--I. Cooperative societies - India - Periodicals (720)--I. National Cooperative Consumers' Federation (730)--HD3538.I44 (811)--334'.0954 (812)--74-903571 (821)--1797797 (826)--HDeIDN974m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UMC (853)

INDIAN Cooperative Congress (110)--Proceedings. 1st- ; 1956-<UCSD> (210)--Published by: National Cooperative Union of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--I (521)--English (531)--SA67-2792 (821)--1774632 (826)--UUEiDN9561 (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSD (853)--PL480: 4th-5th congress; 1963-67 (910)

INDIAN cooperative review; new series. v.1- ; Oct. 1963- (210)--Published by: National Cooperative Union of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--National Cooperative Union of India, 72 Jorbagh, New Delhi-110 016 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: All India cooperative review. v.20-29(1); 1954-63 <UCD> (601)--Ed.: C. D. Prasad Rao <CIPE> (611)--Statistical supplement <UMC> (631)--Indexes (651)--Indexed in: GPIE; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Articles on significant developments in the cooperative movement in India and abroad. Assesses important cooperative institutions in the country and their programmes <CIPE> (680)--1. Cooperation - India - Periodicals. 2. Cooperation - Periodicals (720)--1. National Cooperative Union of India (730)--Indian cooperative review (740)--All India cooperative review (750)--HD2951.I47 (811)--SA64-3101 (821)--0019-4581 (825)--1774633 (826)--HDeIDN963q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480: v.1-ll(4); Oct. 1963-July 1974. Vol. 2(2), 1965 not available
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(910)

INDIAN cooperative review (210)

search under

All India cooperative review (740)


INDIAN cotton growing review (210)

search under

Indian cotton journal (740)

INDIAN cotton journal. v.19-20(2); 1965-66 (210)--Formerly: Indian cotton growing review. v.1-18; 1947-64 (250)--Published by: Indian Central Cotton Committee (305)--Bombay (401)--Ceased (470)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--b, 1958- (521)--quarterly: 1947-57 <OC> (525)--English (531)--Cumulative index: vols. 1-10; 1947-58 with v. 9-10 <OC> (651)--I. Cotton growing - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Central Cotton Committee (730)--Indian cotton growing review (740)--SB245.152 (811)--SA66-6255 rev (821)--4390561 (826)--SBeIMtB947qb (828)--OC (852)--BUCOP NLC UCD ULS (853)

INDIAN Cotton Mills' Federation (110)--Journal. v.1- ; May 1964- (210)--Published by: The Federation <OC> (305)--Bombay (401)--S. V. Rayan <Pi75> (402)--The Indian Cotton Mills Federation, Elphinstone Bldg., Veer Nariman Road, Fort, Bombay-400 001 <OC> (480)--free (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S. V. Rayan <Pi75> (611)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--Deals with all facets of cotton and allied textile industry including research and technology with emphasis on India <CIPE> (680)--1. Cotton trade - India - Periodicals. 2. Cotton manufacture - India - Periodicals (720)--HD9086.I4I59 (811)--338/47'6777210954 (812)--73-924716; 77-648633 <OC> (821)--1771504 (826)--HDeIMtB964m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC Pi75 UCD (853)--PL480: v.8, May 1971- ; Issues for 1972-74 not available (910)


INDIAN cotton textile industry; (210)--annual statistical bulletin, 1968- <NST> (212)--Sponsored by: Southern India Millowners' Association (306)--Coimbatore (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Cotton - Manufacture - India -
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INDIAN Council for

Statistics - Periodicals. 2. Cotton trade - India - Statistics -
Periodicals (720)--I. Southern India Millowners' Association
(730)--HD9886.14I48 (811)--338.4'7'677210954 (812)--75-916553
(821)--2635583 (826)--HDe1KeC968a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC
UCSKe UCSMt (853)--PL480: 1968-74; Some volumes not available
(910)

THE INDIAN cotton textile industry annual (210)

___search under___
Indian textile industry annual <ALC80> (740)

INDIAN Council for Africa. (110)--Annual report (210)--New Delhi
(401)--<Delhi> (431)--22cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--
Absorbed by: Indian Council for Cultural Relations. Report
<ALC79> (6054)--INDian Council for Cultural Relations. Report
(750)--DTL.I49 (811)--SA68-10430 (821)--DTeIDN9uu (828)--ALC76
(852)--ALC79 NUC (853)--PL480: 1963-69 (910)

INDIAN Council for Africa. Library (110)--Documentation list:
Africa. v.5-9(1); Jan. 1968-Jan. 1972 <UCD> (210)--Formerly:
Monthly index of important articles and editorials on Africa.
v.1-4; 1963-67 <UCD> (250)--Published by: Indian Council for
Africa A (305)--New Delhi (401)--Ceased (470)--Indian Council
for Cultural Relations. New Delhi-110 001 (480)--30cm. (5011)--
Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--
Incorporated into: Africa quarterly <ef. Mar. 1972 <ALC78>
(6042)--Supplement accompanies v.6, no.10 (631)--l. Africa -
Periodicals - Indexes <OC> (720)--Indian Council for Africa.
Library. Monthly index of important articles and editorials on
Africa (740)--Africa quarterly (750)--23503.I53 (811)--
016.96'005 (812)--SA68-16744; 75-642803 <OC> (821)--4810898
(826)--23eIDN963m (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC78 OC UCD (853)--PL480:
v.5-9; Jan. 1968-Feb. 1972 (910)

INDIAN Council for Africa. Library (110)--Monthly index of
important articles and editorials on Africa (210)

___search under___
Indian Council for Africa. Library. Documentation list: Africa
(740)

v.1-; 1953- <UCD> (210)--Issues for also have title: Newsletter
(230)--New Delhi (401)--Indian Council for Child Welfare, 4 Din
Dayal Upadhyya Marg, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--25cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m
(521)--English (531)--Volume numbers irregular (571)--Ed.: Smt.
Shyam Kumari Khan <CIPE> (611)--l. Child welfare - India - Periodicals.
2. Child welfare - India - Periodicals (720)--ICCW news
(740)--HV701.I4 (811)--76-903880 (821)--HV3eIDN953m (828)--ALC76
(852)--CIPE NUC UCD (853)--PL480: v.15(13), Apr. 1969--; V.
20(11), Feb. 1974 not available (910)
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INDIAN Council for Child Welfare (110)--News bulletin (210)

search under
Indian Council for Child Welfare. I.C.C.W news bulletin <ALC76>
(740)

INDIAN Council for Cultural Relations, New Delhi. (110)--Indian horizons (210)

search under
Indian horizons <PiH> (740)


INDIAN Council for Cultural Relations, New Delhi. Africa Section (110)--Africa; a documentation list (210)

search under
Indian Council for Africa. Library. Documentation list; Africa (740)

INDIAN Council of Agricultural Research, Delhi. (110)--Agriculture and animal husbandry in India (210)

search under
Agriculture and animal husbandry in India (740)

INDIAN Council of Agricultural Research, Delhi. (110)--Agriculture and livestock in India (210)

search under
Agriculture and livestock in India (740)

INDIAN Council of Agricultural Research, Delhi. (110)--Agricultural yearbook (210)

search under
Agricultural yearbook (740)

INDIAN Council of Agricultural Research, Delhi. (110)--Consolidated annual report of the Soil Conservation Research, Demonstration and Training Centres (Dehra Dun, Ootacamund, Kota, Bellary, Vasad, Chandigarh, Agra and Ibrahimpan). v.1-6; 1968-73 (210)--Published by: Soil Conservation Research Demonstration and Training (305)--Dehra Dun (401)--33cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Continued by: Central Soil and Water Conservation Research and Training Institute. Annual report (602)--Includes reports for all the soil conservaton research centres (Dehra Dun, Ootacamund, Kota, Bellary, Vasad, Agra, Hyderabad) <OC> (620)--1. Soil conservation - India - Periodicals (720)--Central Soil and Water Conservation Research and Training Institute. Annual report (750)--8625.I47I53 (811)--631.4'05 (812)--70-917853 (821)--3428372 (826)--S6eIUD968a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--FL480:
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1972 (910)

INDIAN Council of Agricultural Research, Delhi. (110)—Farm bulletin. new series. No.1- (210)—Published by: Indian Council of Agricultural Research (305)—New Delhi (401)—22cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—i (521)—English (531)—Some numbers issued without numbering (573)—1. Agriculture—India. 2. Agricultural research—India (720)—S279.133 (811)—SA67—1697 (821)—0442—6622 (825)—1752846 (826)—S2eIDN9uui (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC UMC (853)—PL480: No.1-71 (910)


INDIAN Council of Agricultural Research, Delhi. (110)—ICAR technical bulletin. No.1- ; 1965—(210)—Published by: Indian Council of Agricultural Research (305)—New Delhi (401)—24cm. (5011)—u (521)—English (531)—1. Agriculture—India—Collected works (720)—S279.B245 (811)—SA67—2056 (821)—0537—1309 (825)—1608128 (826)—S2eIDN965u (828)—UMC (852)—OC (853)

INDIAN Council of Agricultural Research, Delhi. (110)—Miscellaneous bulletin, 1934—(210)—Formerly issued by: Imperial Council of Agricultural Research (352)—Delhi (401)—25—32cm. (5011)—illus. (part col.) (5012)—u (521)—English (531)—1. Agriculture—India. 2. Agriculture—Periodicals (720)—I. Imperial Council of Agricultural Research (730)—S279.B27 (811)—630.72 (812)—52—26586 (821)—10119387 (826)—S2eID934u (828)—NUC (852)—OC (853)

INDIAN Council of Agricultural Research, Delhi. (110)—Report (210)

search under

Indian Council of Agricultural Research. ICAR annual report (740)

INDIAN Council of Agricultural Research, Delhi. (110)—Rice news teller. v.1- ; 1953—(210)—Published by: The Indian Council of Agricultural Research (305)—New Delhi (401)—q (521)—English (531)—UDeIDN953q (828)—MI (852)—NUC (853)
INDIAN Council of Agricultural Research, Delhi. (110) -- Statistical newsletter (210)
search under
Indian Council of Agricultural Research. Statistical newsletter and abstracts <UCD> (740)

INDIAN Council of Agricultural Research, Delhi. (110) -- Statistical newsletter and abstracts. v.1-15(2); 1951-65 (210) -- Title varies slightly <NUC> (250) -- <New Delhi> (401) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- No more published (550) -- HD2071.A65 <Agricultural Lib.> (811) -- HDeIDN951u (828) -- UCD (852) -- BUCOP NUC (853)

INDIAN Council of Agricultural Research, Delhi. Library (110) -- Bulletin of current references on agriculture in India (210)
search under
Indian Council of Agricultural Research. Library. Documentation of agriculture; the bulletin of current references on agriculture (740)


INDIAN Council of Historical Research (110) -- Annual report, 1972/73- (210) -- Published by: Indian Council of Historical Research (305) -- 35 Ferozeshah Road, New Delhi-110 001 (480) -- 23cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Indian Council of Historical Research - Yearbooks (720) -- DS401.I29213 (811) -- 954'.006'15456 (812) -- 75-903085 (821) -- 0304-7032 (825) -- 2245611 (826) -- DSeIDN973a (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC UMC (853) -- PL480; 1972/73-1973/74 (910)

INDIAN Council of Historical Research (110) -- Half-yearly report. v.1- ; May/Sept. 1972- (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- Reported ceased (470) -- 35 Ferozeshah Road, New Delhi-110 001 (480) -- 28cm. (5011) -- f (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Indian Council of Historical Research (720) -- DS401.I29214 (811) -- 954'.007'2 (812) -- 72-908939 (821) -- 1784280 (826) -- DSeIDN972f (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NUC OC (853) -- PL480: May/Sept. 1972 (910)

INDIAN Council of Historical Research (110) -- ICHR newsletter. v.1- ; 1972- <CIPE> (210) -- Published by: Indian Council of Historical Research (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- Indian Council of Historical Research, 35 Ferozeshah Road, New Delhi 110 001 (480) -- 24cm. (5011) -- Some numbers issued combined (503) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: B. R. Grover <CIPE> (611) -- 1. Indian Council of Historical Research - Periodicals (720) -- Indian Council of
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INDIAN Council of Historical Research. Newsletter (740)--DS401.I29215 (811)--954'.007'2 (812)--75-902157 (821)--2172530 (826)--DS4eIDN972q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)--PL480: v.1(2/3), June 1973- (910)

INDIAN Council of Historical Research (110)--Newsletter (210)
search under
Indian Council of Historical Research. ICHR newsletter (740)

INDIAN Council of Historical Research (110)--Report (210)
search under
Indian Council of Historical Research. Half-yearly report <ALC76> (740)

INDIAN Council of International Affairs (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Indian horizons (740)

INDIAN Council of Medical Research (110)--Report of nutrition work done in states (210)
search under
India. Directorate General of Health Services. Nutrition Cell. Annual report on nutrition activities carried out in the states & union territories (740)

INDIAN Council of Social Research (110)--Research survey report. 1st--; 1972- (210)--Bombay (401)--Popular Prakashan (402)--u (521)--English (531)--2100762 (826)--UUeIMtB972u (828)--OC (852)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Annual report--Indian Council of Social Science Research (210)--Published by: Indian Council of Social Science Research (305)--New Delhi (401)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Social science research -- India (720)--H62.5.I51515 (811)--SA72-926856 (821)--2113364 (826)--H6eIDN9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSPHH UMC (853)--PL480: 1969/70-1974/75 (910)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Book reviews in public administration (210)
search under
Book reviews in public administration (740)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Current research in social sciences in universities & colleges. v.1- 1971- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Its Research information series (510)--g (521)--English (531)--1. Social science research -- India - Bibliography (720)--Z7165.16I48 (811)--016.310'7'2054 (812)--72-900818 (821)--2341081 (826)--27eIDN971g (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480: 1971 (910)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Directory of professional organisations of social scientists in India. 2. Directory of social science research institutions in India (210)
INdian council of social science research (110) -- Doctoral students in social sciences. V.1- ; 1969- (210) -- Published by: Inter-university board of India and Ceylon (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- 23 cm. (5011) -- Issued in 2 parts (502) -- Its Research Information series. Issued as its publication no. 11 <OC> (510) -- z (quadrennial) (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Social science -- Study and teaching -- India. 2. Doctor of philosophy degree (720) -- I. Inter-university board of India and Ceylon (730) -- H62.5.I5 (811) -- 300 (812) -- 72-900691 (821) -- 2666103 (826) -- H6eIDN969z (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC UCSM UMC (853) -- PL480: 1969 (910)

INdian council of social science research (110) -- Doctorates in social sciences awarded by Indian universities. 1849/1967- (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- 22 cm. (5011) -- Its Research Information series <This seems to be unnumbered series> (510) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Dissertations, Academic -- India -- Bibliography. 2. Social sciences -- Bibliography (720) -- Z5055.I58153 (811) -- 70-915604 (821) -- 1774636 (826) -- Z5eIDN967a (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC UCSM UMC (853) -- PL480: 1967-69 (910)


INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--ICSSR journal of abstracts and reviews: Geography. v.1(1/2)-; Jan./Dec. 1975-(210)--Sponsored by: Indian Council of Social Science Research <CIPE> (306)--New Delhi (401)--Sterling Publishers Pvt. Ltd. (402)--AB/9 Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi-110 016 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--English (531)--Ed.: Moonis Raza <CIPE> (611)--Publishes abstracts and reviews of publications in the field of economics, human and political geography relating to India <CIPE> (680)--Indian Council of Social Science Research. Journal of abstracts and reviews: Geography (740)--UAEIDN975f (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE (853)--PL480: v.(1/2), 1975- (910)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--ICSSR journal of abstracts and reviews: Political science. v.4-; Jan./Dec. 1976-; 1977- <CIPE> (210)--Formerly: Journal of abstracts and reviews: Political science (250)--Published by: ICSSR (305)--New Delhi (401)--35 Ferozeshah Road, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--1976: Rs.20.00; $3.00 (U.S.) (490)--24cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--English (531)--V.4 covers no.1 & 2 for 1976 (575)--Ed.: C. P. Bhambrhi <CIPE> (611)--1. Political science - Abstracts - Periodicals. 2. India - Politics and government - Abstracts - Periodicals (720)--Indian Council of Social Science Research. Journal of abstracts and reviews: Political science (740)--JA26.148 (811)--320'.05 (812)--79-915308; 80-647257 <OC> (821)--5504479 (826)--JAEIND9uuf (828)--ALC79 (852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL480: v.4, 1976- (910)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--ICSSR journal of abstracts and reviews: Sociology and social anthropology (210)--Subtitle varies: Sociology, social anthropology, criminology, social work, 1972-74 <CIPE> (232)--Published by: ICSSR (305)--New Delhi (401)--National Publishing House, 23 Darya Ganj, Delhi-110 006 <CIPE> (480)--$2.50 (490)--24cm. (5011)--Issued in 2 parts (502)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--English (531)--Ed.: T. N. Madan <CIPE> (611)--Contents: Pt.I: Abstracts; Pt.II: Book reviews <CIPE> (620)--1. Social sciences - Abstracts - Periodicals. 2. India - Social conditions - Abstracts - Periodicals (720)--Indian Council of Social Science Research. Sociology, social anthropology, criminology, social work (740)--H35.I52 (811)--300'.7'2 (812)--SA73-907726 (821)--H3eIDN972f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCSM 853)--PL480: Jan./Dec. 1972- (910)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--ICSSR journal of abstracts and reviews: Sociology, social anthropology, criminology, social work (210) search under Indian Council of Social Science Research. ICSSR journal of abstracts and reviews: Sociology and social anthropology (740)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--ICSSR newsletter. v.1-; Nov. 1969- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Publication Division, IIPA Hostel, Indraprastha Estate, Ring Road, New Delhi-110 011
INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--ICSSR occasional monographs. N 1- ; 1969-- (210)--Cover title: Occasional monographs (2304)--Published by: ICSSR (305)--New Delhi (401)--Its Publication (510)--1. Social science research -- Collected works. 2. Social science research -- India -- Collected works (720)--Indian Council of Social Science Research. Occasional monographs (740)--72-902400 (821)--7084825 (826)--UUEIDN969u (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSM (853)--PL480: No.2, <1970>--No. 12 (910)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--ICSSR programme of women's studies. 1979-- (210)--Bombay (401)--Allied Publishers (4(2))--15 Graham Road, Ballard Estate, Bombay-400 038 (480)--i (521)--English (531)--8581229 (826)--UUEIMtB9791 (828)--OC (852)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--ICSSR research abstracts quarterly. N 1-6; 1970-71; then v.1- ; Oct. 1971- <UCD> (210)--New Delhi (401)--Orient Longman Ltd. (402)--Orient Longman Pvt. Ltd., 3/5 Asaf Ali Road, New Delhi-110 001 <CI (480)--$2.50 (490)--25cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Publishes abstracts of research reports in the social sciences setting out the objectives, the methodology and the major findings of the research <CIPE (680)--1. Social science research -- India -- Bibliography (720)--Indian Council of Social Science Research. Research abstracts quarterly (740)--H35.15 (811)--72-900761 (821)--1752851 (826)--H3eIDN971q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UC PHH (853)--PL480: v.-4(1/2); Oct. 1971-Jan./June 1975 (910)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--ICSSR studies in agriculture. v.1- ; 1976-- (210)--Bombay (401)--Allied Publishers (402)--25cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--Indian Council of Social Science Research. Studies in agriculture (740)--5256882 (826)--UUEIMtB976u (828)--OC (852)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Indian dissertation abstracts (210)
search under
Indian dissertation abstracts (740)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Indian journal of Asian studies (210)
search under
Indian journal of Asian studies (740)
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INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Indian psychological abstracts (210)
search under
Indian psychological abstracts (740)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Indian journal of Asian studies <ALC79> (740)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Journal of abstracts and reviews: Economics (210)
search under
Indian Council of Social Science Research. ICSSR journal of abstracts and reviews: Economics (740)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Journal of abstracts and reviews: Geography (210)
search under
Indian Council of Social Science Research. ICSSR journal of abstracts and reviews: Geography (740)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Journal of abstracts and reviews: Political science (210)
search under
Indian Council of Social Science Research. ICSSR journal of abstracts and reviews: Political science <ALC76> (740)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Newsletter (210)
search under
Indian Council of Social Science Research. ICSSR newsletter (740)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Research abstracts quarterly (210)
search under
Indian Council of Social Science Research. ICSSR research abstracts quarterly (740)

INDIAN Council of Social Science Research (110)--Studies in agriculture (210)
search under
Indian Council of Social Science Research. ICSSR studies in agriculture (740)

INDIAN Council of World Affairs. (110)--Documents on Asian affairs. 2. Documents on Indian affairs. 3. Foreign affairs reports (210)
search under
Documents on Asian affairs. 2. Documents on Indian affairs. 3. Foreign affairs reports (740)

INDIAN Council of World Affairs. (110)--Documentation on Asia. v.1-; 1969- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Allied Publishers <OC> (402)--Bombay, New York (431)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English


INDIAN cricket. 1947- <CIPE> (210) -- Madras (401) -- Kasturi & Sons Ltd. <OC> (402) -- P. O. Box 316, Mount Road, Madras-600002 <CIPE> (480) -- Rs.3.50 (490) -- 17cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Comp.: S. K. Gurunathan, 1948/49 <OC> (613) -- 1. Cricket -- India. 2. Cricket -- Yearbooks (720) -- I. Gurunathan, S. K. (730) -- GV911.155 (811) -- 796.358 (812) -- 51-35757 (821) -- 2666145 (826) -- GVeITM947 (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE OC (853) -- PL480: 16th ed., 1962- (910)

INDIAN culture; (210) -- Journal of the Indian Research Institute. v.1-16; 1934-49? <UCMt> (212) -- Published by: Indian Research Institute <ULS> (305) -- Calcutta (401) -- Ceased <UCD> (470) -- 25cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- map (fold) (5014) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- Eds.: D. R. Bhandarkar; B. M. Barua; B. C. Law and Batakrishna Ghosh (611) -- Index <PiH> (651) -- 1. India -- Civilization -- Periodicals (720) -- I. Indian Research Institute, Calcutta (730) -- DS401.I358 (811) -- 915.4 (812) -- 53-28208 (821) -- DSFISC934q (828) -- NLC (852) -- BUCOP IOL NUC PiH UCD ULS (853)

INDIAN cultures (210)
search under
India cultures quarterly (740)

INDIAN customs and central excise tariff (210)
search under
India. Laws, Statutes, etc. Indian customs and central excise tariff (740)

INDIAN customs tariff (210)
search under
India. Laws, Statutes, etc. Indian customs and central excise tariff
BOUQUET I

INDIAN cycle and motor journal. v.1- ; 1917- <UCD> (210)--Calcutta
(401)--<N. C. Dass> <NUC> (402)--19cm. (5011)--Some numbers
issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Volume numbers
irregular; v.73 omitted <NUC> (571)--1. Bicycles and tricycles -
Periodicals. 2. Motorcycles - Periodicals (720)--HD9999.B43I53
(811)--54-36110 (821)--HDeIBC917m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCD
(853)--PL480: v.82- ; June 1961-May 1971; Some issues not
available (910)

THE INDIAN daily news. v.1- ; 1864- (210)--Calcutta (401)--66cm.
(501)--d (521)--English (531)--Absorbs: (1) Bengal hurkaru and
(2) India gazette (6031)--Incorporated into: Forward, founded by
Deshbandhu Chittaranjan Das, wef. 1925 (6042)--Ed.: James Wilson
(611)--Founder: George Roe Fenwick (614)--India gazette. 2.
Forward (750)--UUEIBC864d (828)--NLC (852)--ULS (853)--Founded
in Calcutta incorporating "Bengal Hurkaru" by George Roe
Fenwick, later purchased and edited by James Wilson. Later,
incorporating "Bengal Hurkaru and India gazette." From 1925
incorporated with "Forward," founded by Deshbandhu Chittaranjan
Das (991)

INDIAN Dairy Science Association (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Indian diaryman <BUCOP> (740)

INDIAN dairyman. v.1- ; July 1949- (210)--Published by: Indian
Dairy Science Association (305)--Journal of the Association
(307)--Bangalore, New Delhi, etc. (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Bangalore Dairy Cattle
Dairying - Periodicals. 2. Dairying - India (720)--I. Indian
Dairy Science Association (730)--Indian Dairy Science
Monthly bulletin (750)--SF221.I38 (811)--SA62-1085 (821)--
0019-4603 (825)--1752852 (826)--SF221K949m (828)--ALC76 (852)--
BUCOP OC UCG ULS (853)--PL480: v.14, Jan. 1962- (910)

THE INDIAN dealer. N.1-8; July 1935-Feb. 1936 (210)--m (521)--
English (531)--UUEIU935m (828)--BUCOP (852)

INDIAN demographic bulletin. v.1- ; 1968- (210)--Published by:
Registrar General of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--2-A Mansingh
Road, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--Price varies (490)--25cm.
(5011)--a (irregular) (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Indian
population bulletin. N.1-4; 1960-67 <UCD> (601)--1. Demography -
India - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Office of the Registrar
General <OC> (730)--Indian population bulletin A (750)--
HA1713.A24 (811)--75-918507 (821)--1623604 (826)--HAeIDN968a
(828)--IP1P (852)--OC UCD (853)
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INDIAN digest

search under

Indian digest (civil, criminal & revenue) (740)

INDIAN digest (civil, criminal & revenue). v.l- ; 1947?- (210)--Formerly: Indian digest. 1931-46 (250)--Published by: All-India Reporter (305)--At head of title, 194 : A.I.R. Publication <NUC> (308)--Nagpur (401)--25cm. (501)--a (consolidated from monthly digests) (521)--English (531)--Continues: Indian digest, 1931-46 (601)--Ed.: V. V. Chitaley and S. Appu Rao <NUC> (611)--Includes Travancore and Mysore cases and also select English cases from 1947 (620)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. - India (720)--I. Chitaley, V. V., ed. II. All-India Reporter (730)--Indian digest (740)--349.5403 (812)--51-21561 (821)--UUEIMtN931a (828)--NLC (852)--NUC (853)

INDIAN dissertation abstracts. v.l- ; Jan./Mar. 1973- (210)--Publication of the Indian Council of Social Science Research and of the Inter-University Board of India (307)--Bombay (401)--Popular Prakashan (402)--q (521)--English (531)--1.

Dissertations, Academic - India - Abstracts - Periodicals. 2. Social science - Abstracts - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Council of Social Science Research. II. Inter-University Board of India (730)--73-903498 (821)--1779763 (826)--UUEIMtB973q (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCAs OC (853)--PL480: v.l-2(4); Jan./Mar. 1973-Oct./Dec. 1974 (910)

INDIAN drugs. v.l- ; 1963- (210)--Published by: Indian Drug Manufacturers' Association (305)--Indian Drug Manufacturers' Association (307)--Bombay (401)--$10.00 (490)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr. (654)--I. Indian Drug Manufacturers' Association (730)--78-900021 (821)--0019-462X (825)--1752855 (826)--UUEIMtB963m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: v.6, Oct. 1968- (910)

INDIAN drugs & pharmaceuticals industry. v.l- ; May/June 1966- (210)--Bombay (401)--S. T. Chary <PI75> (402)--12 Sidh Prasad, Ghatkopar, Mahul Road, Chembur, Bombay-400 071 <PI75> (480)--b (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S. T. Chary (611)--Commerce and industry <PI75> (680)--SA68-4323 (821)--0019-4638 (825)--1696527 (826)--UUEIMtB966b (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PI75 (853)--PL480: v.1, May/June 1966- (910)


INDIAN ecclesiastical review. 1934- (210)--Mangalore (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIKm934u (828)--BUCOF (852)
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THE INDIAN economic and social history review. v.1- ; July/Sept. 1963- (210)--Published by: Indian Economic and Social History Association (305)--Delhi (401)--Vikas Publishing House (402)--Vikas Publishing House, 20/4 Industrial Area, Sahibabad, Dist. Ghaziabad, UP <OC> (480)--$16.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--Available on microfilm from: University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, MI (5041)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Dharma Kumar (611)--Supplement accompanies v.10(1) (631)--Cumulative index 1963-69 <CIPE> (651)--Indexed in: GIPL; Hist. abstr.; Index to Indian legal periodicals; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Deals with a wide range of problems in social and economic history of India and neighbouring countries <CIPE> (680)--1. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals. 2. India - Social conditions - Periodicals (720)--I. University of Delhi. Delhi School of Economics. II. Indian Economic and Social History Association (730)--HC431.1338 (811)--330.954 (812)--SA64-2353 (821)--0019-4646 (825)--1752856 (826)--HCeIDD963q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480: v.1, July/Sept. 1963- (910)

INDIAN Economic Association (110)--Journal (210)
search under
The INdian economic journal (740)

INDIAN Economic Association (110)--Papers read at the Conference of Indian Economic Association. 1919- <OC> (210)--Variation in title: Papers to be read and discussed at the conference (230)--Issues for 1918/19-1952 as a number of the Indian journal of economics <OC> (270)--Bombay (401)--Indian Economic Association, Dept. of Economics, University of Bombay, Bombay-400 032 <CIPE> (480)--25cm. (5011)--Some volumes issued in separate parts with distinctive titles and subtitles <OC> (502)--a (521)--English (531)--Absorbed by: The Indian economic journal in 1974 (6041)--1. Economics - Societies, etc. (720)--The Indian economic journal. 2. Indian journal of economics (750)--HBl.135 (811)--SA66-2438 (821)--1774640 (826)--HBeImtB919a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCSKa UCSWB (853)--PL480: 1963-73 (910)
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INDIAN economic diary. v.1- ; Jan. 1, 1970- (210)--New Delhi (401)--H. S. Chhabra <OC> (402)--F-15 Bhagat Singh Market, Post Box No. 702, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.150.00 (490)--28cm. (501l)--w (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Hari Sharan Chhabra <CIPE> (611)--Quarterly indices with cumulative annual index <OC> (651)--Weekly digest of economic events in India <CIPE> (680)--1. India - Economic conditions - 1947- - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic policy - Periodicals (720)--HC431.L13383 (811)--79-913867 (821)--0019-4654 (825)--1752857 (826)--HCEIDN970w (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.1, 1970- (910)

INDIAN economic journal; (210)--journal of the Indian Economic Association. v.1- ; July 1953- (212)--Published by: Dept. of Economics, University of Bombay (305)--Bombay (401)--D. T. Lakdawala, etc. <OC> (402)--Department of Economics, University of Bombay, Kalina Campus, Santa Cruz, Bombay-400 029 <CIPE> (480)--$8.00 (490)--25cm. (501l)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q <OC> (521)--English (531)--Absorbs: Indian Economic Association. Papers read at the conference in 1974 (603l)--Special numbers on Econometrics and Annual Conference numbers (640)--Indexes (651)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India; PAIS <CIPE> (654)--Scholarly articles on facets of economics <CIPE> (680)--1. Economics - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals (720)--1. Indian Economic Association (730)--Indian Economic Association. Journal (740)--Indian Economic Association. Papers read at the conference (750)--HC431.L34 (811)--330.5 (812)--58-22036 (821)--0019-4662 (825)--1752858 (826)--HCEIMtB953q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.9(3), Jan. 1962- (910)

INDIAN economic review; (210)--the biannual journal of the Delhi School of Economics. v.1-6(4); 1952-Aug. 1963 (212)--nsv.1- ; April 1966- (290)--Sponsored by: University of Delhi, Delhi School of Economics (360)--Delhi <NLC> (401)--25cm. (501l)--f (521)--English (531)--Index: v.1-6; 1952-63 lv. <OC> (651)--1. Economics - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals (720)--1. University of Delhi. Delhi School of Economics (730)--Delhi School of Economics. Indian economic review (740)--HB1.AI5 (811)--330.5 (812)--54-37202 (821)--0019-4670 (825)--1774641 (826)--HBEID963f (828)--BU COP (852)--ALC76 CNLC OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.5(3), Feb. 1961 (old series) (910)

INDIAN Economic Society (110)--Journal. v.1-7(2); Mar. 1918-June 1924 (210)--Bombay (401)--tables (5015)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Economics - Per. and soc. publ. 2. Economic history, India - Per. and soc. publ. (720)--UUEIMtB918q (828)--BU COP (852)--IOL NUC UCD ULS (853)

INDIAN economic yearbook. 1st- ; 1957/58- (210)--Allahabad (401)--Kitab Mahal (402)--19cm. (501l)--a (521)--English (531)--Some volumes reported as not published (540)--1. India - Economic conditions - Yearbooks. 2. India - Economic conditions - 1945- -
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INDIAN education abstracts. v.1- ; 1966- (210) -- Calcutta (401) -- 1/1 Jaunagar Road, Calcutta (480) -- Rs.30.00 (490) -- w (521) -- English (531) -- HCeI965w (828) -- IPiP (852) -- UCD (853) -- UCD lists another (same) title with the same place of publication but with the date of commencement as 1933. It lists only one library with only 2 vols. (incomplete) (910)

INDIAN education. v.1-6 (8); 1870-75; Aug. 1869- <NUC> (210) -- Calcutta (401) -- Wyman <NUC> (402) -- Ceased (470) -- 34cm. (5011) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- 1. India -- Economic conditions -- Periodicals (720) -- HCeI345 (811) -- 70-233872 (821) -- HCeIBC869m (828) -- ULS (852) -- NUC UCTN (853)

INDIAN education. v.1- ; 1960- ; 1961- <NUC> (210) -- Published by: All India Federation of Educational Associations (305) -- Journal of the Federation <NUC> (307) -- Kanpur (401) -- E.W. Franklin (402) -- Jha-Seshadri-Kattray Bhawan, Box 52, Kanpur-208 001, UP (480) -- Rs.10.00 (490) -- 25cm. (5011) -- Some numbers issued combined <NUC> (503) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Succeeds: Indian journal of education (Kanpur). Jan. 1936- <UCD> (601) -- 1. Education -- India -- Periodicals A (720) -- I. All India Federation of Educational Associations (730) -- Indian journal of education (Kanpur) (750) -- L61.143 (811) -- SA67-1835 (821) -- L6eIUK961m (828) -- CIFE (852) -- NUC UCD (853)

INDIAN education; (210) -- planning and development. v.1- ; Jan. 1977- (212) -- Published by: Agra University (305) -- Quarterly journal of Agra University (307) -- Agra (401) -- 25cm. (5011) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Education -- India -- Periodicals. 2. Education, Higher -- India -- Periodicals (720) -- I. Agra University (730) -- LAl153.147 (811) -- 378'.107'0954 (812) -- 77-912151 (821) -- 3679949 (826) -- LAeIUA977q (828) -- UCD (852) -- ALC76 OC (853) -- PL480: v.1, Jan. 1977- (910)

INDIAN education, Calcutta (210)

search under

Education in India (740)
INDIAN education abstracts

INDIAN education abstracts; (210)--special number, 1968- (212)--Subtitle varies (252)--Central Secretariat Library, Govt. of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--21cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Education - India - Abstracts (720)--I. India. Central Secretariat Library (730)--LB7.I57 (811)--370.954 (812)--76911383 (821)--LBeIDN968a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 1967-68 (910)

INDIAN education index. v.1- ; 1959- ; Oct. 1957-Dec. 1958 <UCD> (210)--Published by: Central Secretariat Library, Ministry of Education, Govt. of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--u (521)--English (531)--370 (812)--0445-7560 (825)--LBeIDN959u (828)--NST (852)--UCD (853)

INDIAN educational material. v.1-7(4); 1966-72 (210)--Published by: Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre (305)--New Delhi (401)--Rs.5.00 (490)--Available on microfiche (5043)--Some volumes published in photocopy (5044)--q (521)--English (531)--Annotated quarterly bibliography (680)--I. Education - India - Bibliography. 2. Education - India (720)--I. Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre, Delhi (730)--5918874 (826)--UUeIDN966q (828)--IPiP (852)--CNLC OC UCD (853)

INDIAN educational review; (210)--a research journal. v.1- ; July 1966- (212)--Other title: IER (2303)--Published by: National Council of Educational Research and Training (305)--New Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--semiannual: v.1-10(2); July 1966-July 1975 (525)--English (531)--Volume 1, no. 2 reported as not published (540)--Indexed in: GIPL; India index (654)--I. Educational research - Periodicals (720)--I. National Council of Educational Research and Training (730)--IER (740)--LB1028.A1I5 (811)--370.98 (812)--SA67-4939 (821)--0019-4700 (825)--1752860 (826)--LBeIDN966eq (828)--LAC76 (852)--NST OC UMC (853)--PL480: v.1-9(2); July 1966-July 1974 (910)

INDIAN electrical, mechanical and textile news (110)
search under
Indian industries and power <ULS> (740)


INDIAN Electrical Manufacturers' Association (110)--Directory (210)
search under
Indian Electrical Manufacturers' Association. The IEMA directory (740)
INDIAN electrical yearbook. v.1- ; 1952/53?- <NST> (210)--Bombay (401)--M. Largo-Alfenso (402)--M. Largo-Alfenso, 75 New Stock Exchange Building, Apollo St., Bombay 400 004 (480)--Rs.1.25? (490)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Some volumes reported as not published (540)--1. Electrical industries - India - Directories (720)--HD9695.14215 (811)--621.3; 338.47 <NST> (812)--57-37945 (821)--0445-7587 (825)--HDe1MtB953a (828)--ALC76 ST NUC (852)--PL480: 1959/61 (comb. issue) -1972 (910)

INDIAN electronics directory. v.1- ; 1974- (210)--Published by: Electronic Components Industries Association (305)--New Delhi (401)--C-40 South Extension 11, New Delhi-110 049 (480)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Electronic industries - India - Directories (720)--I. Electronic Component Industries Association (730)--TK7805.15 (811)--338.7'62'138102554 (812)--74-901563 (821)--0377-7340 (825)--1797742 (826)--TKeIDN974u (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: v.1, 1974- (910)

INDIAN emigrant; (210)--a monthly record of the status and doings of Indians in British colonies and foreign countries. v.1-6(3); Aug. 1914-Oct. 1919 (212)--Sponsored by: Indian Colonial Society (306)--Madras (401)--Ceased (470)--27.5cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--I. Indian Colonial Society (730)--UeITM914u (828)--ULS (852)--BUCOP NUC (853)

THE INDIAN empire. No.1-51; 1861-62 (210)--Calcutta (401)--w (521)--English (531)--UeITBC861w (828)--BUCOP (852)

INDIAN engineering and industries register, Calcutta (210)
search under
Engineering times annual directory <AL> (740)
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INDIAN Engineering Association. Technical and Engineering Services Division. (110)--Technical and engineering services directory (210)
search under
Indian Engineering Association. Technical and Engineering Services Division. Directory (740)


INDIAN engineering industries (210)--Published by: Engineering Association of India (305)--Calcutta (401)--Ceased (470)--25cm. (5011)--ports. (5013)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Engineering - India (720)--I. Engineering Association of India, Calcutta (730)--TA103.I55 (811)--670.58 (812)--50-56515 (821)--2106243 (826)--TAeI390uui (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 8th ed.--?; 1963-73 (910)

THE INDIAN ephemeris and nautical almanac. v.1-21; 1958-78 <OC> (210)--Issued under the Authority of the Director General of Observatories, India <NST> (302)--Prepared by: National Almanac Unit, Regional Meteorological Centre, Calcutta (303)--Published by: India. Meteorological Dept. (305)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: The Indian astronomical ephemeris (602)--1. Nautical almanacs (720)--II. India. Regional Meteorological Centre, Calcutta. II. India. Meteorological Dept. (730)--Indian astronomical ephemeris (750)--QB8.I45 (811)--528 <NST> (812)--SA64-4361 (821)--0537-1546 (825)--1774643 (826)--QB3ID858a (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 NST NUC OC UCSM (853)--PL480: 1963-78 (910)

INDIAN evangelical review; (210)--a quarterly journal of missionary thought and effort. v.1-29; 1873-1903 (212)--Calcutta (401)--Foster Press <OC> (402)--Bombay, Madras <BCOP OC> (431)--Ceased (470)--21cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Mission - India - Periodicals (720)--BV3260 (811)--8262161 (826)--BV1BC873q (828)--ULS (852)--BCOP PiH (853)

INDIAN export (210)
search under
Journal of industry and trade (740)
ININDIAN express (Madurai).

search under
Directory of Indian exporters (740)

search under
Indian export trade journal (740)

search under
Indian trade journal (740)

search under
Indian exporter and importer <ULS> (740)

search under
Indian express (Madurai) v.1-; 1957- (210)--Sunday edition has title: Sunday standard (270)--Madurai (401)--India Express (Madurai) (402)--B. Krishnaswami <pi75> (432)--137 Ramnad Road,
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INDIAN fertilizer statistics.

Rs.1.25 (490)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: H. K. Tandon (611)--I. Agriculture - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Uttar Pradesh Agricultural University (730)--S17.I5 (811)--630 (812)--SA68-13422 (821)--0537-1589 (825)--1643835 (826)--SleIUP968m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC PiI75 (853)--PL480: v.1, Jan. 1968--(910)


INDIAN Federation of Independent Trade Unions (110)--Reports and activities (210)--Calcutta (401)--Malay Brahmacari, General Secretary on behalf of National Secretariat <OC> (402)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Volumes for -1966 contain the Federation's constitution <OC> (620)--l. Trade unions - India - Congresses (720)--HD868.2.I543 (811)--SA68-12010 (821)--0537-1600 (825)--5575082 (826)--HDeIBC9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1966 (910)

INDIAN Federation of Labour (110)--Bulletin (210)

search under

Indian labour (740)

INDIAN Federation of Labour (110)--IFL bulletin (210)

search under

Indian labour (740)

INDIAN Federation of Working Journalists (110)--Journal (210)

search under

The Working journalists <ALC78> (740)

THE INDIAN fencing review. <N>.1-3; July 1896-Jan. 1897 (210)--Calcutta (401)--Ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--UUeIBC896u (828)--BUCOP (852)
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INDIAN field. v.1-4; 1901-04 (210)--Calcutta (401)---u (521)--English (531)--UUeIBC90lu (828)--BU COP (852)

THE INDIAN field; (210)--a weekly record of sport, agriculture and engineering. no.1-202 (212)--nsv.1-51; 185u-63 (290)--Calcutta (401)--w (521)--English (531)--UUeIBC8uuw (828)--BU COP (852)

INDIAN film directory. v.1- ; 1965- <NUC> (210)--Bombay (401)--Ceased (470)--23cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--i (521)--English (531)--Ed.: J. E. Wadia (611)--1. Moving pictures - India - Directories (720)--I. Wadia, J. E., ed. (730)--PN1998.A1142 (811)--791 (812)--SA66-6422 (821)--0537-1635 (825)--PNeIMtB965i (828)--AL75 (852)--NST (853)--PL480: 1965 (910)

INDIAN films. v.1- ; 1972- (210)--Poona (401)--B.V. Dharap <OC> (402)--Alaka Talkies, Poona-411 002, Maharashtra (480)--Rs.35.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Volume for 1973 reported as not published (540)--1. Moving pictures - India - Catalogs (720)--PN1998.I45 (811)--015'.54 (812)--73-908020 (821)--1790604 (826)--PNeIMtP972a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1972-74 (910)

INDIAN finance. v.1- ; 1928- <ULS> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Indian Financial Journals Pvt. Ltd. <OC> (402)--Indian Financial Journals Pvt. Ltd., 7/1 A Deba Prasad Road, Calcutta-700 014 <CIPE> (480)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--w (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--Ed.: C. S. Rangaswami (611)--C.S. Rangaswami (614)--Supplements accompany some numbers; Annual and yearbook; Budget supplement <UCD> (631)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Contains economic, political, commercial, and financial articles and notes, balance sheet reviews of mills and companies, market news and trends with emphasis on India <CIPE> (680)--1. Finance - India - Periodicals. 2. Finance - Periodicals. 3. Budget - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Rangaswami, C. S. (730)--HG41.I6 (811)--336.54 (812)--SA64-9261 (821)--0019-4794 (825)--1588828 (826)--HGeIBC928w (828)--ALC76 (852)--BU COP CIPE NST OC UCD ULS (853)--PL480: v.69, Jan. 6, 1962-; Some issues not available (910)

INDIAN Finance (110)--Annual and yearbook. v.1- ; 1932- <NUC> (210)--Formerly: Indian finance yearbook. 1932- (250)--Special title: Annual supplement and yearbook. 1947-48 (270)--Calcutta (401)--28-38cm. (5011)--a5 (521)--English (531)--Ed.: P. R. Srinivas <NUC> (611)--Volumes for 1932- issued as 'annual...
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INdian foreign affairs.

supplement" to "Indian finance" <NUC> (633)--1. India - Indus. - Yearbooks. 2. Finance - India - Yearbooks (720)--I. Srinivas, P. R., ed. (730)--Indian finance yearbook. 2. Indian Finance. Annual supplement and yearbook (740)--HC431.I35 (811)--33-30350 rev. (821)--HCeIBC932a (828)--MI (852)--NUC (853)

INDIAN Finance (110)--Annual supplement and yearbook (210)
search under
Indian Finance. Annual and yearbook (740)

INDIAN Finance (110)--Indian finance yearbook (210)
search under
Indian Finance. Annual and yearbook (740)

INDIAN fisheries bulletin. v.1- ; 1954- (210)--Published by: Govt. of India, Ministry of Food and Agriculture (305)--New Delhi (401)--q (521)--English (531)--I. India. Ministry of Food and Agriculture (730)--639 (812)--SA65-1333 (821)--0537-1643 (825)--2385154 (826)--UueIDN954q (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UCM (853)--PL480: v.9- ; Jan. 1962-Apr. 1971. Some issues not available (910)

INDIAN folklore. v.1-3; 1956-Oct./Dec. 1959 (210)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m; q <NUC> (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Folklore wef. Jan. 1960 (602)--Devoted to folk literature, folk arts and crafts (680)--1. Folklore - India. 2. Folklore - Per. and soc. publ. (720)--Folklore (750)--398 (812)--0442-6800 (825)--UueIBC956q (828)--PiH (852)--NST UCD (853)

INDIAN food packer. v.1- ; 1946- (210)--Sponsored by: All India Food Preservers' Association (306)--Journal of Association (307)--Calcutta (401)--Bombay <NUC> (431)--Wesley Press, Church Road, Calcutta (480)--V.B. Oberai, Mysore-560 001, Karnataka <PiI75> (483)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--b (521)--English (531)--Ed.: V.B. Oberai <PiI75> (611)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr.; Nuclear sc. abstr. (654)--Commerce and industry (680)--1. Food industry and trade - India - Periodicals. 2. Food - Packaging - Periodicals. 3. Food - Preservation - Periodicals (720)--I. All India Food Preservers' Association (730)--TP368.I45 (811)--664'.09 (812)--78-909228 (821)--0019-4808 (825)--1752865 (826)--TPeIBC946b (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP OC PiI75 UCD (853)--PL480: v.23, Jan./Feb. 1969- (910)

INDIAN foreign affairs. No.1-8(10); 1958-Oct. 1965 (210)--Published by: Indian Foreign Affairs Association (305)--Delhi (401)--Jatendra M. Aggarwal (402)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--maps (5014)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: J. M. Aggarwal <NUC> (611)--1. India - Foreign relation - Periodicals. 2. World politics - Periodicals (720)--I. Aggarwal, Jatendra M., ed. II. Indian Foreign Affairs Association (730)--DS401.I35 (811)--327 (812)--SA62-269 (821)--0537-166X (825)--DSeIDD958m (828)--NST (852)--NUC UCD (853)
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INDIAN foreign policy; (210)--annual survey. v.1- ; 1971- (212)--New Delhi (401)--Sterling Publishers (402)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Includes bibliographical references and indexes (620) --l. India - Foreign relations - Yearbooks (720)--DS480.832.I53 (811)--327.54 (812)--77-912310 (821)--4222061 (826)--DSelIDN971 (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1971- (910)


INDIAN forest leaflet. No.1- ; 1941- <ULS> (210)--Published by: Forest Research Institute (305)--Dehra Dun (401)--Many numbers in reprinted or revised editions <OC> (508)--i (521)--English (531)--Some numbers called new series (575)--I. Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun (730)--54-35966 (821)--0073-6368 (825)--1752866 (826)--UUEIUD941i (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: No.121-195. Some numbers not available (910)

THE INDIAN forest records. v.1-20; 1908-35 (210)--new series: Utilization; Timber mechanics; Silviculture; Entomology; Botany; Logging, 1936- (290)--Issued by: Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun (302)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--21-26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--maps (5014)--tables (5015)--diagrams. (5017)--Issued in many sections, 1936- ; e.g. Botany, chemistry, entomology (502)--i (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Forest bulletin. ser. 1. No.1-11; 1905-07 (601)--1. Forests and forestry - India (720)--I. Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun (730)--Forest bulletin (750)--SD87.I53 (811)--47-37922 rev (821)--1780600 (826)--SDeIDD908i (828)--NUC (852)--ALC76 NST OC ULS (853)

THE INDIAN forester. v.1- ; 1875- (210)--Sponsored by: Forest Department <BU COP> (306)--Dehra Dun (401)--R. P. Sharma <PlI75> (402)--Allahabad <BU COP> (431)--Forest Research Institute, P. O. New Forest, Dehra Dun-248 006, UP <CIPE> (480)--Rs.40.00 (490)--23-25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: R. C. Ghosh <PlI75> (611)--Indexes: 1-30; 1875-1904 <ULS>; 1-17, 1-30 <BU COP> (651)--Indexed in: Biog. abstr.; Chem. abstr.; Bibl. agr. <OC> (654)--1. Forests and forestry - Periodicals
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INDIAN geographical journal.

(720)---SDL.13 (811)---SA66-6360 (821)---0019-4816 (825)---1752876 (826)---SdeUI875m (828)---ALC76 (852)---CIPE OC P1175 UCG (853)---PL480: v.88, Jan. 1962-- (910)

THE INDIAN freemason. v.1-13; 1894-1906 (210)---Calcutta (401)---u (521)---English (531)---UUEIBC894u (828)---BU COP (852)

THE INDIAN freemason's friend. New series. 1-9(2); 1861?-68 (210)---Calcutta (401)---u (521)---English (531)---UUEIBC861u (828)---BU COP (852)

THE INDIAN freight and transport review. v.1- ; 1934- (210)---Calcutta (401)---u (521)---English (531)---UUEIBC934u (828)---BU COP (852)

INDIAN gardening. 2. Indian gardening and planting (210)
search under

Indian planting and gardening (740)

INDIAN geographer. v.1- ; Aug. 1956- A (210)---Published by: Association of Indian Geographers (305)---New Delhi (401)---Ceased <UCD> (470)---Post Box 644, New Delhi (480)---25cm. (5011)---illus. (5012)---maps (5014)---g; f <NUC> (521)---English (531)---1. Geography - Periodicals (720)---I. Association of Indian Geographers (730)---Gl.163 (811)---910 (812)---62-6 (821)---0537-1688 (825)---GleIDN956f (828)---NST (852)---CIPE NUC UCD (853)

INDIAN geographical studies

1962-Dec. 1973 (910)

INDIAN geographical studies; (210)--research bulletin. no.1--
Sept. 1973-- <OC> (212)--Published by: Geographical Research
Centre A (305)--Patna (401)--Department of Geography, Patna
University, Patna-800 005, Bihar (480)--RS.20.00 (490)--Research
bulletin--Geographical Research Centre (510)--f (521)--English
(531)--I. India - Description and travel - Periodicals (720)--I.
Geographical Research Centre (730)--DS414.I49 (811)--952 (812)--
76-6445953 (821)--2643228 (826)--DSeIB1P973f (828)--ALC78
(852)--OC (853)--PL480: No.8, 1977-- (910)

INDIAN geological index. v.1--; 1971- (210)--Other title: IGI
(230?)--Published by: Indian Geological Index (305)--Delhi
(401)--22cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Index to geological
literature of India (680)--l. Geology - India - Indexes -
Periodicals (720)--IGI (740)--26034.I3153 (811)--016.5554
(812)--76-913245 (821)--2477721 (826)--26e1idd971a (828)--ALC78
(852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480: v.1, 1971- (910)

INDIAN Grassland and Fodder Research Institute, Jhansi (110)--
Annual report--Indian Grassland and Fodder Research Institute
(210)--Formerly: Semiannual report <UCSPHH> (250)--Published by:
The Institute (305)--Jhansi (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--
a (521)--f (525)--English (531)--l. Forage plants - India -
Periodicals (720)--SB208.IS155 (811)--633 (812)--72-905135
(821)--0579-4765 (825)--5089303 (826)--SB1AU99ua (828)--ALC76
(852)--NST OC UCSPHH (853)--PL480: 1965-72 (910)

INDIAN Handicrafts Development Corporation Limited (110)
search under
Handicrafts and Handlooms Exports Corporation of India (740)

INDIAN handloom weaving industry. v.1--; 1940- (210)--Bombay
(401)--a (521)--English (531)--UUEImtB940a (828)--BU COP (852)

INDIAN heraldry. v.1--; 1929- (210)--Published by: Indian Heraldry
Bureau (305)--Vizagapatam (401)--u (521)--English (531)--I.
Indian Heraldry Bureau (730)--UUEIAV929u (828)--BU COP (852)

INDIAN highways. v.1--; July 1973- (210)--Published by: Indian
Roads Congress (305)--New Delhi (401)--Jamnagar House, Shahjahan
Road, New Delhi-110 011 <OC> (480)--Rs.40.00 (490)--Succeeds:
Transport communications monthly review. 1948-June 1973 (601)--
Ed.: P. C. Bhasin <CIFE> (611)--Journal devoted to roads,
bridges and traffic problems <CIFE> (680)--l. Roads -
Periodicals. 2. Roads - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian
Roads Congress (730)--Transport communications monthly review
(750)--TE5.I44 (811)--625.7'0954 (812)--73-906355 (821)--1790571
(826)--TEeIDN973m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIE PC OC (853)

THE INDIAN historical quarterly. v.1-39; Mar. 1925-63 (210)--
Calcutta (401)--Calcutta Oriental Press (402)--Ceased (470)--
24cm. (5011)--plates (5013)--Some numbers issued combined
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(503)--q (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: GIPL <UMC> (654)--1.
India - History - Periodicals. 2. India - Antiquities -
Periodicals (720)--DS401.I37 (811)--SA64-690 (821)--0019-4859
(825)--10134904 (826)--DSelBC925q (828)--BUCOP (852)--OC UCD ULs
UMC (853)

INDIAN Historical Records Commission (110)--Proceedings. v.1--
1919-- (210)--Formerly issued under earlier name: India. Indian
Historical Records Commission. 1st--26th; 1919-49 <OC> (352)--New
Delhi (401)--Government of India Press (402)--Ceased (?)<OC>
(470)--Director of Archives, National Archives of India,
Janapath, New Delhi (480)--Price varies (490)--27cm. (5011)--
illus. (5012)--Issued in 2 parts, 1948-- (502)--Available on
microform from International Documentation Centre, Tumba, Sweden
<OC> (504)--a; Frequency varies <IPiP> (521)--English (531)--No
meetings held in 1952, 1957, 1962-65 <OC> (540)--Part 2
contains papers read at the sessions <OC> (620)--Cumulative
index: v.1-32; 1920-56, lv. <OC> (651)--Contains the proceedings
of the meetings, resolutions passed by the Commission; also
includes scholarly papers read at the Academic Session (680)--1.
India - History - Sources (720)--India. Indian Historical
Records Commission (740)--DS401.A35 (811)--43-35360 rev. (821)--
8504926 (826)--DSelDD919i (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE IPiP OC
UCSD UMC (853)--PL480: 37th-41st: 1966-71 (910)

INDIAN historical review. v.1-- ; Mar. 1974-- (210)--Journal of the
Indian Council of Historical Research (307)--Delhi (401)--Vikas
Publishing House (402)--5 Ansari Road, Daryaganj, Delhi-110 006
(480)--Rs.50.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--
Indexed in: Index India (654)--1. India - History - Periodicals
(720)--1. Indian Council of Historical Research (730)--
DS401.I373 (811)--954'.005 (812)--74-903314 (821)--0376-9836
(825)--1797780 (826)--DSelDD974f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UMC
(853)--PL480: (?) (910)--Index India calls it monthly (991)

INDIAN History Congress (110)--Proceedings (210)
search under
Indian History Congress. Transactions (740)

INDIAN History Congress (110)--Transactions. 5th- session; 1941--
(210)--Proceedings--Indian History Congress. 1st-4th session;
1935-40 (250)--New Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--plates (5012)--
ports. (5013)--Volumes for issued in v. (502)--a (521)--English
(531)--1. History - Congresses. 2. India - History - Congresses
(720)--Indian History Congress. Proceedings (740)--DS401.I375
(811)--954.0062 (812)--43-22794 (821)--1752882 (826)--DSelIDN935a
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCST UMC (853)--PL480: 24th-34th session;
1961-73 (910)

INDIAN homeopathic gazette (210)
search under
All India homeopathic directory (740)
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INDIAN horizons. v.21- ; Jan. 1972- (210)--Formerly: Indo-Asian culture. v.1-20; 1951-71 (250)--Published by: Indian Council for Cultural Relations (305)--New Delhi (401)--Azad Bhavan, Indraprastha Estate, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--$6.00 (490)--24cm. (501l)--illus. (5012)--plates (pt. col.) (5013)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--Available on microfilm from UMI <Ulrich's> (5041)--q (521)--English (531)--Succeeds in part: Indian Council of International Affairs. Journal <Ulrich's> (601)--Ed.: Dr. A. C. Sen <NLC>; Ashok Srinivasan <CIPE> (611)--Index <Ulrich's> (651)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE>;<Historical abstr. <Ulrich's> (654)--Contributions in the field of culture, national and international, contemporary as well as past <CIPE> (680)--l. India - Periodicals. 2. Asia - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Council for Cultural Relations (730)--Indo-Asian culture (740)--Indian Council of International Affairs. Journal (750)--DS501.I362 (811)--915.4'005 (812)--72-906594 (821)--0019-7203 (825)--1784165 (826)--DSeIDN972q (828)--ALC76 (852)--NLC OC PiH UCD Ulrich's UMC (853)--PL480: v.10, July 1961- (910)

INDIAN horticulture. v.1- ; Oct. 1956- (210)--Published by: Indian Council of Agricultural Research (305)--New Delhi (401)--28cm. (501l)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: Biol. abstr.; Bibli. of agric. <OC> (654)--l. Horticulture - India. 2. Horticulture - Periodicals A (720)--I. Indian Council of Agricultural Research (730)--SB4.I4 (811)--635 (818)=SA63-2195 (821)--0019-4875 (825)--1607417 (826)=SBcIDN956q (828)=ALC76 (852)=NST OC (853)=PL480: v.6(3), Apr./June 1962- (910)

INDIAN hosiery directory (210)--Indian hosiery directory including Pakistan and abroad <NST NUC> (230)--Ludhiana (401)--Journal's Publication <NUC> (402)--28cm. (501l)--illus. (5012)--i (521)--English (531)--l. Hosiery industry - India - Directories. 2. Hosiery industry - Pakistan - Directories. 3. Hosiery industry - Directories (720)--Indian hosiery directory including Pakistan and abroad (740)--HD996.9.H6153 (811)--338.476873 (812)--54-19656 (821)--0537-1775 (825)=HDeIPL9ui (828)=ALC76 (852)=NST NUC (853)=PL480: v.10-19; 1962-1973/74. Vols. 17-18 not available (910)

INDIAN hosiery directory including Pakistan and abroad (210) search under
Indian hosiery directory (740)

INDIAN hotel keeper and traveller. v.1- ; 1966- <OC> (210)--New Delhi (401)--S. K. Ambardar <OC> (402)--Some numbers issued combined (503)=m (521)--English (531)--910; 647 <NST> (812)--SA58-14444 (821)--0537-1783 (825)--1752883 (826)--USeIDN966m (828)=ALC76 (852)=NST OC UCTN (853)=PL480: Oct. 1967- (910)

INDIAN hotelier and caterer (210)--IHC (2307)--Published by: The Federation of Hotel and Restaurant Associations of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--Maiden's Hotel, Civil Lines, New Delhi-110 054 <NST> (480)--28cm. (501l)--illus. (5012)=m (521)--English
BOUQUET I

INDIAN industries.

(531)—1. Hotels, taverns, etc.—India—Periodicals. 2.
Caterers and catering—India—Periodicals (720)—I. Federation
of Hotel and Restaurant Associations of India <OC> (730)—IHC
(740)—TX910.1515 (811)—647 (812)—0019-4883 (825)—7452355
(826)—TXeIDN9uum (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST OC (853)

INDIAN import and export trades journal <absorbed title but no
information> (210)

search under
Indian textile journal (740)

INDIAN India. v.1-2; Nov. 1945-Apr. 1947 (210)—Sponsored by;
Public Relations Directorate, Chamber of Princes (306)—New
Delhi (401)—Ceased (470)—28cm. (5011)—illus. (pt. col.)
(5012)—m (521)—English (531)—1. India—History—Periodicals
(720)—I. India. Chamber of Princes. Directorate of Public
Relations <OC> (730)—DS401.1377 (811)—954.08 (812)—53-33491
(821)—5295131 (826)—DSeIDN945m (828)—BUCOP (852)—NUC OC ULS
(853)

INDIAN India; (210)—a monthly devoted to agriculture etc.
v.1-2(3); Dec. 1930-Aug./Sept. 1932 (212)—Madras (401)—Ceased
(470)—m (521)—English (531)—UUEITM930m (828)—BUCOP (852)

INDIAN Industrial Conference (110)—Report. 1-14; 1905-19 (210)—
Amraoti (401)—Report for published at Bombay (451)—Ceased
<ULS> (470)—21cm. (5011)—Appendices contain resolutions, lists
of delegates, etc. <NUC> (636)—1. India—Economic conditions.
2. India—Industries. 3. Agriculture—India (720)—HC431.I4
(811)—19-16575 (821)—HCEIAA905a (828)—BUCOP (852)—NUC UCSKa
ULS (853)

INDIAN Industrial directory (210)

search under
Thapar's Indian industrial directory (740)

INDIAN industries. v.1- ; 1938- (210)—Calcutta (401)—u (521)—
English (531)—UUEIBC938u (828)—BUCOP (852)

INDIAN industries. v.1- ; 1957- (210)—Madras (401)—16 Dandapani
Street, Madras-600 017 <PII75> (480)—28cm. (5011)—illus.
(5012)—Some numbers issued combined (503)—m (521)—English
(531)—Some issues reported as not published; Suspended during
Mar.-Dec. 1976 (540)—Ed.: Krishna Srinivas <PII75> (611)—
Supplement accompanies V.18, No. 4/6 (631)—Indexed in: Chem.
abstr. <OC> (654)—1. India—Industries—Periodicals (720)—
HC431.I392 (811)—338.4 (812)—SA63-1337 (821)—0019-4891
(825)—1716411 (826)—HCEITM957m (828)—ALC78 (852)—NST OC
PII75 UCD (853)—PL480: v.6(6)-20(2); 1962-Feb. 1976 (910)

INDIAN industries. 1st- ed.; 1956- (210)—Bombay (401)—28cm.
(5011)—illus. (5012)—a (521)—English (531)—1. India—
Industries—Yearbooks (720)—HC431.I393 (811)—0442-6851
(825)—2689591 (826)—HCEIMtB956a (828)—OC (852)
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INDIAN industries and power. v.1-20(8); 1903-Apr. 1923 (210)--Formerly: Indian textile, mechanical and electrical news. v.1, 1903. 2. Indian electrical, mechanical and textile news. v.2-5(4); 1904- (250)--Bombay (401)--Ceased (470)--Absorbed by: Indian textile journal in 1924; in Oct. 1931 <NUC> (6041)--1. Indian electrical, mechanical and textile news. 2. Indian textile, mechanical and electrical news (740)--Indian textile journal (750)--UUeIMTB903m (828)--ULS (852)--BUCOP (853)

INDIAN industries annual <UCSM> (210)
search under
MBI's Indian industries annual <ALC76> (740)


INDIAN information series <PiH> (210)
search under
Indian information <UCD> (740)
BOUQUET I

INDIAN Institute for National Integration (110) -- Publication (210)
search under
The Bharata varsha <ALC80>

INDIAN Institute of Advanced Study (110) -- Bulletin. v.1-5(4); Jan.
1967-July 1971 (210) -- Caption title: Quarterly information bulletin
(2306) -- Simla (401) -- S. L. Chaudhry at the Institute Press
(402) -- Ceased (470) -- 25cm. (5011) -- Some issues issued combined
(503) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- V.4(4) - 5(3) reported as nct
published (540) -- Indian Institute of Advanced Study. Quarterly
information bulletin (740) -- AS472.149 (811) -- 378 (812) -- 68-4343
(821) -- 0019-4905 (825) -- 5584433 (826) -- ASeIHIs9673q (828) -- ALC75
(852) -- NST OC PiH UCD (853)

INDIAN Institute of Advanced Study (110) -- Newsletter. v.1- ; Oct.
1973- (210) -- Published by: Indian Institute of Advanced Study
(305) -- Simla (401) -- S. L. Chaudhry (402) -- Rashtrapati Niwas,
Simla-170 005, HP <PiI75> (480) -- Free (490) -- 28cm. (5011) -- f
(521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: T. Prem Kumar <PiI75> (611) -- Education
<PiI75> (680) -- 1. India -- civilization -- History -- Periodicals. 2.
Religion and culture -- periodicals. 3. Religion and civilization --
Periodicals (720) -- 068.54 (812) -- 75-903596 (821) -- 7642379
(826) -- UEIHIs9735 (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC PiI75 (853) -- PL48C:
v.1(1-2), May 1974 (910)

INDIAN Institute of Advanced Study (110) -- Quarterly information
bulletin -- Indian Institute of Advanced Study (210)
search under

INDIAN Institute of Advanced Study (110) -- Transactions. v.1- ; 1965-
(210) -- Volumes 2-11 have also special titles <OC> (270) -- Published
by: Indian Institute of Advanced Study (305) -- Simla (401) -- Ceased
(470) -- 25cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- i (521) -- English (531) -- Volumes
3, 12, 14, 18 not published (540) -- Volume numbering ceased after v.
19. Continued by a series issued by the Institute with the same
title <OC> (575) -- 1. Religion -- Congresses. 2. Humanities --
Societies. 3. Natural history -- Societies, etc. (720) -- AS472.S5;
BL21.I45 (811) -- 060 (812) -- SA68-13429 (821) -- 0073-6465
(825) -- 1774646 (826) -- ASeIHIs965i (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NST OC UCSD
UMC (853) -- PL480: v.1(1-2), May 1974 (910)

INDIAN Institute of Architects (110) -- Journal of Indian Institute of
Architects. v.1- ; Apr. 1934- (210) -- Bombay (401) -- 31cm. (5011) --
illus. (5012) -- diagrs. (5017) -- Some issues issued combined (503) -- q;
frequency varies <PiH> (521) -- English (531) -- Volume numbers
irregular (571) -- 1. Architecture -- Periodicals. 2. Architecture --
India (720) -- NAI1.I48 (811) -- 720.6254 (812) -- 47-37454
(821) -- 0019-4913 (825) -- 1752884 (826) -- NAI1MT934q (828) -- ALC76
(852) -- BUCOP OC PiH UCD (853) -- PL480: v.28, Jan./Mar. 1962- ; Some
issues not available (910)
BOUQUET I

INDIAN Institute

(306)--Bangalore (401)--Hessaraghatta, Bangalore, Karnataka (480)--unpriced (490)--a (521)--English (531)--Continues: Institute of Horticultural Research. Annual report of the Institute of Horticultural Research. 1st-4th; (601)--I. Horticulture - India (720)--I. Indian Council of Agricultural Research (730)--Institute of Horticultural Research. Annual report (740) --$S29.1415 (811)--X8-914336 (822)--3716577 (826)--S2eIKB96ua (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 4th, 1971- (910)

INDIAN Institute of International Affairs, Delhi (110)--Journal. V.1-3(3); Jan. 1945-July 1947 (210)--Delhi (401)--Ceased (470)--26cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Superseded by: Pakistan horizon wef. v.1, 1948 <continued in Karachi, Pakistan> (602)--1. World politics - Periodicals. 2. Asia - Politics - Periodicals (720)--47-23330 rev. (821)--UUEIDD945q (828)--UJS (852)--NUC UCD (853)

INDIAN Institute of Management, Ahmedabad. Alumni Conference (110)--proceedings of the Alumni Conference. N 1- (210)--Ahmedabad (401)--Ceased (470)--23cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Industrial management - India - Congresses. 2. India - Industries - Congresses (720)--HD70.I4155 (811)--658',00954 (812)--SA68-16491 (821)--HDeIGuA965a (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC80 NUC UCSK (853)--PL480: 2nd-7th; 1966-72 (910)

INDIAN Institute of Management, Calcutta (110)--Report (210)--Annual report (250)--Published by: Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta (305)--Calcutta (401)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--a (irregular) (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--Calcutta. Indian Institute of Management (740)--72-900774 (821)--1605146 (826)--UUEIBC9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSK (853)--PL480: 1962/64 (comb. issue)-1972/73 (910)

INDIAN Institute of Mass Communication (110)--Annual report--Indian institute of Mass Communication (210)--Published by: Indian Institute of Mass Communication (305)--New Delhi (401)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. Indian Institute of Mass Communication - Yearbooks. 2. Mass media - India - Yearbooks (720)--P92.I7I5 (811)--301.16'0954 (812)--78-914703 (821)--5389940 (826)--P9eIDN9uu (828)--NJC (852)--OC (853)

INDIAN Institute of Mass Communication (110)--Newsletter (210)

search under

Communicator <ALC79>

INDIAN Institute of Public Administration (110)--Annual report--Indian Institute of Public Administration. 1st- ; 1954- (210)--New Delhi (401)--22cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--JQ201.I54 (811)--75-900618; 55-44079 <OC> (821)--0442-6916 (825)--2131133 (826)--JQeIDN954a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSM (853)--PL480: 14th- ; 1967/68-1973/74 (910)
INDIAN Institute of Public Administration, New Delhi (110)--IIPA newsletter. v.1- ; Feb. 1957- <OC> (210)--Published by: Indian Institute of Public Administration (305)--New Delhi (401)--Indraprastha Estate, Ring Road (East), New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--29 cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531) --Ed.: T. N. Chaturvedi <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--News from Centre and States relating to administration. Includes Institute news also <CIPE> (680)--1. Public administration - Periodicals. 2. India - Politics and government - Periodicals (720) --Delhi. Indian Institute of Public Administration. 2. IIPA. 3. Indian Institute of Public Administration. Newsletter (740)--JA26.114 (811)--354.54 (812)--SA64-261 (821)--0536-1761 (825)--1588977 (826) -- JaeIDN957m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.7(7), July 1963- (910)

INDIAN Institute of Public Administration, New Delhi (110)--Newsletter (210)
search under
Indian Institute of Public Administration, New Delhi. IIPA newsletter <ALC76>

INDIAN Institute of Public Opinion (110)--Economic report (210)
search under
Indian Institute of Public Opinion. Quarterly economic report <ALC76>

INDIAN Institute of Public Opinion (110)--Monthly commentary on Indian economic conditions (210)
search under
Monthly commentary on Indian economic conditions <ALC76>


INDIAN Institute of Public Opinion (110)--Monthly statistical commentary on Indian economic conditions (210)
search under
Monthly commentary on Indian economic conditions <ALC76>

INDIAN Institute of Public Opinion (110)--Public opinion surveys (210)
search under
Indian Institute of Public Opinion. Monthly public opinion surveys <ALC76>
BOUQUET I


INDIAN Institute of Science, Bangalore (110)—Abstracts of theses (210)—Bangalore (401)—Ceased (470)—24cm. (5011)—l (521)—English (531)—l. Science—Abstracts—Periodicals. 2. Engineering—Abstracts—Periodicals. 3. Dissertations, Academic—India—Abstracts—Periodicals (720)—Q1.I48 (811)—70-914425 (821)—1752885 (826)—Q1eIKB9uui (828)—ALC80 (852)—NUC OC UMC (853)

INDIAN Institute of Science, Bangalore (110)—Annual report—Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore (210)—Formerly: Annual report of the Council of the Institute (250)—Bangalore (401)—Printed at Bangalore Press (403)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—a (521)—English (531)—Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. Annual report of the Council of the Institute (740)—Q73.I7 (811)—506.254 (812)—83-640136 (821)—5532677 (826)—Q7eIKB9uua (828)—NUC (852)—OC (853)

INDIAN Institute of Science, Bangalore (110)—Annual report of the Council of the Institute (210)

search under
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. Annual report—Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

INDIAN Institute of Science, Bangalore (110)—Economic bulletin. v.1-11; 1950-60 <UCD holdings> (210)—<Bangalore> (401)—u (521)—English (531)—330 (812)—0442-6924 (825)—UUeIKB950u (828)—NST (852)—UCD (853)


INDIAN Institute of Science, Bangalore (110)—Handbook (210)

search under
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. General information; announcements for the year.
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INDIAN Institute of Social Order (110)--Social action (210)
   search under
   Social action <ALC76>

INDIAN Institute of Social Welfare and Business Management (110)--
   Monthly newsletter. v.1-12; 1961-72 (210)--Surveys; monthly
   newsletter (230)--m (521)--English (531)--Indian Institute of Social
   Welfare and Business Management. Surveys; monthly newsletter
   (740)--UUeIDD961m (828)--UCD (852)

INDIAN Institute of Social Welfare and Business Management (110)--
   Surveys; monthly newsletter (210)
   search under
   Indian Institute of Social Welfare and Business Management. Monthly
   newsletter

INDIAN Institute of Sociology, Calcutta (110)--Publication (210)
   search under
   Sociologia Indica.

INDIAN Institute of Sugarcane Research, Lucknow (110)--Annual report--
   Indian Institute of Sugarcane Research (210)--Published by: Indian
   Institute of Sugarcane Research (305)--Lucknow (401)--25-33cm.
   (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report for 1968 not published
   (540)--Report year for vols. ends May 31; for vols. Mar. 31
   (620)--1. Sugar-cane - India (720)--SB229.1414 (811)--SA64-2378
   (821)--0073-649X (825)--3362657 (826)--SBeTUL9uua (828)--ALC76
   not available (910)

INDIAN Institute of Technology, Bombay (110)--Research bulletin--
   Indian Institute of Technology. v.1- ; 1976- (210)--Published by:
   Indian Institute of Technology (305)--Bombay (401)--Powai,
   Bombay-400 076 (480)--27cm. (5011)--Illus. (5012)--u (521)--English
   (531)--1. Technology - Periodicals. 2. Science - Periodicals
   (720)--TL1392 (811) --605 (812)--77-646733 (821)--3697536
   (826)--TLeIMtB976u (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

INDIAN Institute of Technology, Bombay (110)--Research reports, 1963/
   65- (210)--Bombay (401)--g (521)--English (531)--76-922543 (821)--
   TLeIMtB965g (828)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: 1963/65-1965/67 (910)

INDIAN Institute of Technology, Delhi (110)--Research report (210)--
   New Delhi (401)--29cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Absorbed by:
   Its report (6041)--1. Engineering research - India - Abstracts. 2.
   Research - India - Abstracts (720)--TA160.6.I415 (811)--620'.00954
   (812)--SA68-16176 (821)--TAnIDN9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--
   PL480: 1968-70 (910)

INDIAN Institute of Technology, Kanpur (110)--Research report (210)--
   Kanpur (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Research -
   India - Yearbooks. 2. Engineering research - India - Yearbooks
BOUQUET I

(720) --T173.K1385153 (811)--72-907046 (821)--1784224 (826) --TleUK9uua (828) --ALC76 (852) --OC (853) --PL480: 1969/70 (910)

INDIAN Institute of Technology, Madras (110) -- Annual report -- Indian Institute of Technology, Madras (210) -- Published by: Indian Institute of Technology (305) -- Madras (401) -- 24cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- Some reports issued combined (503) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- l. Indian Institute of Technology, Madras -- Yearbooks (720) -- T173.I55A3 (811) -- 71-907015 (821) -- 6122684 (826) -- TleITM9uua (828) -- NUC (852) -- OC (853)


INDIAN Institute of Technology, Madras (110) -- Bulletin (210) search under Indian Institute of Technology, Madras. Information bulletin


INDIAN Institute of Technology, Madras (110) -- Ph.D. dissertation abstracts (210) search under Indian Institute of Technology, Madras. M.S., Ph.D. dissertation abstracts (740)

INDIAN Institute of Tropical Meteorology (110) -- Annual report. 1971/ 72-- (210) -- Poona (401) -- Ramdurg House, University Road, Poona-411 005, Maharashtra (480) -- 25cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Report year ends Mar. 31 (620) -- l. Meteorology -- India -- Yearbooks. 2. Meteorology -- Tropics -- Yearbooks (720) -- QC851.I284 (811) -- 551.5'0954 (812) -- 73-900282 (821) -- 1790405
TULIP

(826)--QCeIMtP972a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:
1971/72-1973/74 (910)

INDIAN Institute of World Culture (110)--Aryan path (210)
search under
Aryan path (740)

INDIAN Institute of World Culture (110)--Report--Indian Institute of World Culture. 1948- (210)--Reports for 1948-<??> issued by the Institute under its earlier name: Indian Institute of Culture (352)--Bangalore (401)--23cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--First report covers the period from the founding of the Institute in 1945 to Dec. 31, 1948 (620)--I. Indian Institute of Culture (730)--BP510.I48 A44 (811)--212 (812)--50-13223 <OC> (821)--4657077 (826)--BPeKB949a (828)--UMC (852)--NUC UCSPHH (853)

INDIAN Institute of World Culture (110)--Transactions. No.1- ; Sept. 1948- (210)--Issued by the Institute under its earlier name: Indian Institute of Culture, Sept. 1948-Nov. 1956 <OC> (352)--Basavangudi (401)--P. O. Box 402, 6 B.P. Wadia Road, Basavangudi, Bangalore-560 014 <CIFE> (480)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--I. Indian Institute of Culture (730)--AS472.IS (811)--54-44053 rev. (821)--0019- 4972 (825)--17774649 (826)--ASeKB9481 (828)--ALC76 (852)—CIFE OC (853)--PL480: No.32-45 (910)

INDIAN insurance directory (210)--Bombay (401)--23cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Insurance – India – Directories (720)--HG8702.I56 (811)--HGeIMtB9uu (828)--NUC (852)--CNLC (853)


INDIAN International Trade directory (210)--Published by: Indian International Trade Centre (305)--Bombay (401)--l (521)--English (531)-- I. Indian International Trade Centre (730)--70-918538 (821)--0073-6546 (825)--1590779 (826)--UUEIMtB9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 2nd-3rd ed.; 1970/71-1973 (910)

INDIAN interpreter; (210)--a religious and ethical quarterly. v.l-17 (1); 1906-Apr. 1922 (212)--Sponsored By: Christian Literature Society (306)--Christian Literary Society <PiH> (336)--Madras (401)--London (431) --q (521)--English (531)--Incorporated with: Youngmen of India <PiH> (6042)--Youngmen of India (750)--UUEITM906q (828)--BUCOP (852)--PiH ULS (853)

INDIAN Investment Centre (110)--Documentation bulletin (210)--New
BOUQUET I

Delhi (401)--v. 8 equals 1971 (462)--Ceased <Letter from the Publisher> (470)--u (521)--English (531)--UUeIDN9uue (828)--UCD (852)

INDIAN Investment Centre (110)--Monthly newsletter--Indian Investment Centre. v.1- ; 1963-- (210)--Newsletter (230)--New Delhi (401)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--l. India - Economic conditions - 1945-- Periodicals. 2. Finance - India - Periodicals (720)--Indian Investment Centre. Newsletter (740)--HC435.2.I573 (811)--330.9'54'05 (812)--74-901983 (821)--HCreIDN963m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCD (853)--PL480: v.11, Jan. 1974-- (910)

INDIAN Investment Centre (110)--Newsletter (210)
search under
Indian Investment Centre. Monthly newsletter <ALC76>

INDIAN jewels; the monthly magazine of the Helping Hands Zenana Association (210)
search under
Jewels; the monthly magazine of the Helping Hands Missionary Association.

INDIAN Jewish yearbook (210)--Bombay (401)--Abi Emu Publishers (402)--a (521)--English (531)--79-912216 (821)--1752886 (826)--UUeIMtB9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1969 (910)

INDIAN journal of accounting. v.1- ; Dec. 1971-- (210)--Published by: Indian Accounting Association (305)--Varanasi (401)--Faculty of Commerce & Management Studies, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi-221 005, UP <CIPE>(480)--$3.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531) --Ed.: D. R. Singh <CIPE>(611)--Index <CIPE>(651)--Besides accounting, articles on management, controi, taxation, costing, auditing are included <CIPE>(680)--1. Accounting - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Accounting Association <OC>(730)--657.05 (812)--72-901005 (821)--5085916 (826)--UUeUV971f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCWB (853)--PL480: v.1-4(2); Dec. 1971-Dec. 1974 (910)

INDIAN journal of adult education. v.1- ; Dec. 1939 <OC> (210)--Title varies slightly <OC> (230)--Published by: Indian Adult Education Association (305)--Vols. for are the official journal of the Association <OC> (307)--New Delhi (401)--17-B Indraprastha Marg, New Delhi-110 002 <CIPE> (480)--25-28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Incorporates: Social education new bulletin <CIPE> (6031)--ED.: J. C. Mathur <CIPE> (611)--Special annual number <CIPE> (640)--Indexed in: Current index to journals in education; GIPL <OC> (654)--Devoted to furthering adult education movement in India in particular <CIPE> (680)--1. Education - Periodicals. 2. Education of adults - Periodicals. 3. Education - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Adult Education (730)--Social education new bulletin
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1931- 47 <OC>; quarterly: 1948-Dec. 1968 (525)--English
1906-Nov. 1930 (601)--Absorbs: Agricultural research in Feb. 1966
(6031)--Indexed in: Current contents; Sc. citation index (654)--1.
Agriculture - Periodicals. 2. Agriculture - India. 3. Agriculture
- Experimentation (720)--I. Indian Council of Agricultural Research
(730)--Agricultural research (740)--Agricultural journal of India
(750)--S19.I6 (811)--41-34705 (821)--0019-5022 (825)--1771510
(826)--SleIDN931m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: v. 32-44(4);
Mar. 1962-Apr. 1974 (910)

INDIAN journal of American studies. v.1-- ; July 1969- (210)--Publi-
shed by: American Studies Research Centre (305)--Hyderabad (401)--
Dr. M. G. Krishnamurthy <Pl175> (402)--American Studies Research
Centre, Hyderabad, AP (480)--Orient Longmans, Bombay <P1H> (483)--
Rs.10.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)-- f
(521)--English (531)--Ed.: Dr. M. G. Krishnamurthy <Pl175> (611)--
News and current affairs (680)--1. United States - Civilization -
Periodicals. 2. India - Relations (general) with the United States.
3. United States - Relations (general) with India <OC> (720)--I.
American Studies Research Centre (730)--El69.12.145 (811)--973'.05
(812)--SA76-911411 (821)--0019-5030 (825)--1714923 (826)--Ele1AH969f
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PiH Pi175 UCD (853)--PL480: v.1-4(1/2); July

INDIAN journal of applied linguistics. v.1-- ; Jan./June 1975- (210)
--New Delhi (401)--Bahi Publications Private Ltd. (402)--57
Santnagar, New Delhi-110 024 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)-- f
(521)--English, Hindi (534)--Ed.: V. R. Jagannathan (611)--Articles
on stylistic language teaching methods, error analysis, rhetoric,
semantics and aesthetics (680)--1. Indic philology - Periodicals
(720)-- PK101.IS4 (811)--75-904340 (821)--3497484 (826)--PKeh7DD975f
(828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)--PL480: Jan./June 1975-
(910)

INDIAN journal of applied psychology. v.1-- ; Jan. 1964- (210)--Pub-
lished by: Madras Psychological Society (305)--Sponsored by:
University of Madras, Dept. of Psychology, Madras Psychological
Society (306)--Madras (401)--Dr. T. E. Shanmugam <Pl175>
(402)--Madras Psychological Society, University of Madras,
Madras-600 005 <Pl175> (480)-- Rs.30.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--charts
(5016)--f (521)--English (531)-- Ed.: Dr. T. E. Shanmugam <Pl175>
(611)--Indexed in: GIP; Index India; Psych. abst. <CIPE> (654)--1.
Psychology, Applied - Periodicals (720)--I. University of Madras.
Dept. of Psychology. II. Madras Psychological Society <OC>
(730)--BF636.Al.147 (811)--SA65-1294 (821)--0019-5073
(825)--1680850 (826)--BF636.TM964f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PiH
Pi175 UCD (853)--PL480: v.1, Jan. 1964- (910)

INDIAN journal of arts, sciences and manufactures. <No.> 1-9; 1851-52
(210)--nsv. 1-7; 1856-58 (290)--Madras (401)--Ceased (470)--i (521)
--English (531)--UUEITM851i (828)--ULS (852)--BUCOP PiH (853)
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INDIAN journal of Asian studies. v.1- ; Jan./June 1977- (210)--Published by: Indian Council of Social Science Research (305)--Journal of the Council (307)--New Delhi (401)--Ceased (470)--24cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--1. Asia - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Council of Social Science Research (730)--DS1.I46 (811)--950'.05 (812) --78-914211 (821)--5696923 (826)--DESIDN977E (828)--ALC78 (852)--ALC79 OC (853)--PL480: v.1, Jan./June 1977 (910)

INDIAN journal of behaviour (210)--Mysore (401)--T. R. Rao; Academy Press (402)--27cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Interdisciplinary approach (680)--1. Psychology - Periodicals. 2. Psychology - India - Periodicals. 3. Human behavior - Periodicals (720)--BF1.I37 (811)--150'.5 (812)--78-914278 (821)--4533461 (826)--BFeIKM9uuq (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: <?>(910)

INDIAN journal of botany. v.1- ; 1978- (210)--Other title: IJB (2303)--Hyderabad (401)--S. Krishnamurthy (402)--6-1-127/2 Khairstabad, Hyderabad-500 004, AP (480)--v.1(2), 1978: Rs.50.00; $20.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues issued combined (503)--f (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr. <OC> (654)--1. Botany - India - Collected works. 2. Botany - India - Periodicals (720)--QK358.I52 (811)--580'.5 (812)--80-645852 (821)--0250-829X (825)--5362771 (826)--OKeIAH978f (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: <?>(910)

INDIAN journal of clinical psychology. v.1- ; Mar. 1974- (210)--Official journal of <the> Indian Association of Clinical Psychologists (307)--Chandigarh (401)--Department of Psychiatry, Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, Chandigarh-160 012 <OC> (480) --$10.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S. K. Verma <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Psych. abst.; Indian psych. abst.; Lang. & lang. behav. abst. (U.S.A.) <CIPE> (654)--Devoted to research in the areas of clinical psychology, mental health, psychiatry and other allied social and behavioural sciences <CIPE> (680)--1. Clinical psychology - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Association of Clinical Psychologists <OC> (730)--RC467.I53 (811)--616.8'9'005 (812)--74-902117 (821)--1797763 (826)--RCeIPC974f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: <?>(910)

INDIAN journal of commerce. v.1-15; 1948-Sept. 1951 (210)--Organ of the Indian Commerce Association <BUCOP> (307)--Patna (401)--Dr. N. L. Nadda <sic> <Nanda?> <PiI75> (402)--Department of Applied Economics & Commerce, Patna University, Patna, Bihar (480)--Rs.10.00 <PiI75> (490)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Volume numbers irregular (571)--Ed.: N. L. Nanda <PiI75> (611)--Commerce and industry (680)--1. India - Commerce - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Commerce Association (730)--HF41.I233 (811) --380.5 (812)--54-37359 (821)--0019-512X (825)--1586033 (826)--HFeIBiP948q (828)--PL480: v.17, Mar. 1964-- (910)
BOUQUET I

INDIAN journal of communication arts. v.1- ; Sept. 1975- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Hem Publishers (402)--C-123 Greater Kailash, New Delhi-110 048 (480)--$10.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illlus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <UMC> (654)--l. Mass media - India - Periodicals (720)--P92.I71S2 (811)--790.2’05 (812)--77-647374 (821)--3498891 (826)--P9eIDN975m (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480: v.3, Sept. 1977- (910)

INDIAN journal of comparative sociology. v.1- ; Aug. 1974- (210)--Published by: Forum for Sociologists (305)--Dharwar (401)--A.G. Hiremath <PII75> (402)--Dhanavantri Building, T.C. Road, Dharwar-580 008, Karnataka <CIPE> (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--Eds.: L. S. Ainapur and G. Viswanadh <CIPE> (611)--Index (651)--Indexed in: Index India <UMC> (654)--The objective is as embodied in the goals of Indianization and modernization both with reference to the issue and methodology <CIPE> (680)--1. Sociology - Periodicals. 2. India - Social conditions - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Forum for Sociologists <OC> (730)--HM1.I45 (811)--301.05 (812)--75-907314 (821)--2441181 (826)--HMeIKD974f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PI71Q UMC (853)--PL480: v.1, Aug. 1974- (910)

INDIAN journal of criminology. v.1- ; July 1973- (210)--Published by: Indian Society of Criminology (305)--Official organ of the Society (307)--Madras (401)--C/O Psychology Dept., University of Madras, Madras-600 005 <OC> (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--charts (5016)--f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: N. Pitchandi <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr. <OC> (654)--Covers all aspects of criminology, criminological sciences as well as the subsidiary sciences research <CIPE> (680)--1. Crime and criminals - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Society of Criminology (730)--HV6201.I48 (811)--364’.0954 (812)--73-907771 (821)--0376-9844 (825)--1970595 (826)--HVeITM973m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)

INDIAN journal of criminology and criminalistics. v.1- ; 1981- (210)--Published by: Institute of Criminology & Forensic Science, Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--4-E Jhandeevalan Extension, Rani Jhansi Road, New Delhi-110 055 (480)--$30.00 (490)--31cm. (5011)--illlus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--I. Institute of Criminology & Forensic Science (730)--81-910590 (821)--8226471 (826)--UUEIDN981q (828)--NUC (852)

INDIAN journal of economics. v.1- ; Jan. 1916- <OC> (210)--Published by: Departments of Economics and Commerce, University of Allahabad (305)--Organ of The Indian Economic Association, 1924- <OC> (307)--Allahabad (401)--$5.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illlus. <partly folded> (5012)--maps (5014)--diagrams. (5017)--q (521)--English (531)--Suspended during 1917 <OC> (540)--Ed.: Sudhir Munkerji <CIPE> (611)--v.2-33 include papers read at the annual conference of the Indian Economic Association <OC> (620)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index
INDIAN journal of education. v.1-47; 1893-1907 (210)--Formerly: Madras journal of education (250)--Madras (401)--Ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--Madras journal of education (740)--UUeITM893u (828)--ULS (852)--CIPE IPiP NST PiH (853)

INDIAN journal of education. v.1-20; 1902-1921 (210)--Bombay (401)--BUkop (852)

INDIAN journal of educational administration and research. v.1-2; summer 1960-62 (210)--Sponsored by: Assistant Educational Advisor to Govt. of India, Ministry of Education (306)--New Delhi (401)--32 Theatre Communication Bldg., Connaught Circus, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--1. School management and organization - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Ministry of Education (730)--L61.I44 (811)--370 (812)--SA68-686 (821)--0445-7692 (825)--L6eIDN960q (828)--NST (852)--NUC UCD (853)

INDIAN journal of educational research. v.1-4(1); June 1950-52 (210)--Sponsored by: Indian Institute of Education, Bombay <Nuc> (306)--Bombay (401)--Asia Publishing House <OC> (402)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Education - Per. and soc. publ. - India <Nuc> (720)--I. Indian Institute of Education, Bombay (730)--370 (812)--0442-6983 (825)--UUeIMtB950q (828)--NST (852)--BUkop NUC UCD (853)

INDIAN journal of English studies. v.1- ; 1960- <NST> (210)--Official organ of the Indian Association for English Studies (307)--Bombay (401)--Orient Longmans (402)--Orient Longmans, Ltd., 3/5 Asaf Ali Road, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Board of Editors
BOUQUET I

INDIAN journal

INDEXED IN: GIPL; INDEX INDIA <CIPE> (654)--Critical studies of English and American literatures mostly <CIPE> (680)--1. English literature - History and criticism - Periodicals <OC> (720)--1. Indian Association for English Studies <OC> (730)--PRL.I55 (811)--SA64-1506 (821)--0537-7554 (825)--1752899 (826)--PReIMb960a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCR UMC (853)--PL480: v.3-14; July 1962-73 (910)


INDIAN journal of extension education. v.1- ; Apr. 1965- (210)--Published by: Indian Society of Extension Education (305)--New Delhi (401)--Division of Agricultural Extension, Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi-110 012 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.40.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. N. Singh <CIPE> (611)--1. Agricultural extension work - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Indian Society of Extension Education (730)--SS44.5.I4I39 (811)--77-914136 (821)--0537-1996 (825)--1774652 (826)--S5eIDN965q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD UCPHH (853)--PL480: v.6(1/2), Mar./June 1970 (comb. issue)- (910)

INDIAN journal of fisheries. v.1- ; May 1954- (210)--Published by: Editorial Committee of the Indian journal of fisheries, Indian Council of Agricultural Research (305)--Formerly published by: Editorial Committee of Indian journal of fisheries for the Ministry of Food and Agriculture (355)--Ernakulam (401)--Ernakulam, Cochin-682 011, Kerala (480)--25cm. (5011)--illl. (5012)--f (521)--English (531)--1. Fisheries - Periodicals. 2. Ichthology - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Council of Agricultural Research. II. India. Ministry of Food and Agriculture (730)--SHL.I45 (811)--56-56363 (821)--0537-2003 (825)--1752901 (826)--SHeIKE954f (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

INDIAN journal of forestry. v.1- ; Mar. 1978- (210)--Dehra Dun (401)--Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh (402)--23-A Connaught Place, Dehra Dun-248 001, UP (480)--Rs.60.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illl. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr. <OC> (654)--A quarterly journal of forestry, agriculture, horticulture, natural history, wild life and field botany (680)--1. Forests and forestry - India. Periodicals. 2. Botany - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--SD223.I53 (811)--Sni80-12401 (821)--0250-524X (825)--4327218
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INDIAN labour journal. v.1- ; Aug. 15, 1947- (210)--Fortnightly organ of the Indian National Trade Union Congress (307)--Bombay (401)--27cm. (5011)--e (irregular) (521)--English (531)--1. Trade-unions - India - Periodicals. 2. Labor and laboring classes - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian National Trade Union Congress (730)--HD8682.I577 (811)--SA67-4923 (821)--HDeIMtB947e (828)--NUC (852)

INDIAN labour journal (1923) search under
Bengal Nagpur railway magazine

INDIAN labour statistics (210) search under
India. Labour Bureau (110)--Indian labour statistics <ALC76>

INDIAN labour yearbook. 1946- <OC> (210)--Issued by: India. Labour Bureau (302)--Simla (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--Delhi <NUC> (431)--Labour Bureau, Ministry of Labour and Employment, Govt. of India, Simla-171 008 (480)--Controller of Publications, Civil Lines, Delhi-110 006 <CIPE> (483)--25-28cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--A standard reference book on labour matters, developments made in different aspects during the year in India. A select bibliography of reports, publications is also appended <CIPE> (680)--1. Labor and laboring classes - Yearbooks. 2. Labor and laboring classes - India - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Labour Bureau. II. India. Ministry of Labour (730)--HD8683.I5 (811)--331 (812)--49-40878 (821)--1643959 (826)--HDeIDD946a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD UCSCM UCSPHH UMC (853)--PL480: 1961-71 (910)

INDIAN Lac Association for Research, Ranchi (110) search under
Indian Lac Research Institute, Ranchi.

INDIAN Lac Research Institute, Ranchi (110)--Bulletin. No.1- ; 1928--Formerly issued by: Indian Lac Association for Research, No.1-4; 1928-31 (352)--Ranchi (401)--Calcutta (431)--22-25cm. (5011)--ills. (5012)--plates (5013)--tables (5015)--diagr.s. (5017)
(521)--English (531)--1. Lac. 2. Shellac. 3. Lac - Insects (720)—I. Indian Lac Association for Research (730)—Bulletin of the Indian Lac Association for Research (740)—TP938.I5 (811)—638.32072 (812)—44-38515 (821)—TPeIBIr928u (828)—NUC (852)—BUCOP (853)


INDIAN ladies magazine. 1901—(210)—Madras (401)—<n.p.>(402)—Ceased <UCAP> (470)—illuminated (5012)—plates (5013)—u (521)—English (531)—NUC (852)—UCAP (853)

INDIAN Law Institute, Delhi (110)—Annual survey of Indian law (210) search under Annual survey of Indian law.

INDIAN Law Institute, Delhi (110)—Index to Indian legal periodicals. v.1—Jan./June 1963—(210)—Sponsored by: Indian Law Institute (306)—New Delhi (401)—24cm. (5011)—Some issues combined (503)—f (521)—English (531)—1. Law - Periodicals - India - Indexes (720)—0:6; 346 (812)—SA65-8350 (821)—0019-4034 (825)—1752937 (826)—5UeIDN963f (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST OC UCD (853)—PL480: v.1-11(1/2); Jan./June 1963-73 (910)

INDIAN Law Institute (110)—Journal. v.1—Oct. 1958—(210)—New Delhi (401)—Opposite Supreme Court of India, Bhagwan Das Road, New Delhi -110 001 <CIPE> (480)—Rs.45.00 (490)—24cm. (5011)—illuminated (5012)—Some numbers issued combined (503)—q (521)—English (531)—Ed.: S. N. Jain <CIPE> (611)—Indexed in: Index India; Ind. in leg. per.; PAIS <CIPE> (654)—Articles, notes and comments mostly on Indian law and constitution, etc. <CIPE> (680)—1. Law - Periodicals - India <NUC> (720)—SA62-1030 (821)—0019-5731 (825)—1752938 (826)—5UeIDN958q (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE NUC OC UCD (853)—PL480: v.4, Jan./Mar. 1962—(910)

INDIAN law magazine. v.1(1-4); 1895 (210)—Calcutta (401)—q (521)—English (531)—5UeIB895q (828)—BUCOP (852)—V.1(1-4); 1895 (920)

INDIAN law magazine. v.1—1878—(210)—Bombay (401)—u (521)—English (531)—5UeIMbt878u (828)—BUCOP (852)—V.1(1-4); 1878 (920)

INDIAN law quarterly. v.1-3; Apr. 1914-16 (210)—Madras (401)—P. R. Ganapathi Iyer <NUC> (402)—25cm. (5011)—q (521)—English (531)—Ed.: P. R. Ganapathi Iyer (611)—1. Law - Periodicals
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INDIAN law quarterly review. v.1- ; Jan./Mar. 1956- (210)--New Delhi (401)--English (531)--340 (812)--0445-7773 (825)--UUEIDN956q (828)--NST (852)--UCD (853)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Allahabad series. v.1- ; 1876/78- (212) --nsv.1- ; Jan. 1962- (290)--Allahabad (401)--Superintendent, Printing and Stationery, UP Government, Allahabad <CIPÉ> (480)--Rs.19.00 (490) --m (521)--English (531)--SA64-2344 (821)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE UCSM UCSWB (853)--PL480: N 1-4?: Jan. 1962-73 (910)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Andhra Pradesh series. v.1- ; 1957- (212)--Formerly: Hyderabad series, 1876/77-1956 (252)--Hyderabad (401)--Director of Printing, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh (402)--24cm. (501l) --m (521)--English (531)--Contains cases determined by the High Court of Andhra Pradesh at Hyderabad, Deccan <OC> (680)--I., Andhra Pradesh, India. High Court of Judicature (730)--Indian law reports; Hyderabad series (740)--SA64-1480 (821)--1752940 (826)--UUEIAH877m (828)--ALC76 (852)

INDIAN law reports; Assam and Nagaland series (210) search under
Indian law reports; Gauhati series.

INDIAN law reports; Assam series (210) search under
Indian law reports; Gauhati series.

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Bombay series. v.1- ; 1876/77- <UCSM> (212)--Bombay (401)--Manager, Yeravada Prison Press, Poona-411 006 <CIPÉ> (480)--Rs.60.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--SA64-1678 (821)-- UUEIMtB877m (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE OC UCSM UCSWB (853)--PL480: Jan. 1962- (910)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Calcutta series. v.1- ; 1876- <UCSM> (212)--Calcutta (401)--Superintendent, Government Printing, West Bengal, Alipore, Calcutta <CIPÉ> (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)-- Some numbers reported as not published (540)--SA66-6506 rev. (821)-- ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE UCSM UCSWB (853)--PL480: Jan. 1959-Sept. 1975 (910)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Cuttack series <new series>. v.1- ; 1959- <OC> (212)--Cuttack (401)--Superintendent, Orissa Govt. Press (402)--v.2 equals Sept. 1959 (462)--Superintendent, Orissa Govt. Press, Cuttack, Orissa (480)--Rs.33.00 (490)--26cm. (501l)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Contains cases determined by the High Court of Orissa and by the Supreme Court of India on appeal from that court <OC> (680)--I. Law reports, digests, etc. - India - Orissa (State). 2. Law reports, digests,
INDIAN law reports; (210)--Delhi series. Containing cases determined by the High Court of Delhi. Jan./Mar. 1968-- (212)--Delhi (401)--Controller, Dept. of Publications, Civil Lines, Delhi-110 056 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.22.50 (490)--24cm. (5011)--Vols. for issued in 2 vols. (502)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Contains cases determined by the High Court of Delhi <CIPE> (680)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. -- India -- Delhi (720)--I. Delhi. High Court of Judicature (730)--78-910811 (821)--UKeIDD968m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC (853)--PL480: Pt. 1/3, Jan./Mar. (comb. issue), 1968-- (910)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Gauhati series. v.24, pt.1/2-- ; Jan./Feb. 1972-- (212)--Formerly: Indian law reports; Assam series. 1949-63. Then Indian law reports; Assam and Nagaland series. 1964-71 (250)--Gauhati (401)--Superintendent, Assam Govt. Press (402)--Shillong <CIPE> (431)-- V.24, pts.11/12, Nov./Dec. 1972: Rs.36.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--l. Law reports, digests, etc. -- India -- Gauhati. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. -- India -- Assam. 3. Law reports, digests, etc. -- India -- Assam and Nagaland (720)--1. Indian law reports; Assam series. 2. Indian law reports; Assam and Nagaland series (740)-- Law (811)--348'.545 (812)--79-915523 (821)--UKeIASG949m (828)--ALC80 (852)--CIPE NUC (853)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Gujarat series. v.1-- ; 1960- <CIPE> (212) --Sponsored by: Gujarat (State). High Court of Judicature (306)--Ahmedabad (401) --Director, Govt. Print., Publications, and Stationery (402) --Director, Govt. Printing Publications and Stationery, Ahmedabad <CIPE> (480)-- Rs.78.70 (490)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--l. Law reports, digests, etc. -- India -- Gujarat (720)--I. Gujarat (State). High Court of Judicature (730)--SA66-2387 (821)--UKeIGuA960m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE UCSK (853)--PL480: v.6, pt.1-v.14, pt.1/3; Jan. 1965-Jan./Mar. 1973 (910)

INDIAN law reports; Haryana series (210) search under Indian law reports; Punjab and Haryana series <ALC76>

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Himachal Pradesh series. v.1-- ; 1972- (212)--Simla (401)--Deputy Controller, Print. and Stationery Dept., H:imachal Pradesh (402) --Deputy Controller, Printing and Stationery Dept., Himachal Pradesh, Simla-171 003, HP (480)--Rs.54.50 (490)--25cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S. D. Bakshi <Pl75> (611)--Contains cases determined by the High Court of Himachal Pradesh (680)--l. Law reports, digests, etc. -- India -- Himachal Pradesh (720)--Law -- 788 --
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(812)--76-913541 (821)--3691508
(826)--UUEIHS972m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC PiT75
(853)--PL480: V.1, pts.1-2, Jan.-Dec. 1972- (910)

INDIAN law reports; Hyderabad series (210)
search under
Indian law reports; Andhra Pradesh series.

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Karnataka series. v.23, pts.6/7, 1973-
(212)--Formerly: Mysore series; containing cases decided by the High
Court of Mysore and by the Supreme Court of India on appeal from the
decisions of the High Court. v.1-23(5); 1950-1972. Vols. for
Jan./Mar. 1951-Mar. 1953 contain cases decided by the High Court
of Mysore <OC> (250)--Bangalore (401)--Printed by: Director,
Print., Stationery and Publications at the Govt. Press
(403)--Director, Printing and Stationery, Karnataka Govt.,
Bangalore, Karnataka <CIPE> (480)--Rs.44.00 (490)--Some numbers
issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Contains cases
decided by the High Court of Karnataka and by the Supreme Court of
India on appeal from decisions of the High Court (680)--I. Law
reports, digests, etc. - India - Mysore (State). 2. Law reports,
digests, etc. - India - Karnataka (State) (720)--I. Karnataka
(State). High Court of Judicature. II. India. Supreme Court
(730)--Indian law reports; Mysore series (740)--Law (811)
--348'.5452'044 (812)--74-929638 (821)--2381635 (826)--UUEIKB950m
(828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL480: Aug./Sept. 1959-
(910)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Kerala series, containing cases determined
by the High Court of Kerala. 1957- (212)--Former sub-title: Kerala
series; containing cases determined by the High Court of Kerala and
by the Supreme Court of India on appeal from the Court. 1957-June
1962 <CIPE> (252)--Ernakulam (401)--Govt. Press
(403)--Superintendent, Govt. Press, Ernakulam, Kerala <CIPE>
(480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)-- Vol. 2(4/5), Oct.-Nov. 1973
issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Continues: Indian law
reports; Travancore-Cochin series. 1920-56 <CIPE> (601)--I. law
reports, digests, etc. - India - Kerala. 2. Law reports, digests,
etc. - India - Travancore-Cochin (720)--I. Kerala (State).
High Court (730)--Law (811)--SA67-6607 (821)--1586116 (826)--UUEIKeE957m
(828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCSK UCSWB (853)--PL480: Jan. 1961-
(910)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Lahore series, containing cases determined
by the High Court at Lahore and by the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council....v.1-28; 1920-47 <UCSD> (212)--Published under the
authority of governor-general in Council (305)--Lahore
(401)--Superintendent, Govt. Printing (403)--Ceased (470)--26cm.
(5011)--m (521)--English (531) --Succeeds: Punjab record. v.1-54;
1866-1919 (601)--Ed.: C. H. Oertel (611)--I. Law reports, digests,
etc. - India - Punjab (720)--I. Punjab (State). High Court of
Oertel, Charles Herman, ed. (730)--Punjab record (750) --23-15550 (821)--UUEIPL920m (828)--NUC (852)--BUkop UCSM UCSPHH (853)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Lucknow series. v.1-23; Nov. 1926-48 <UCSD> (212)--Allahabad (401)--m (521)--English (531)--BUkop (852)--UCSD (853)

INDIAN law reports; Madhya Bharat series (210) search under
Indian law reports; Madhya Pradesh series.

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Madhya Pradesh series. 1957- (212)--Former sub-title: Madhya Bharat series. -1956 (252)--Bhopal (401)--Superintendent, Govt. Press, Bhopal, MP <CIPE> (480)--Rs.15.50 (490) --25cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--b (521)--English (531)--Contains cases determined by the High Court of Madhya Pradesh at Jabalpur <OC> (680)--1. Law reports, digests, etc.
- India - Madhya Pradesh (720)--I. Madhya Pradesh (State). High Court of Judicature (730)--Indian law reports; Madhya Bharat series (740)--SA65-9264 (821)--9171793 (826)--UUEIM957b (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: Jan./Feb. 1958-Nov./Dec. 1970 (910)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Madras series. v.1- ; 1876/78- <BUkop> (212)--Madras (401)--Superintendent, Govt. Press, Madras (480)--Rs.35.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. - India - Madras (State) (720)--I. Madras (State).
High Court of Judicature (730)--SA64-1382 (821)--1639217 (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUkop CIPE UCSK UCSM UCST (853) --PL480: ?-v. 1(1); May 1962-Sept. 1971 (910)

INDIAN law reports; Mysore series (SA66-5082) (210) search under
Indian law reports; Karnataka series.

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Nagpur series, containing cases determined by the High Court at Nagpur. 1936- (212)--Formerly issued by: Judicial Commissioner, Central Provinces, India (352)--Nagpur (401)--Govt. Press (403)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. - India - Nagpur (720)--I. India. Judicial Commissioner, Central Provinces (730)--NUC (852)--BUkop UCSM (853)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Patiala series. 1952- (212)--Patiala (401)--Published under the authority of the Patiala & East Punjab States Union Government (402)--23cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--1. law reports, digests, etc. - India - Patiala & East Punjab States Union (720)--I. Patiala & East Punjab States Union. High Court of Judicature (730)--0445-7811 (825)--10139129 (826)--UUEIIP952m (828)--OC (852)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Patna series, containing cases determined
by the High Court at Patna and by the Supreme Court of India on appeal from that court. v.1- ; 1922- <CIPE> (212)--Patna (401)--Superintendent, Secretariat Press (403)--Superintendent, Gcvt. Printing and Stationery, Patna, Bihar <CIPE> (480)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Includes reports of the High Court, Patna, Privy Council and the Federal Court <OC> (620)--l. Law reports, digests, etc. - India - Bihar (state). 2. Law reports, digests, etc. - India (720)--I. Bihar (State). High Court of Judicature. II. India. Supreme Court. III. Bihar and Orissa (State). High Court of Judicature. IV. Bihar (Province). High Court of Judicature (730)--SA66-4200 (821)--1695314 (826)--UUEIBI922m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCSK UCSM (853)--PL480: V.40(1)-v.53(12); Jan. 1961-Dec. 1974 (910)

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Punjab and Haryana series. v.20- ; 1967- (212)--Formerly: Indian law reports; Punjab series, containing cases determined by the High Court of East Punjab, the Federal Court of India and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council on appeal from these courts. v.1-19; 1948-Dec. 1966 <UCSD> (250)--Chandigarh (401)--Government Press (403)--Rs.40.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Contains cases determined by the Punjab and Haryana High Court <OC> (620)--l. Law reports, digests, etc. - India - Punjab. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. - India - Haryana (720)--l. Indian law reports; Punjab series. 2. Indian law reports; Haryana series (740)--Law (811)--348'.545'042 (812)--76-645385 (821)--1752946 (826)--UUEICG948m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCSK UCSWB (853)--PL480: v.15, Jan. 1962- ; Issue for May 1973 not available (910)

INDIAN law reports; Punjab series (210)

search under
Indian law reports; Punjab and Haryana series.

INDIAN law reports; (210)--Rajasthan series. v.1- ; Jan./Feb. 1951- <OC> (212)--Jodhpur (401)--Superintendent, Govt. Press (402)--Superintendent, Government Press, Jodhpur, Rajasthan (480)--Rs.17.25 (490)--25cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Sukhdeo Mirdha (611)--Contains cases determined by the High Court for Rajasthan at Jodhpur <OC> (680)--l. Law reports, digests, etc. - India. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. - India - Rajasthan (State) (720)--I. Rajasthan (State). High Court of Judicature. II. India. Supreme Court (730)--58-22622 (821)--1752947 (826)--UUEIRJ0951m (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 OC UCSK UCSWB (853)--PL480: v.11(8)-24(8); Aug. 1961-Aug. 1974 (910)

INDIAN law reports; Travancore-Cochin series (210)

search under
Indian law reports; Kerala series.

INDIAN law review. v.1-9; Feb. 1947-57 <UCD> (210)--Calcutta <BUCOP>

INDIAN lawyers. v.1- ; 1963- (210)--Sponsored by: Indian Lawyers Association (306)--Calcutta (401)--16/A Swinhoe Lane, P.S. Jadavpur, Calcutta-700 042 (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)---m (521)---English (531)--Ed.: Bejoy Kumar Chattopadhy (611)--UUEIBC963m (828)--CIPE (852)--CNLIC IPiP (853)

INDIAN Leather Technologists' Association (110)--Journal. v.1- ; 1953- (210) --<Calcutta> (401)--25cm. (5011)---m (521)---English (531)--1. Leather industry and trade - Periodicals (720)--TS940.I5 (811)--SA67- 1782 (821)--TSeIBC953m (828)--NUC (852)


The INDIAN libertarian. v.1- ; 1952- (210)--Sponsored by: Libertarian Social Institute <NST> (306)--Bombay (401)--Libertarian Publishers (402)--Ceased (470)--Libertarian Publishers Private, Ltd., I Floor, Arya Bhavan, Sandhurst Road W., Bombay-400 004 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)---m (521)---English (531)---Some issues reported as not published (540)---Vol. numbers irregular (571)--Absorbs: 1. Free economic review wef. 1956? <UCD> 2. Indian nationalist <OC> (6031)--Ed.: Kusum Lotavala <CIPE> (611)---Independent journal of free economy and public affairs <OC> (680)--1. Economic history - 1945- - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals <OC> (720) --1. Free economic review. 2. Indian nationalist (750)--HB9.I43 (811)--323 (812)--SA62-1006 (821)--0019-5766 (825)--
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1643786 (826)--HBeIMtb952m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC UCD (853)--PL 480: v.9(19)--22(3); Jan. 1962--June 1975; Some issues not available (910)

INDIAN librarian. v.1- ; June 1946- (210)--Jullundur(401)--Sant Ram Bhatia (402)--<Simla, India> (431)--233 Model Town, Jullundur-144 003, Punjab (India) <CIPE> (480)--Rs.40.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--ports. (5013) --Available on microfilm from University Microfilms International, Ann Arbor, MI <OC> (5041) --q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Sant Ram Bhatia, June 1946- <OC> (611)--Index: Vols. 19-24, 1964/65-1969/70 lv. <OC> (651)--Indexed in: Current contents; GIPL; Index India; Lib. & infor. sc. abstr.; Lib. lit. <OC> (654)--Library science (680)--1. Library science -- Periodicals. 2. Libraries -- India -- Periodicals (720) --I. Sant Ram Bhatia, ed. (730)--Z671.I47 (811)--020.5 (812)--50-28059 (821)--0019-5774 (825)--1752949 (826) --Z6eIPJ946q (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE OC PI175 UCD (853)--PL480: v.16, June 1961- (910)

INDIAN Library Association (110)--All India Library Conference. Proceedings (210)

search under

All India Library Conference. Proceedings <UCSM>

INDIAN Library Association (110)--Annals of the Indian Library Association (210)

search under

Abgila.

INDIAN Library Association (110)--Annals, bulletin, granthalaya (210)

search under

Abgila--annals, bulletin, granthalaya.


INDIAN Library Association (110)--The Library bulletin. v.1-5(2); Apr. 1942-July 1946 (210)--Published by: Indian Library Association (305)--u (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Abgila wef. 1949 (602)--Abgila (750)--Z671.L694 (811)--ULS (852)--NUC UCD (853)

INDIAN Library Association (110)--Report on the working of the Indian Library Association (210) search under
Indian Library Association (110)--Annual report and statement of accounts <ALC76>

The INDIAN library journal. v.1-4(5); July 1924-June 1936 <NUC> (210) --Sponsored by: All-India Public Library Association (306)--Official organ of the Association (307)--Bezwada (401)--Ceased (470)--24cm. (501l)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--Film reproduction (master negative) from New York Public Library <NUC> (5041)--u (521)--English (531)--Suspended: 1930-33?, Feb.-Oct. 1934, May-Oct. 1935 (540)--I. All-India Public Library Association (730) --45-40136 (821)--10135128 (826)--UUEIAB924u (828)--ULS (852)--BUCOP NUC UCD (853)

INDIAN library movement; (210)--a professional journal for educationists <CIPE>. v.1- ; Mar. 1974- (212)--Ambala Cantt (401)--Editor, 148 Allenby Lines, Ambala Cantt, Haryana
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(480)--$10.00 (490)--21cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: N. K. Bhaqi <CIPE> (611)--Special numbers <CIPE> (640)--Indexed in: LISA <CIPE> (654)--1. Libraries - India - Periodicals (720)--Z845.4143 (811)--021.00954 (812)--74-902022; 74-647669 <OC> (821)--0377-7367 (825)--1796039 (826)--28eIHA974q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC OC (853)--Even though there is an entry in AL, it is not detailed enough (991)

INDIAN library science abstracts. v.1- ; Jan./Mar. 1967- (210)--Published by: Indian Association of Special Libraries and Information Centres (305)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Library science - Abstracts <OC> (720)--I. Indian Association of Special Libraries and Information Centres <OC> (730)--2671.155 (811)--020'.5 (812)--SA68-10323 (821)--0019-5790 (825)--2666124 (826)--26eIBC967q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCD (853)--PL480: V.1-7(3); Jan./Mar. 1967-July/Sept. 1973 (910)

INDIAN linguistics. v.1- ; 1931- (210)--Sponsored by: Linguistic Society of India (306)--Journal of the Society (307)--Poona (401)--Calcutta <PIH>; Lahore <BUCOP> (431)--Secretary, Linguistic Society of India, C/O Deccan College Postgraduate and Research Institute, Poona-411 006, Maharashtra <CIPE> (480)--Rs.50.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--q (521)--Formerly: annual (525)--English (531)--Ed.: Ashok R. Kelkar <CIPE> (611)--Annual includes Bulletin of the Linguistic Society of India, No.1, Dec. 1969- (620)--Supplement accompanies v.34(1) (631)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Publishes articles and reviews pertaining to scientific study of languages especially those of India <CIPE> (680)--1. Indic languages - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Linguistic Society of India (730)--PK1501.75 (811)--491.105 (812)--52-28375 (821)--1713804 (826)--PKeIMtP931g (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE OC PiH UCD (853)--PL480: v.1, 1931- <Reprinted> (910)

INDIAN listener (210)

search under
Akasavani <ALC76>
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